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"Transition from School to University: An Environmental Approach.
A Comparative Study of Students at the Universities of Durham and
Lough borough"

by

Alan John French.
ABSTRACT

1.1

The university environment as a \vhole was subdivided into
five environmental spheres:- the physical, human, institutional,
academic and personal.

The effects that aspects of each of these

five spheres had upon transition were assessed by surveying a randomly selected systematic sample of 25/. of the first year undergraduates
at Durham and Loughborough during the first term of their first year,
in November 197 5.

These two universities were chosen because of

their similarity in proportion of students in residence and similar
student numbers.

A specially devised questionnaire was used contain-

ing questions eliciting students' attitudes .towards aspects of the
university situation within each of the five spheres.
A Supplementary Survey was conducted during the students'
second year (February 1977) to assess the degree of attitude change
and adjustment, and to discover the ease with which transition had
been accomplished.

Between these two surveys interviews had been

conducted with students at both universities to discuss more fully
the implications of the Hain Survey.
Results obtained from both surveys and interviews were then
compared with final degree results, published between 1978 and 1980,
and frequency with which students reported experiencing transitional
problems, using a

spec~ally

computed problem score.

Individualised

characteristics such as age, academic attainment on entry to university,
home

are~

and school experience were also compared with degree results.

and problem reportage.

There was a tendency for environmental factors

to be leis significantly related to degree success, attrition and
problem reportage than some other student characteristics, especially
previous academic attainment.
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PRE-AMBLE

This research was conducted over a span of years.

The

nature of the study, comparing students' attitudes towards the five
aspects of their new environment devised by the author with results
obtained in final degree examinations, necessitated a number of
years to pass before analysis and writing up of data.

A number of

courses in engineering and applied science at Loughborough, as well
as those involving a year's study abroad as part of a foreign
language course at Durham, were of four year's duration.

So

as students who were being surveyed had entered university in
October 1975 some were not expected to graduate until July 1979.
Where some had re-taken a year, or had to resit examinations, this
meant that final results were delayed a further twelve months.

A chronological sequence of the events involved in this
study may clarify the course of the research.

June

1975

Preliminary Survey at Durham

August

1975

Five-fold classification of the university environ-

ment \vas devised and, unti 1 October, the Hain Questionnaire
was compiled
October

1975

Registrar at Durham University consulted and Heads

of Durham Colleges were invited to give permission for
research to be conducted.
November

1975

Principals of Colleges still seen before Hain

Questionnaire issued at the end of the month.
December

1975

Replies received from Hain Survey

( XX )

January to Narch 1976

Interviews conducted at both Durham

and Loughborough Universities
July

1976

Preliminary first year examination results

published where appropriate
August to November 1976

Supplementary Questionnaire devised

February

1977

Supplementary Survey administered

Narch

1977

Last replies received from Supplementary Survey

November

1978

First degree results for three year courses

November

1979

Degree results for four year courses and those

retaking a ye·ar in a three year course
November

1980

Last remaining degree results obtained or

confirmation a student had terminated

Since September 1977 the author has been teaching in
Dover and analysis of results could only take place during school
holidays when it was possible to return to Durham to make use of
the computing facilities.

Consequently, students who were being surveyed and who
participated in this study have all passed through the university
system with varying degrees of success.
are students at the present time.

It is unlikely that any

Their responses cannot be of

much benefit to them, but may be of value to succeeding
generations of undergraduates.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE ROBBINS REPORT,

1.1

HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE UNIVERSITY SECTOR

Introduction
The problem of student wastage has only recently been

recognised as a problem at all and, hence, worthy of investigation.1

Indeed, until the late 1960's British universities and

colleges seemed to conduct research into most topics save themselves.

Throughout the 1970's higher education expanded and

became a growth industry.

Research into its many aspects, one of

which was student wastage, also flourished.

Investigations of the

problems students actually experienced developed as logical consequences of studies of student wastage.

Studies of this nature

ought to progress beyond merely discovering the proportion of
students leaving university prematurely or failing to graduate.
It is more important to discover why wastage of students occurs.
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In the first few years of the 1980's a world-wide
recession has led to financial constraints and cut-backs being
applied to university education.

Higher education is no longer

the flourishing growth industry it once was.
by economic cuts, is prevalent.

Contraction, imposed

The efficiency of higher education

and its cost effectiveness are of more concern today than they were
a decade or so ago.

Lack of research in higher education was once

probably a result of much doubt and controversy as to what was an
institution of higher education and what was not.
has been resolved.

This dilemma

However, it is likely that insufficient research

into higher education will now be a consequence of inadequate funds.
The economic climate of the 1980's demands maximum use to be made
of all resources.

It is, therefore, important that student wastage

be investigated at this time.

1.2

Higher education in Britain
Post-school education in Britain is a complicated affair

owing much to haphazard development or re-organisation, both of
which have been the results more of political expediency than any
long term policy or planning.

At present a variety of institutions

provide different levels of education to both full-time and parttime students aged sixteen years or more.

The distinction between

"further" and "higher" education is now less blurred than it was in
the late 1950's and early 1960's, when much of the groundwork for
today's diversity in post-school educational provision was made.
This has been due, mostly, to the Robbins Committee's investigation
of higher education and its interpretation of its frame of reference.

2
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The Committee's brief was to make recommendations about
full-time higher education in Britain.

The Committee looked at

three types of establishment, for apparently different reasons,
and labelled these as "Institutions of Higher Education".

By

virtue of their age and prestige the universities were ·the most
important providers of post-school education.

They offered degree

courses to a limited proportion of the population.

To use the

taxonomy referred to by Watts 3 the three types of university,
Oxbridge, Ancient Scottish and Civic, were concerned with educating an elite that would become leaders in politics, commerce and
the Church.

Therefore, the Arts, and more latterly the physical

and social sciences, \vere included in the curriculum.

It is

important to understand that the use of the word "~lite" is, in
no way, disparaging or polemic.

Undergraduates were traditionally

selected from the upper echelons of society, able to finance themselves, or were the most able academically, being winners of a
scholarship.

Thus, being a highly selected minority, the student

undergraduate population was, by definition, an elite.

In provid-

ing a specialised and distinctive education to degree level,
universities were clearly to be regarded as

·~nstitutions

of

Higher Education".

On the other hand, teacher training colleges, as their
former name suggests, were specifically concerned \vi th supplying
a pool of trained teachers for employment in State-maintained
schools.

These institutions aimed at providing a vocational

training rather than a broad, general education.

Admission to

teacher training college \vas granted to school leavers and mature
applicants possessing qualifications that were inferior to those
required for admission to a university.

The inclusion of teacher
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training colleges in the category of "institutions of higher
education" by the Robbins Commit tee reflected the importance of
such a training in the context of British education at the time
rather than the depth or quality of the training.

The third type of institution Robbins selected was the
College of Advanced Technology.

This type of establishment had

expanded and developed in the post-war period to match the demand
for technologists and applied scientists that the universities
could not supply.

Some of the CAT's, as they were known, were

offering degree level courses in enginee'ring and applied science
because of expedience alone.

Entry to such courses required

qualifications similar to those demanded by universities.

It was

this level of education that was considered vitally important for
the country's economic well-being and it was this provision alone
that the Robbins Committee investigated.

The great bulk of part-

time and lo\ver level work taking place in the CAT' s was ignored,
as was educational provision in other colleges.

In the post-Robbins era, therefore, there has been a
tendency to see higher education in terms of full-time, rather
than part-time, study for a degree or its equivalent.

The implic-

ation has been that higher education, as its name suggests, involves
a depth of study superior to that conducted at school, while
further education is an extension of school.

This implies a

hierarchical structure to post-school education in Britain and it
is one that has been perpetuated in recent years.

Since public-

ation of the Robbins Committee's recommendations, developments
in post-school educational provision have tended to be moves
towards product differentiation and acts of political expediency
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rather than the results of systematic planning.

This has been made

apparent in the implementation of only some of the Committee's
recommendations.

One, that teacher training should be administered

by the universities was rejected.

Hm.;rever, \'lith the introduction

of a graduate-only profession and the demise of Colleges of
Education this has, now, effectively been implemented.

Robbins had profound effects upon university education.
The CAT's were upgraded to university status, becoming the Technological Universities of Aston, Bath, Bradford, Brunel, City,
Heriot-Watt, Loughborough, Salford, Strathclyde and Surrey.

In

addition to Keele that had been established after the war, completely new institutions \.;rere set up, the "plate-glass" universities
of East Anglia, Essex, Kent, Lancaster, Stirling, Sussex, Ulster,
\van.;rick and York.

Each ,.;ras granted its own charter and the right

to confer its own degrees.

These nineteen new and technological

universities formed almost half of the forty-four British universities and contained almost a quarter (23•8%) of the undergraduate
.
4 By almost doubling the number of universities (the
popu 1a tl.on.
Universities of London and \vales being regarded as single insti tutions) the implementation of this proposal made by the Robbins
Committee enabled some 11% of the student-aged population to
receive a university education: still a small proportion.

5

The Committee's recommendations concerning teacher
training were not put into effect.

In order that Government

control could be maintained over the output of teachers the
Secretary of State for Education and Science, the Rt Hon.
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t>lichael Stewart announced in 1964 that though the teacher training
colleges would be renamed "Colleges of Education" they would not
be administered by the universities, 6 as Robbins had recommended.
Thus, colleges of education were not to become autonomous bodies
but were to remain under State control.

This heralded the move

towards a binary system of higher education in Britain.

On one

side there were autonomous universities, while on the other were
State-maintained and controlled colleges of education and the ne\v
polytechnics, the latter being another of the Robbins Committee's
recommendations.

The rationale behind the binary system, with its

two parallel structures of higher education, was outlined by a later
7
Secretary of State, the Rt Hon. Anthony Crosland in a speech at
Hoolwich Polytechnic in 1965, when he stated that a dual system
\vas preferable to:

"
the alternative concept of a unitary system,
hierarchically arranged on a 'ladder' principle,
with the universities at the top and other institutions down below •••• Such a system would be
characterised by a continuous rat-race to reach
the first or university division, a constant
pressure on those below to ape the universities
above, and a certain inevitable failure to
achieve the diversity of higher education which
contemporary society needs."

This policy \vas intended to provide alternative
educational facilities that would be different from, and not
inferior to, the universities.

The newly-named colleges of

education were to offer B.Ed. courses, phasing out the Certificate
of Education, and in so doing provide a less narrow vocational
training for their students.

As the name suggests they were to

educate and not merely train potential teachers.

It would no\v be

possible for a student to obtain a degree from either a university
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or a college of education, degrees from the latter being validated
by a university or the CNAA.

Furthermore, the nel-l polytechnics

were to offer degree courses, and this function has been expanded.
Thus, the binary system isolated the autonomous universities from
the rest of the institutions of higher education.

The distinction

between institutions in this dual system rested upon t-lhether the
Government did, or did not, have direct control in maintaining the
institution.

Theoretically there are other distinguishing features
that differentiate the new polytechnics from the universities.
The Minister of State for Education, Mr Gerry Fowler,

8

in replying

to a question in the House of Commons concerning these differences
stated that he attached:
"
particular importance first to their (the
polytechnics) maintaining links with industry
and commerce and generally contributing to the
community which they serve, and secondly to
their continuing to cater for all types of
students by offering a wide range of courses,
including sandtvich and part-time courses at a
variety of levels."

At such institutions some 50% of students are part-time, so the
new polytechnics differ greatly from the universities and colleges
of education.

Recent re-organisation and merging of colleges of
education with university departments of education have not solved
the problems of the binary system.

There are still two parallel,

yet now competitive and hierarchical systems.

The university
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sector is n0\17 proportionally smaller in an expanded sphere of postschool education.

It may even become smaller than the Robbins

Committee envisaged.

The former pre-eminence of the universities

is being threatened by weight of numbers alone.

In 1981 there were approximately 3000 fe\17er students
admitted to university than in the previous year as a result of
financial constraints.

H0\17ever, in the same year admissions to

polytechnics had increased by some 9000.

The total number of

students in higher education had, therefore, risen.

The univer-

sity sector is becoming less significant in terms of numbers
alone.

Follo\17ing the peak of eighteen year olds in the population

at large in 1982 there is to be a steadily declining pool from
which students in higher education may be selected.
will be a third fewer eighteen year olds.

By 1995 there

The universities,

already experiencing cut backs and financial restrictions, must
contract, as indeed will all aspects of higher education for even
the polytechnics are experiencing some financial difficulties.

9

The universities have retained their prestigious position in
spite of falling numbers of students.

The future of universities

may well be determined by their effectiveness and efficiency as
educational institutions.

1.3

University education in Britain

It has been suggested that there is as much diversity
within the university sector itself as there is within the sphere
of higher education as a Nhole.

10

It is clear that the British
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system of university provision, one of the oldest, differs from
that found else\oihere in the world.

Not only is there a generous

grants system and the provision of residential accommodation, there
is also a wider choice of institution and a greater degree of
mobility within the country for intending students.

The differ-

ences between the British and other systems of university provision
have been outlined by

~!atts

11

who notes that a significant differ-

ence is the highly competitive and selective nature of university
admissions practised in this country.

In the United Kingdom there is a tendency for school
leavers to apply for admission to university before entrance
requirements have been met.

Thus, some successful applicants are

offered places only to be rejected at the last moment for failing
to obtain the necessary qualifications.

On the other hand there

are some students who were not offered a place on application but
who obtain the required examination results and are subsequently
given the opportunity to study for a degree.

In order that this

highly competitive admission procedure could be streamlined the
Universities Central Council on Admissions (UCCA) was established
in 1961.

This one central body deals with virtually all

admissions to British universities, in spite of the great
variations that exist bet\veen them.

Various attempts have been made to simplify the
complex nature of university provision in this country.
Universities may be classified by age, size or function.

\Vhatever

criterion is used to classify universities there are bound to be

- 10
some exceptions and room for debate.

A \'lidely accepted eight-fold

classification divides British universities into the following
categories, \'lith the date of their being allowed to confer their own
degrees in parenthesis:

1

1

Oxbridge - Oxford (1263) and Cambridge (1284)

2

Ancient Scottish - Aberdeen (1494) Dundee (1967)
Edinburgh (1583) Glasgmq (1451) and St Andretvs (1411)

3

London (1836)

4

Larger Civic "Redbrick" - Birmingham (1900)
Bristol (1909) Durham (1832) Leeds (1904)
Liverpool (1903) Manchester (1857);'(
Newcastle (1852)** and Sheffield (1905)

5

Smaller Civic "Hhitetile" - Exeter (1955)
Hull (1954) Leicester (1957) Nottingham (1948)
Reading (1926) and Southampton (1952)

6

Hales (1893) and Belfast (1908)

7

Ne\'1 "Plate-glass" - East Anglia (1963)
Essex (1964) Keele (1962) Kent (1965)
Lancaster (1964) Stirling (1967) Sussex (1961)
Ulster (1965) \.Janlick (1965) and York (1963)

8

Technological - Aston (1966) Bath (1966)
Bradford (1966) Brunel (1966) City (1966)
Heriot-Watt (1966) Loughborough (1966)
Salford (1967) Strathclyde (1964) and Surrey (1966)

'~•

Nanchester University \vas established by Royal Charter in 1880,
having been a University College since 1857.

;·~···

Ne\vcastle, founded as a University College of Durham in 1852,
received its own Charter in 1963.

12
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Hmvever, the Open University (1969) does not fit into
any category.

Furthermore, Durham, being a collegiate university

has more in common with Oxford and Cambridge, some would say, than
with the other larger civic universities.

There is certainly a

case for separating Durham from Nelvcastle as the latter lvas granted
its own charter as recently as 1963, being a college of Durham
University before that date.

In a similar lvay Dundee, a college

of St Andrews till granted its own charter in 1967, cannot be
considered as "ancient Scottish".

Little profit can be gained

from merely classifying universities, hmvever.

Of far more

importance is the consensus as to what a university is, which
unites all of these institutions of varying age and structure,
so minimising their differences.

1.4

Aims of university education
The ansNer to the question "\fuat is a university?" ought

to involve discussion of. the aims and objectives of higher education
and cannot be a mere description of an institution.

There may be

some disagreement as to lvhat these aims are primari1ly, but generally
.
. t y. 13
t h ere are t wo f un damen t a 1 f ea t ures o f a un1vers1

As Ry 1 e 14

succinctly puts it, there is, firstly, the university's pre-occupation·
with the preservation and transmission of academic standards, and
secondly, this has been traditionally linked with the education
of the whole man.

The Robbins Committee found no single aim of

higher education but rather four essential components:

15

1

Instruction in skills and techniques

2

Promotion of general powers of the mind
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3

Advancement of learning

4

Transmission of a common culture and
standards of citizenship

The aims of higher education can thus be labelled "cognitive" i .. e ..
to do with the pursuit of academic excellence, and "non-cognitive"
i.e. concerned Nith socialisation.

Difficulties seem to arise \vhen either the cognitive
or non-cognitive aims are given precedence.
Peters

16

In the \vorks of

there has been discussion of the development of "desirable

qualities".

Morris

17

has been concerned lvith similar characteristics

l<Jhen he has talked about the development of "those powers, virtues
and sympathies which seem to constitute the essence of \vhat \ve mean
by being human".

If universities are solely concerned with such

objectives, graduates lvould possess those desirable and Northwhile
qualities that the society in which they live considers worth
possessing..

They need not, necessarily, have attained a high

academic standard.

The problems associated lvi th this definition

of lvhat constitutes a university are obvious.

Firstly, there is

the problem concerned lvith who determines what are lvorthlvhile
and desirable qualities.

Secondly, there is a negation of a

university's traditional role which has been the pursuit of
excellence.

In response to the former, the decision as to what

constitutes lvorthwhile qualities and \vhat are worthless involves
value judgements' which may differ from one society to another, or
k dl y
may d ~. ff er mare

.

l .
w~t1~n

18
th e same soc1e
. t y over. a per1o
. d o f t1me.
.

\.Jriters have observed ho\v student unrest in the 1960's

encouraged

the demand for "relevance" in undergraduate courses, reflecting a

- 13 • d o f·
shift in society I s values over a relative 1y sh ort peno

•
t~me.

19

\-lith reference to the second problem, one must assume that such
elements as academic excellence and high attainment are seen as
"Northwhile qualities".

University education in Britain, that

has survived for over seven centuries, cannot be defined in terms
of socialisation alone with a disregard for academic attainment.

Perhaps a more cynical approach is to view university
education in more sociological or anthropological terms as a "rite
of passage"
or a pro f

20

into an adult world, or as an entry into an occupation

.

ess~on.

21

Seeing the university as a factory or a

conveyor belt, with graduates as the product, is a materialistic
and pragmatic vie,., 1 eaving little scope for personal and human
development.

22

Yet this is more easy to understand than Truscot's

nebulous and paradoxical claim that graduates should:

11

feel fuller, and yet emptier ••• Should have
increased power yet at the same time a keener sense
of their own '1'1eakness; above all, they should be
afi red "1i th passion to discover and explore. 11

Hithin this rather poetic definition of the aims of university
education is the implication that the essence is personal and
individual development; a process that should continue long after
graduation.

Such a view has been expounded on both sides of the

Atlantic, Nith such noted educationalists as Freedman
Sanford

25

24

and

in the United States agreeing with British 'vorkers.

26

In claiming that personal development is the aim of
university education there is no denial or exclusion of academic

23

- 14 criteria.

The pursuit of excellence is an integral part of personal

development and is a vital feature of university education, distinguishing it from other areas of post-school education.

As Daniels

and Schouten 27 have stated, the primary educational aim of higher
education is the transfer of knot'lledge.

Academic development is

one facet of personal development as a whole.

It is when the aims

of university education are seen in narrow, academic terms alone
that debate and controversy arise.

The proliferation of students'

unions and societies suggests that students themselves see university
education in a

b~oader

light than being solely concerned with the

transfer of knOtvledge and acquisition of skills.

Consequently,

Hith the aim of university education being more broadly based than
the narrOtv confines of academic standards imply, the concept of
student t-mstage can be perceived in different tvays.

Can there be

tvastage if the essential point of a university education is personal
development?

If a student fails to graduate has there been a waste?

The Robbins Committee was atvare of this dilemma and doubted the
validity of the terminology used.

28

This view has been expressed

more recently by contemporary student counsellors.

29

Two universities, one England's third oldest and the
other one of its most recently established, were selected for
investigation and comparison.

By focusing attention on two

institutions within the university sector, the University of
Durham and Loughborough University of Technology, it may be
possible to identify some aspects of student wastage.

Historically and traditionally, university education
in Britain has been characterised by a pre-occupation with the

- 15 development and education of the whole man.

Moral tutors and

regent schemes, the various guises of pastoral care, the abundance of extra-curricular activities and inter-varsity sporting
fixtures can be cited as evidence to support the notion that
university education is concerned with the development of individuals and the fulfilling of potential.

Part of this development

involves the intellect, certainly, and academic attainment is
critical, but it is not the sole aim or objective.

In this light

some of the attitudes sho\'m towards student lvastage in the past,
and the apparent unconcern for students' problems, may be more
clearly understood.

More particularly, the concept of student

wastage itself must be examined afresh.
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or cure academically failing students. However, as his
vielv of counselling is more concerned with enabling a
student to develop as a person than merely to graduate,
especially if a student had been steered into an inappropriate course, the so-called 'drop-out rate' could
increase in response to good counselling. This vietv has
been expressed by Clarke, J~ and Jones, A. in The
transition from school to college (Youth CounSclling
Bulletin 1(4), 1975) when they stated that a student's
decision to tvithdraw may be the first positive decision
a student makes for himself. 'Drop-out' and 'wastage'
are terms tvi th a negative over- tone and are therefore
inappropriate when talking about positive steps being
made by students. Clearly the terminology used in the
past needs re-evaluation.

CHAPTER TWO
STUDENT

\~ASTAGE
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CHAPTER TWO
STUDENT WASTAGE

2.1

Introduction
The first, and only, comprehensive figures showing the

rate of student wastage in Britain were included in a report
entitled "An Enquiry into Student Progress" which l-7as published
in 1968.

1

At that time the average rate of wastage lvas 13• 37.,

with 14•2% of male students and 10•6% of female students leaving
university prior to graduation.

2

These rates of attrition were

.
d.1n oth er coun t•
r1es
1ol-;rer t h an t h ose exper1ence

3 bt
u seeme d

relatively high when the competitive and selective nature of
university admission
cons1.d era t•10n.

4

practised in this country was taken into

Concern was expressed over these rates of

wastage and two possible explanations lvere suggested.

Firstly,

it was proposed that wrongful admission accounted for some withdrawals.

Students may have been accepted to study inappropriate

courses at the wrong institution, mainly as a result of being
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"channelled" into university application by parental or school
pressure.

Secondly, there was the suggestion that some students

failed to develop intellectually beyond the level they had attained
on entry, so were unable to meet the academic demands made of them.

The Robbins Committee accepted these reasons as likely
5
.
f or w1t
. hd rawa 1 some f 1ve
.
.
exp 1 anat1ons
years ear 11er.

Further-

more the Robbins Committee accepted, as inevitable, a certain
proportion of students withdrawing.

6

Though it may be inevitable

that some students leave university before graduating, or may sit
final examinations and fail, the Robbins Committee criticised the
terminology used to define this phenomenon.

The so-called failing

student had not, necessarily, gained nothing from a limited time
at university.

Hence, wastage was a misnomer.

7

The terminology used in discussing students who fail
to graduate is value-loaded and essentially negative in character.
Terms such as
atory.

11

\vastage", "failure" and "drop-out" are all derog-

Each has·connotations of uselessness and futility, with

the implication that nothing of value has been assimilated.

Assoc-

iated with this value-loaded terminology are the problems arising
from the controversy as to what is meant by the words "success"
and "failure" in a university context.

The suggestion is that

success is defined in terms of academic criteria alone.

Yet the

aims and objectives of university education are broader and more
diverse.

The use of such negative terminology in describing

attrition is unsatisfactory.

A less emotive terminology is

necessary for the Robbins Report does not stand alone in its

- 21 assertion that something of value may be obtained from even a short
spell as an undergraduate.

8

Indeed, recent workers have already

talked of withdrawal as a positive step so it cannot be regarded
as '11aste or as failure.

2.2

9

Terminology used in reporting student withdrawal
When Malleson

10

asked, nearly twenty years ago,

students be wasted?" the term student wastage was born.

·~ust

In de-

fining ,.,astage as the proportion of students that leave university,
for '11hatever reason, without obtaining a degree, Malleson admitted
that academic inadequacy was probably not the only reason for
withdrawal.

He felt, hm11ever, that too much emphasis had been

placed upon non-academic reasons as he believed a student would
rather give a social or medical reason for leaving than to admit
to any intellectual inability.

In some instances, of course, this

may well have been the true reason for withdrawal.

Malleson's useof the term "wastage" is interesting
for it did not stem from his observation that the proportion of
students leaving prematurely seemed to be constant.

Neither did

it arise from his implication that poor selection may have been
involved.

His concept of wastage arises, essentially, from an

estimate that some £15 million of tax-payers' money was being
,.,asted per year by students leaving university before successful
completion of their courses.

At the very start of its usage,

therefore, '11astage did not refer to the student himself so much
a's to the money involved in non-utilisation of resources..

Thus

it was the cost incurred by academic staff and facilities, of

- 22 accommodation and allowances, that arose when an unfillable vacancy
occurred in the duration of a course.

In its

repeat~d

use since

1963 the term has been given a more negative connotation where the
implication has been that the student himself is being wasted.

There have been many tvorks published since 1945 that
have referred to students leaving prematurely, and these references have tended to have been couched in negative terms.

In

addition to the term "wastage" there have been such epithets as
"failed", "dropped-out", "opted-out" and "unsuccessful".

In

defining students who leave prematurely in this way there is an
implication that not graduating is an undesirable affair.

This

interpretation of withdrawal is difficult to reconcile with the
view that something of value may be obtained from some time as
an undergraduate.

If, as it has been suggested, education, like most
other living things, is impossible to define 11 and if there is
uncertainty regarding the aims of higher education it is difficult
to determine whether the process has, or has not, been successful.
Similarly, it is difficult to conclude, tvith any certainty, tvhether
there is any tvastage, apart from a simplistic financial waste.
The problem of assessing the success of higher education has been
compounded by a general view that success can be measured in terms
of academic achievement.

This may be a pass in progress examin-

ations,12 or merely obtaining the qualification sought. 13

More

specifically success may mean passing at the first attempt. 14

In

whatever guise, success is viewed in academic terms and it means
reaching a minimum level of attainment.

Consequently, the
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antithesis of this, failing the examination or terminating one's
studies prior to sitting the examination, has been seen as failure.

15

The terminology suggests that the sole aim of higher education is
academic achievement.

An attempt to define success in the field of employment16 referred to five factors: progress, competence, satisfaction,
fitness and adjustment.

As Wilson

17

has observed, universities

have tended to define success in terms of progress and competence
only.

It is in the United States that workers in education have

formulated definitions of success that have embraced not only the
academic aims but also the developmental aspect.
Freedman

18

According to

success, from a developmental point of view, involves

the instillation of favourable characteristics in students, encouraging their development after completion of the course.
reminiscent of Truscot' s view already mentioned.

19

This is

Those '"'ho see

higher education in terms of a developmental process, fostering
maturity, tend to regard success as the degree to \oJhich personality
changes for the better.

20

Sanford put forward a similar view:

21

"If a college admits students with relatively
primitive tastes, shallmoJ interests, values unmodified since childhood, and rigid patterns of thinking,
and if after four years it turns out students who
are flexible, imaginative, discriminating and capable
of self-expression, the college is undoubtedly a
success."

Elsewhere, Sanford has agreed that success in college is usually
measured in terms of grades, progress and competence.

22

This

may not be success from the point of view of a student or another
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interested party, although this may be success from the college's
point of vietv.

The essentially philosophical discussion of what is
meant by the term "success" in an educational context has taken

.

place in the United States where workers have examined student
progress through high school as well as other institutions, not
universities alone.

It is clear that in the university context

success involves some measure of academic achievement.

This may

be most easily assessed by reference to the class of degree
obtained.

In order that this measure of success may be reached

it is necessary for the student to possess a certain level of
intellectual ability, and to have developed suitable skills and
techniques through the duration of the course.

The latter can

be clearly seen as aspects of development and maturation.

The

former may be perceived in a similar fashion if one accepts the
notion that intellectual demands made upon students at the end
of a course are of greater depth than those made on admission:
else, in Britain, a degree would be on a par with A-levels.

The

dilemma arises when a student is unable to develop to a sufficiently
high level and either fails to graduate or, for whatever reason,
feels compelled to tvi thdraw prematurely.

The question is, does

this warrant a failure or lack of success?

The recognition that development may be enhanced
elsetvhere, in some other area or field of study or course of
action, is, in itself, a sign that university has successfully

- 25
encouraged individual growth.

~

The relatively narrow confines of

academic criteria may not accommodate this as "success", yet it
is doubtful that no progress has been made or that nothing of worth
has been attained in such a situation.
terminology is unsatisfactory.

For this reason alone the

Being couched in negative and un-

favourable terms, failure at university may be regarded by many
students as a failure of themselves as people and may be a disadvantage to them.

23

However, a first degree course is not the

only valid training that is acceptable in the worlds of commerce
• dus t ry. 24 It is not an experience suited to all.
an d ~n

A

university course offers opportunity for both academic and personal
development, the former being an essential part of the latter.
University should be a creative process and not a filter.

25

Students not obtaining the qualification sought, hitherto defined
as t.vasted, dropped-out or failed, should be defined with less
emotive, more neutral terminology.

For the purposes of this research and as an attempt
to avoid value-loaded language the term "attrition" has been used
when referring to the process whereby matriculated students do not
complete their courses and so do not obtain the qualification
sought.

The "rate of attrition 11 tlli 11 mean the proportion of

matriculated students in this category.

A "terminator" or a

"terminating student" is one who, for any reason, prematurely
leaves or is unable to complete the course.

The "continuing

student" is one tvho perseveres tlli th the course and who passes
the necessary examinations.
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2.3

The problem of student attrition
It is essentially as a result of students in this

country being a highly selected group that concern has been
expressed over rates of attrition and that these have been regarded
as a problem in higher education.

Although undergraduates comprise

apparently able students, with high academic qualifications on
entry, a sizable proportion fails to graduate.

According to the

University Grants Committee enquiry, referred to above ( p 19 ),
some 13/o of students l<Jho should have graduated in the academic
year 1965 - 1966 did not do so.

Virtually half of those students

terminating their studies did so by the end of their first year.
Though over ten years old these statistics are the only ones
available and, consequently, have been referred to frequently.
Hmvever, they. are not fully comprehensive and care must be taken
if valid inferences are to be made from them.

The list of institutions omits the then recently
established, so-called "plate-glass" universities of East Anglia,
Essex, Kent, Lancaster, Stirling and Han-1ick.

Furthermore, the

figures pre-date recent expansion of university admissions so absolute numbers tend to be small.

Indeed, for some of the more

recently established institutions they are very small.

Ho\<Jever,

there are certain patterns and characteristic features that emerge
from these fi·gures.

Firstly, rates of attrition varied widely, varying
from one institution to another.

The lowest rate of 3•4/o \<Jas

recorded at Cambridge while the highest, 34'7o, was found at
Loughborough.

Secondly, there appeared to be distinct clusterings

- 27 of attrition rates.

At the lower end of the scale, tvith rates

ranging from 37. to 67., there tvere the collegiate universities of
Cambridge, Oxford and Durham.

The next group consisted of the bulk

of institutions with rates of attrition ranging from 7/. to 14/••
Three ancient Scottish universities, namely Aberdeen, Edinburgh and
Glasgotv, had rates of attrition of 167. to 18/. and so formed a third
cluster.
\

Finally, there were the ten former CAT's, the new tech-

nological universities, that had rates of attrition in excess
of 28/••

The UGC listed thirty-six institutions, of which twentytwo had more than half of those students terminating their studies
by the end of the first year.

The importance of the first year

as the time when most attrition tvas likely to have occurred was
shown by all save one university having 35% or more of all
inating students leaving by the end of the first year.

term~

This phen-

omenon, clearly documented in the UGC report, has been noted by
other workers in this country
and elsetvhere.

26

as well as in the United States

27

28

\Vi th a substantial proportion of terminating students

leaving university during their first year, coupled with the concern expressed over rates of attrition in general because of the
selective nature of university admissions practised in this country,
it is not surprising to find that poor selection tvas seen as the
cause of termination.

Research into selection methods has, on

the contrary, tended not to support this notion but rather suggest
selection, with all its inherent weaknesses, is adequate.

Indeed,

-
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research has been either ambiguous or contradictory with its findings so that many of the proposed causes of attrition seem to be
unrelated to selection for admission.

2.4

Suggested causes of attrition
Much work in this area of study has been based upon the

premise that selection methods have been at fault and that if
entrance standards were to be raised the rate of attrition would
fall.

Following Eysenck's optimistic assertion that school leaving

qualifications, together t-li th the results of intelligence tests,
gave a satisfactory indication of a student's potential

29

studies

have been carried out on the relationship between entrance qualifications and later academic performance.

Eysenck's work

preceded the introduction of General Certificate of Education
A-levels that \vere soon to become the major selection tool in
•

•

un~vers~ty

• •
30
a dm~ss~ons.

Grades attained at A-level still remain

important in entrance procedures and the proportion of students
admitted with only two A-level passes has become smaller than it
was a decade ago,

31

suggesting standards of entry are not being

lowered, but rather raised.

Over-subscription to courses enables

universi,ties to be more selective, \vhile the emerging polytechnics
absorb some of the less successful applicants.
attrition have, apparently, not

dec~eased

As rates of

as entrance standards

have been raised, there seems to be little evidence of a direct
and total relationship bet\veen entrance qualifications and subsequent degree performance.

Pilliner's "disconcerting inconsistent relationship"

32
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between entrance qualifications and degree performance has been
noted by others.

33

Lotv, positive co-relations have been found

. . . f.~can t • 3L•
bu t th ese h ave t en de d t o b e ~ns~gn~

Confirmation of

these findings has come from as far afield as the United States,
Australia 36 and New Zealand. 37

35

Rather than proposing slight co-

relations some tvorkers have, more boldly, asserted that terminating
students tend to possess lower entrance qualifications than those
.
38
con ti nu~ng.

Hmvever, the dilemma is whether, as Dale

39

has

suggested, there is a minimum level of pre-university attainment,
belotv tvhich it is umvise to embark on a university course, or tvhether
it is not necessarily the tveakest students, taking entrance qualifications as the criterion, who fai1. 40

The inadequacy of using

A-level grades as the major selection tool has been noted by
Austtvick

41

who believed that a substantial number of potential

graduates tvould be denied admission to university because of their
relatively low A-level grades.

Entrance requirements alone are

unsatisfactory predictors of subsequent degree performance as:

42

" ••• a substantial part of the variation in
students' performance in university is basically
unpredictable from evidence available at time of
entry to university."

Research in this field has shown that the causes of attrition
are complex.

43

Results gained from the use of sophisticated intelligence tests have been found to be of no greater value in predicting
university performance.

44

The fact that intelligence test scores

may identify potential first class honours candidates has been
noted

45

as well as their inability to identify potential terminators.
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There is little reason to believe that the causes of attrition
lie in either the possession of relatively inferior grades at Alevel on entry, or relatively l0\17 scores in aptitude tests.
Ryle

46

As

has observed, intellectual inadequacy is rarely a cause

of attrition in British universities.

The cause must lie else\17here.

An extension of the \17ork in the area of entrance qualifications and degree performance has been carried out by \Jankowski
who has seen the relationship between these t\170 factors as an index
of "consistency of learning behaviour"
of formal education.

47

at t\170 successive levels

He asserts that consistency of learning

behaviour is related to personality traits and much of his \vork
has been concerned \vi th examining the personality characteristics
of terminating and continuing students at the University of
Birmingham.

His findings have been ambiguous in so far

as the

traits significantly related to termination, extroversion and
neuroticism, are also characteristics of the high achiever at
degree level.

48

The relationship bettveen personality and

attainment is a confusing one.

49

It appears umvise to try and

. success \n' th persona 1'~ t y. 50
re 1ate .aca d em~c

I n some stu d'J.es ~t
'

has been found that introverts have obtained better degree results
than extroverts.

51

"1
.
f'~n d'~ngs.
~ sewh ere th ere h ave b een con fl'~ct~ng

It is clear that there are different types of successful student
and some of these differences may be related to personality.

importance but rather hoH that manifests itlself in the student's

Associated \vith personality as a possible cause of

53

However

it seems that it is not the personality trait,per se,that is of

day to day life and \vork.

52
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attrition is the student's mental health, and much research has been
conducted in this area.

Following the recommendations of the

Goodenough Commi ttee 54 student health services \vere established
and surveys of their efficacy have tended to produce contradictory
findings.

There is consensus, however, as to the proportions of

students that suffer from some mental or emotional illness of a
severe nature.

55

In other areas there has been less agreement as

to the effect of mental ill-health upon students.

For example,

the horrifying discovery that the suicide rate amongst Oxford
University undergraduates was considerably higher than the norm
for that age group

56

is not a general phenomenon.

.

KLdd

57

has

observed that in Scottish universities the suicide rate is much
lo,.;rer than that of the, population in general.

All worl,s.ers agree,

however, that some students are incapacitated by mental illness
at some time, and that there is little that can be done to
identify those most at risk.

58

It is of interest to note that findings from research
carried out in this area have been used to refute the notion that
examination stress leads to mental ill-health.

The number of

referrals to out-patient psychiatric departments or consultations
lvi th health service personnel by students exhibiting psychiatric
symptoms conforms \vi th the general trend with a peak in spring,
not late spring and early summer when examination stress \vould be
at its greatest.

59

In such a confused area it is possible only to

claim that some students may terminate their studies as a consequence
of mental illness or incapacity as a result of severe emotional
disturbance: a large proportion of students appear to be unaffected.

-
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This may be a dangerous assumption to make as students may find
their ability either to function well or to fulfill their potential
is thwarted as a result of minor emotional upsets.

Indeed, though

the peak of referrals with serious psychiatric problems appears
to be congruent with the peak in the population at large and not
at times of supposedly greater stress for students, both examination
and transitional stresses have been cited as causes of concern
and difficulty by students themselves.

60

Suggested causes of attrition noted thus far, standards
of academic attainment on entry, scores obtained in intelligence
testing, personality traits and mental health, each doubted by some
workers as actually being a cause, can all be defined as essentially
internal and individual to the student.

Each factor is unique to

a particular student, being a feature of his individual personality
and psyche.

It is believed that these internal factors affect a

student 1 s ability to cope with a university course, but evidence
has been shown to be too often contradictory.

Related to these

internal factors are those identified by sociologists and those
interested in the effect social background has upon academic
performance.

The effects of deprivation in childhood
advantages

~vorking

of education

62

61

and the dis-

class children have in reaching higher levels

have been noted elsewhere.

These factors appear to

make it more difficult for offspring from lower social levels to
.

ga~n

. .
a dm~ss~on
to

.

. t y. 63

un~vers~

After such a difficult and arduous

journey into higher education it is not surprising to find the
suggestion that working class offspring are high achievers at
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university, being highly motivated to raise their social status.
However, Entwistle~

5

64

has found no such co-relation bet\veen social

class and motivation.

What has been observed is that young people

from \vorking class backgrounds may find difficulty in sustaining
relationships with their families as university experience tends
to create cultural and linguistic barriers.

66

It is possible

that such students may find it difficult to socialise with their
peers, perhaps because they tend to form a small proportion of
th e s td
u en t popu' lat '~on. 67

illiat is evident from research in this

field, however, is that most workers have found little co-relation
b etween

. 1 c 1 ass an d

soc~a

. .

attr~t~on.

68

Factors that may have had some effect upon rates of
attrition, those related to the individual student and defined as
internal factors, appear to be unable to resolve the. problem.

The

idea that attrition may not be a result of a student's inate
characteristics but rather a consequence of factors outside the student, but acting upon him, has rarely been considered.

69

The effect

student residence has upon students has been examined, with no
clear findings as to its relationship Nith either academic performance or friendship patterns.

70

Recently, student counsellors have stressed not only
their therapeutic role
ch ange,

\17 h

ere

.

71

but also their concern with institutional

appropr~ate.

72

This suggests that some of those

most close to, and aware of, students' problems see some of the
causes of attrition arising from the university situation itself:
outside the student.

This concept of external factors affecting
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students, and consequently being related to rates of attrition,
has been developed by American workers and has been competently
revieNed elselvhere.

73

Fundamentally, American workers have seen student distress
in terms of a "mis-match" between student and college.

74

As a

result of this research college environments have been studied
and classified.

A theory has been formulated that states that

certain types of student, using personality traits as the essential
criteria, are most suited to study.at certain sorts of institution:
the needs of the student are best met at a specific type of university.75

Where this match is not made, the student is unlikely

to survive in the same way that an organism cannot survive if it
. no t 1n
. 1ts
.
.
t • 76
1s
op t'1mum env1ronmen

This concept, essentially

organic in character, has evolved from Hurray's
theory.

77

"needs-press"

Using the techniques developed by Pace and Stern

78

. d co 11 ege env1ronments.
.
assessments \vere ma d e o f over t wo t h ousan

79

This approach has been taken a step further with the development
of

II

• II o f persona 1'1ty an d env1ronment.
•
transact i ona 1 ana 1ys1s

80

Superficially, and in simplistic terms, this theory is
an attractive one.

It suggests that the problem of attrition may

be solved when the right peg is placed in the correct hole.
Hmvever, there are some fundamental
solution.

obj~ctions

81

to this proposed

In the first instance, colleges are described and

classified with no analysis or critical study being made of them.
This is not an approach likely to foster development or progress
in higher education: it does not encourage improvement of
colleges lvhere this may be appropriate.

In

studying and
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defining liberal, as opposed to authoritarian, colleges
classifying "environments of learning"
perpetuated.

83

82

or in

the status quo is

The transaction between students and teachers has also

been examined,

84

but not in order that institutional change could

take place for the better, but rather so that the system be preserved and that only certain types of students be enrolled.

This

approach is undesirable for it inevitably leads to a narrow range
of

i~ter-student

interaction so hindering development of the

individual student as the opportunity for mixing \-lith a wide range
of students would not be possible.

It is surprising to find

notions of matching students with appropriate institutions being
advocated in a country where the developmental concept isseen as
the aim of education and it has been strongly supported.

Matching,

and so reducing opportunities of growth, appears to be a negation
of the developmental model.

The concept of matching students

seems to be erroneous and doomed to failure for the simple reason
that a student's personality is most unlikely to remain static or
constant. 85

Clearly, by the time a student has attended a college

for a number of years he will probably not manifest exactly the
same attributes that qualified him for entry.

Indeed, the fact

that even the college environment is in a "process of continual
change"

86

has been noted by an advocate of this approach.

Hatching can only be practicable if both college characteristics
and students' personalities remain static, both of which seem to
be dynamic.

In Britain there has been little \vork carried out
in this

field-~ 87 The effect of the university situation upon
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d 88
the student has, \vi th a few exceptions, 1 arge 1 y b een J.gnore
•

It is apparent that greater understanding of the influence of
"institutional operations" upon "student inputs"

89

is needed, but

not to facilitate matching students \vith institutions.

In the same

way that different students perceive the same environment in
differing

~vays, 90 so the effect of the same university environment

is variable.

The concept of matching is invalid as it assumes

a singular perception of that environment.
singular vieN is also static.

Furthermore, that

There is no ev:aluation, no dis-

crimination: the institution is accepted as it is, needing no
change.

Essentially, the problem is philosophical and is concerned

lvi th lvha t a college ought to be doing and lvhether its facilities
encourage the attainment of that end.

If the end is development

of its students, matching is inappropriate.

Rather than restricting

individual freedom of choice by allocating students to lvhat are
considered to be appropriate colleges, however objectively this
may be executed, there is greater scope in identifying those features
of the college environment that are not conducive to, or are not
instrumental in, the attainment of its objectives.

The philosoph-

ical nature of the dilemma is: what are the objectives of colleges
and universities?

It has been observed already that full agreement concerning the aims of uni vers:i. ty education is unlikely to be reached.
The a:i.ms, as perceived by academics and teaching staff, the object:i.ves, as seen by students, even the desires of society have all
to be taken into consideration.

In any assessment of Nhat ought,

or ought not, to be the outcome of a university education, value
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judgements have to be made.
qualitative elements?

Can one quantify lvhat are essentially

Hence the difficulties that arise lvhen

attempts have been made to analyse the efficiency, productivity
.
or cos t -e ff ect~veness
of

.

.

un~vers~ty

.
91
e ducat~on.

It is virtually

impossible to estimate the efficiency of an organisation lvhen
individuals enter with wide and disparate expectations.
students have given for continuing in higher education

92

The reasons
suggest

that gaining an academic distinction or receiving a vocational
training do not rank highly in their ltst of priorities.

Students'

expectations may \vell differ from those of academics, or even the
tax-payer.

How can the efficiency of university education be cal-

culated?. All one can assume :l.s that lvhere expectations differ,
problems arise.

l·lhen a student's expectations differ from those possessed
by university administrators or academics there may be conflict.
Disagreement in the order given to priorities may lead to dissatisfaction and consequent disfunction.

It is doubtful \vhether the

university is being successful when a student is not satisfied with
his course, or even \vi th the institution.

Too narrmv a definition

of university aims on the part of either student or institution
may make higher education more of a battle-ground, upon lvhich
opposing factions are polarised.

The two parties, the teacher and

the taught, "them" and "us", cannot come together and explore the
possibilities of learning.

Only lvhen both sides realise that

differing aims need not be incompatible can this occur.

Students' expectations affect their perception of
university and their lvillingness to adapt to the changes it demands.
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ft

Closely bound up \vi th this and \vi th students 1 performances at
university are such elements as the students' own aim in higher
education, the goal sought and its effect on adjustment to university
life, self-assessment of progress and individual understanding
of \vhat is meant by the term "success" in this context.

2.5

Students' expectations of university and their effect upon
attrition
Students may give many and varied reasons for going

to university.

In a survey of second year students at University

College, S\vansea

93

a \vide range of reasons Has given.

Interestingly,

some twenty per cent indicated that they had come to university
because it had been expected of them, either at school or by parents.
The fact that social and personal reasons \vere cited suggests
that students do not necessarily enter university with high
academic aspirations.

A more recent study

accounts for university entrance.

94

showed equally diverse

Perhaps it is a consequence of

many students entering university for reasons other than developing their academic studies or for advancing their skills and knowledge that their expectations are high and are quickly not fulfilled.

Ideally, students should enter college or university
. tl1 rea 1'~s t'~c expec t a t'~ons .. 96

\v~

Hmv this should be achieved has

not been made clear, but the decrease in number of academic failures and increase in voluntary \vi thdrawals

97

preparation for university may be desirable.

suggest that better
It is possible that

\vith employment opportunities for school leavers being sparse at
the moment more applicants to university may seek
education rather than face unemployment..

ent~y

to higher

There will be as much

95
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need for preparation in such a situation.

At present it is clear

that students feel less inhibited, less restraint in leaving university prior to sitting finals.
ations have not been fulfilled.

This may not mean that their expectAlthough falling short of their

potential in the eyes of their teachers, these' \vi thdrmving students
may have fulfilled their O\vn expectations, especially i f these were
to meet a future spouse or to play in a reputable sporting event,
for examples.

98

It is possible that after reaching university, an undergraduate may question his being there at all.

He may realise that

his expectations cannot be fulfilled or were unrealistic in the
first place.

He may come to realise that his future life need not

involve at least three years further study.

Consideration of a

student's expectations of university leads on to the possibility
that this may be related to attrition.

It may be possible that

termination is a result of a student's becoming aware that a \vrong
decision had been made.

Perhaps pressure placed upon a student to

enter university is reduced in intensLty once an

underg~aduate,

so

this may be overcome or faced up to, leading on to termination of
study.

Once a member of a university, it may become apparent to the

student that this is not the expected avenue to higher social status
or security in a career.

Perhaps students' values and aims in life,

their attitudes and beliefs have changed so drastically in recent
years that university education has become a less significant part
of their life style.

As greater levels of freedom are experienced

prior to university admission it may be possible that university
life seems restrictive and paternalistic in contrast.

Students

may be more aware of the shortcomings of university life, mo·re so
that is than academics.

There are many areas of doubt, many
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questions that need answering.

Termination may be the result of

any one, or a number, of these.

The problem of attrition has been examined, therefore,
in the past with the view that individualised, internal factors,
such as psychological or sociological, psychiatric or intellectual
factors had a strong bearing on the rate at which attrition
occurred.

The contradictory and ambiguous nature of research

findings suggest that the cause may lie elsewhere.

There may be

reason to suppose that the university situation itself, in \11hich
first year students find themselves, is more likely to hold the
key to the solution of attrition.

The university environment

affects the students within :it in differing ways.

Their perception

of that environment may be affected by their expectations of university.

As students experience university life and interpret

that experience, they may find difficulties in adjusting to that
ne'11 experience,

especially where expectations are not being met.

Success, in a university context, ought to take satisfaction into
consideration.

emerg~~rom

It may be that a clearer picture of attrition may

a study of the university environment, how students

perceive that environment and how satisfied they are \vi th it.

2.6

The need for a broad environmental approach to investigations of attrition
The inadequacy of earlier \vork in explaining the causes

of attrition may suggest that the problem has been viewed from the
wrong angle.

Perhaps concern over students who have terminated

their studies has focused attention on merely the tip of an ice-
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the greater part of which involves under-achievement by

many students who have experienced difficulty at university.

This

may not have been of sufficient seriousness, however, to lead to
examination failure or termination.

Students' difficulties and

problems have been referred to in many studies of both attrition
'

and student performance.

100

The problem of attrition and the

reasons why students terminate may be understood more easily if
students' problems are investigated in the context of the total
university environment.

If the causes of attrition lie within the

university environment it may be possible that changes may be made
that may, in turn, affect rates of attrition more than improving
selection procedures.

lfuat is clear is that a solution to the

problem of attrition is no nearer after many years of research
and study.

In the past it has been stated that the chances of
predicting \.Jhich students \·lill be successful and which will not are
slim using any single student characteristic such as student
ap t J.' t u d e. 101

Else\vhere, university life has been likened to a

race and it has been noted that mor:e than a kno\vledge of "form"
is needed before the race to predict its outcome.

102

To extend

this analogy it is necessary that the course itself be knmvn and
understood, including its fences and hurdles.

An investigation

of the university, as the course along \.Jhich the race is to be run,
seems to offer some hope of identifying the possible causes of falls
refusals or failures to complete the race.

Hork on the "form" of

runners has not shed sufficient light on the matter.
lame

Clearly the

and incapacitated will find completion of the race difficult

if such a condition is present at the outset.

Accepting the

- 42 validity of some findings of research associated with "form" that
may identify the lame horse, unable to jump the fences, there is
still scope for an environmental approach to attrition: an investigation of the race-course itself.

This work is a record of a

detailed investigation of the university environment as a whole
and its effect upon the student in his "race" to graduation.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE ENVI RONl'!ENTAL MODEL

3.1

Introduction
Student attrition and its causes remain unresolved

problems.

Results of research have been inconclusive, whether

a psychological or a sociological model has been adopted in
analysis.

In the former, attrition has been seen as a consequence

of the influence student characteristics,such as personality traits,
have upon student performance.

In the latter, emphasis has been

placed upon a student's sociological background.

Focusing

attention in this way upon student characteristics, or inputs,
has been unsatisfactory.

A broader approach is required.

Perhaps a fundamental criticism of models in which
student characteristics predominate is that they tend to ignore
the concept of "transition".

The psychological model regards

student characteristics in a l>Vay that denies their dynamism,
seeing an input that is static.

Grot>Vth and development of
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personality, maturity as a result of either increasing age or
greater experience, all suggest that personality is far from a
static phenomenon.

It is dynamic and is thus an unsatisfactory

predictor of attrition.

The sociological model accepts the

influence that the individual's past situation has had upon
his outlook and behaviour, but fails to accept any further
influences when that situation is changed for another.

For

undergraduates, of whatever personality type or sociological
background, the transition from school to university may be
problem-ridden, leading to attrition.

This suggests that a

broader view is needed to understand the mechanics of student
attrition.

This involves the creation of a model that takes into

consideration not just the students' characteristics, but more
importantly, the environment into which transition occurs.

Each student, whether straight from school, a delayed
entrant, or a mature student, finds himself in the milieu of
university life.

Each may perceive that environment, in which

he finds himself, differently.

The individual's perception of

the environment may vary as much as the reaction to its varied
aspects.

So it has not been surprising to discover attrition

appears to be related to a wide variety of student characteristics.
For some students transition from school to university may be a
source of difficulty.
relative ease.

For others this transition may be made with

However, as investigations into student attrition

have shown (see page 27 of this work) there is a great deal of
evidence to suggest that the period of transition is critical
for undergraduates.

The environmental model used in this

investigation of students at both Durham and Loughborough
universities, paying particular attention to the period of trans-

-
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ition and the environment in which it occurs, may be more
useful in discerning the causes of transitional attrition.

3.2

Transition
Any change from one situation to another, or

transition from one environment to another, gives the individual concerned a ne\v chance, a fresh start.

This has been

expressed in terms of "opportunity value" by Hopson. 1

There is

the possibility, in any transition, to make the most of opportunities the new situation offers.

In the context of universities,

the undergraduate moves from one environment, \vhether this be a
boarding school or life at home, to life amongst a highly selected
group of peers.

There are many opportunities offered the under-

graduate that range from contact with leading academics to a
wide scope of social and recreational facilities.

The change in

environment may be beneficial, allowing the individual to grow
and develop..

Transition may, on the other hand, be for the \vorse,

causing adjustment problems and distress for the individual.
is .true of any transition.

This

There is ahmys opportunity and pot-

ential inherent in any human change from one situation to another.
The transition from school to university is no exception, giving
scope for both personal and academic development.

Host students appear to cope \vi th the change more than
adequately.

Yet the observation that some students experience

considerable stress as a consequence of this transition

2

suggests

that the benefits offered by the change have not been enjoyed
by all students..

Indeed, the discovery that half of those
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students terminating their studies do so before the end of their
first year,

3

re-inforces the assertion that there is a negative

component or aspect of transition.

It is not the process of change, in itself, that is of
most cause for concern.

The transition from school to university

is a change from one environment to another.

It is the netv

environment into t-lhich students are placed that requires the
attention and is, thus, the focus of the environmental model used
in this study.

It is possible that sources of difficulty for

first year students arise from the university environment.

It has

been suggested that inadequate preparation for university may be
. ~n
. t h'~s context. 4
a cu 1pr~t

student life

5

A recently published guide to

suggests that lack of preparation may lead to a

student feeling "lost, homesick, and generally depressed".

This

is not considered a suitable start to a challenging career at
university.

The onus is, thus, on the student to familiarise

himself tvith tvhat is ahead.

This outlook, in which attrition

is seen as a failure on the part of the student concerned, has
been held for many years.

6

It is only recently that it has been

suggested that inability to adapt may be a result of factors
outside the student.
influential.

Thus, environmental factors may be

According to Strom

7

maladjustment may be symptomatic

of a college's disorder rather than that of the student.

Aspects

of the environment may not be conducive to smooth transition.
These may lead to stress and, ultimately, termination of study.
Too little is knotvn or understood of transitional difficulty and
its causes.

An environmental model, studying both transition per

se, and the environment into \vhich the move is made, may be a useful tool in the study of attrition.

3. 3

Transitional difficulty in the context of students' problems
There has been little consistency in terminology in the

literature concerned \'lith student problems and attrition.

The

terms "problem" and "difficulty" have been used synonymously.
Da\vs,

8

Ryle

9

and Newsome and her colleagues

"problem" while Halleson
a "difficulty".

11

10

have used the word

has referred to students experiencing

In no case has there been an attempt to define

the meaning of the term "problem" or of fhe term "difficulty",.
in a university context.

An implicit meaning, appli.cable to

both terms, may be discerned.

A problem is the occurrence of a

student perceiving his, or her,'/' behaviour or attitudes to be at
variance \vi th that expected.

The expected mode of behaviour or

attitude could be a self-imposed standard or one imposed from
\vi thout, by the university for example.

A more precise defin-

ition is difficult to obtain from the literature.

Therefore,

a problem (hereafter used in preference to, but \vi th the same
meaning as, difficulty) occurs, in the context of this study,
when an individual perceives a difference between his behaviour
or attitude and that expected of him.

There is dis-harmony or

lack of congruence between observed behaviour and that Nhich is
expected.

1~

For ease and convenience the male pronoun \vill be used in this
\vork. There is no sexist over-tone and no implication that
problems are common to one group only. Both male and female
is understood to be indicated by the male pronoun used.
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A problem is a problem if a student perceives it to be
so.

When feeling his behaviour does not conform to that which

he expects for himself, then the student feels he has a problem.
His expectations are not fulfilled.
expectations and actual behaviour.

There is incongruity between
As perception of the environ-

ment may differ from one individual to another, others may be
less aware of a problem as their experience differs and their
expectations may be as varied.

Though experience may be of a

common environment, the perception of that environment and the
meaning of that experience for each individual will differ.
What is a problem for one student may not, therefore, be a problem
for another.

Even though a situation in which two students

appear to be may be identical, a problem may be perceived by one
and not the other.

Thus, a problem exists when there is a

discrepancy between expected behaviour and that practised.
Furthermore, this discrepancy or lack of congruence must be
perceived by the individual concerned.

Within the university context, however, problems may
arise when the expected behaviour or attitude is one imposed
from outside, by the institution or by an academic department, for
example.

The student achieving relatively low grades, but who has

no high expectations and who

is~

thus, not perceiving any incon-

gruity between his own expectations and his achievements, may not
experience a problem.

It is not until his academic tutor warns

that unless grades are improved he may be forced to leave the
university that his behaviour is seen as incongruent tl7i th his
newly acquired expectations.

Even so, the same student may not
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perceive this situation as problematic as a third component is
essential: a system of values needs to be used.

A problem exists

where the student's relative values ascribe greater worth to
expectations than to actual behaviour.

This may be more clearly seen i f a hypothetical group
of students were to be examined.

If each student was to attain

the same standard of academic "1-lOrk then the existence of a
problem in the eyes of an individual Nould depend on his own
system of values.

If an individual's internalised, self-imposed

expectations were to be higher than the standard achieved, i.e.,
he expected to do better than he has done, he may perceive a
problem as he is falling short of his own target.

Even though the

standard attained is considered satisfactory by his academic
department, the individual may perceive his behaviour to be
unsatisfactory so causing him distress.

Academic excellence is

valued highly but the student's behaviour has not attained that
exalted end.

Another student may have lower expectations,

placing a lower value on academic attainment.
seen to be adequate in his own eyes.

His behaviour is

No problem is perceived as

both his department and himself are satisfied \vi th his behaviour.
In the case of the first student behaviour was not congruent
\vith expectations, which were valued more highly.

Hhere

behaviour is not congruent \vith expectations and values, a problem
may be perceived.

\vhat is, or is not, a problem, therefore,

depends upon the relative values possessed by individuals and
the relationship between these and behaviour.

- 57 In the transition from school to university the inability
to make new friends, for· example, may be seen as problematic if
friendship is valued highly, or if friendships 'vere expected to
be made easily.

Another individual, feeling more self-sufficient

or who regards student friendships as superficial and, hence, of
little value, may not perceive a problem in the same situation.
So one student may be a'vare of a problem while another may not.
l'lodels that focus attention upon student characteristics as the
determinants of attrition suggest that problem perception depends
upon certain personality traits or sociological conditions being
met.

There are certain types of student at risk.

The inadequacy

of these models has been shown by inconclusive findings.

An

environmental model sees the source of transitional problems
as being 'vi thin the university environment and focuses attention
upon that environment.

If a problem, arising from the transition to university,
is not manifest in abnormal behaviour or malfunction on the part
of the student concerned, others may not be a'vare that the individual is experiencing any difficulty.

It may only be when a problem

is reported to a helping agent or counsellor that its existence
is appreciated by others.

The resilience shown by most students

in tolerating stress has been observed.

12

This resilience may

also be seen as a disadvantage as it delays some students from
.
seeking help, so 1 ett~ng
pro bl ems d eve 1op to

.

ser~ous

.

proport~ons.

13

Even those never seeking help may experience sufficient difficulty
to have their behaviour affected in so far as their academic
performance may be impaired.

- ~

Problems students have experienced in the transition
from school to university, i.e. situations in which individuals
have felt their behaviour has been incongruent with that necessary
to achieve a valued or desired end, may be classified into a
number of categories.

Ryle

14

used a two-fold classification,

seeing problems as being either academic or emotional in origin.
Newsome and her colleagues
personal problems.

Daws

16

15

referred to academic, vocational and

listed nine categories.

It is

essential that the areas from which problems arise, whether these
be academic or emotional in origin, be understood if guidance is
to be prophylactic rather than a last resort in a crisis. 17
Classification of students' problems alone does little more than
identify a type of difficulty.

The environmental model used in

this study of transitional problems looks at the university
environment in detail and categorises that environment.

With

the premise that it is within this environment that students'
transitional problems have their origin, this approach may
progress beyond mere description to identification of problems,
and thus isolation of environmental factors affecting attrition.

3.4

A five-fold classification of the university environment
The university environment, into which first year

students enter, is too complex a system to be understood as an
entity in itself.

The problem-centred classification outlined

above, whether of two or nine categories, each enables greater
understanding of the various problems students experience.
amount of detail is variable.

The greater the number of

categories, the greater the degree of precision that ensues.

The
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A taxonomy of environmental spheres has been devised.

The

emphasis has been on sub-dividing the environment into its
essential components from lvhich transitional problems may arise.
The environmental model focuses upon the spheres of the environment rather than the type of problem.

The environment for' the undergraduate is the \vhole academic world in \vhich the student acts out his daily life.

It is

clear that there is a certain uniqueness inherent in each
university environment.

They are not identical.

holvever, many similarities.

There are,

It is within these environments

that students grolv and develop as people.

It is essentially,

therefore, an organic model, seeing the student as an organism
needing a sui.table environment in Hhich to flourish.

Hhere

aspects of that environment are not conducive to grmvth, lvhere
expectations and actual experience or behaviour are not
congruent, a problem may be perceived.

On the other side of the Atlantic this organic thesis
has been taken to its logical conclusion tvith the concept of
matching students with colleges. ( see

p 34 above)

Attempts

to match students may be as barren as attempts to identify attrition
and its causes by looking at personality traits of terminating
students.

In each case the basic flaw is an assumption that

personality is static and that once defined it may not change
or develop.

The thesis upon which this study has been based is that
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students experience problems, not because solely of the type of
person they are, but because of the place they are at.

The

solution is not to "match" certain types of students vJith
particular types of institutions but rather to identify those
aspects of the environment that are most likely to cause
difficulties..

These may then be dealt \vith, if possible, in

any \vay that seems appropriate.

This study seeks to identify

aspects of the university environment that pose problems for
undergraduates in their transition from school to university.

The university situation as a whole comprises a
number of different elements.

It can best be analysed and

studied by sub-dividing it into its component parts.

There

are the physical properties, such as its size and situation,
as well as the less concrete abstractions, such as its
tradition and ethos.

Furthermore it must include relationships

between, and among, students as well as those
domestic staff and local residents.

~vi th

academic or

Traditional academic

standards, teaching methods and study facilities also need to
be included.

In fact all things related to and connected vJi th

the university are included.

The v7hole is sub-divided into a

series of environmental spheres.

These are the present

author's classifications:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
and v)

the physical environment
the human environment
the academic environment
the institutional environment
the personal environment ..
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The first category, the physical environment, includes
specifically geographical and locational factors pertaining to the
site, situation and facilities of the institution.

There are

tNo aspects of the physical environment: the natural environment
and the built environment.

Hi thin this category lvould be

. 1u d e d sueh aspec t s as c 1'1mate
1nc

18

.
an d accommo dat1on.

19

Each

of these features specifically relates to the physical location
of the university.

Contained lvi thin the physical environment are the students
and other people.

Each individual is one component of the lvhole

collection of people that comprises the second category, the
human environment.

The human environment defines relationships

and social contacts amongst students, domestic staff, academics
and local residents.

Though it is not concerned 'Vlith tangible

and concrete structures, it is an important aspect of university
life.

Students' social relations formed an integral part of Abbott's

study of student life.

20

In various Horks there have been

references to human inter-action within a university setting.
The traumatic break-up or dislocation of emotional relationships

.
d • 21
h as b een ment1one

In a university context the contacts made

between staff and students are an important feature of the human
environment, along tvith the problems arising from isolation and
loneliness.

The third component of the university environment is
the academic sphere.

Aspects of the academic environment include

all parts of teaching and study at the institution.
this

It is in

area that there has been some research yielding information
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concerning the types of problems students experience.
h ave

.
ar~sen

.
23
h a b ~ ts.

f rom poor teac h.~ng 22 as '"e 11 as

. f
unsat~s

Difficulties

actory stu dy

Some students have realised that they are follmoJing

the wrong course

24

having experienced unfulfilled expectations

or having realised that a wrong decision had been made earlier.
It is likely that in an institution with the aim of imparting
knowledge and skills, the academic component will be seen as
important by those partaking in it.

The fourth category, the institutional environment,
includes aspects of organisation and administration at the
university.

Included in this category, therefore, are aspects

of the institutional environment which deal with inter-action
between the student and facets of the university situation that
are neither concrete nor tangible.

This fourth category com-

prises two distinct areas: one is the administration and organisation of the university while the other is that emanating from
the Students' Union.

The complex procedures involved in regist-

ration and matriculation are aspects of the former, \vi th student
politics, Freshers'

~veek

activities and student clubs related to

the latter.

The fifth and final category differs conceptually from
the preceeding four, each of \vhich has been concerned with
additions to a student's experience.

The fifth sphere, called

the personal environment, is concerned \vith discontinuities :i.n
a student's experience.

There is a difference between the concrete

and physical elements that comprise the natural and built environ-
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ments of the first category, the physical environment, and those
other environmental spheres concerned with students functioning
and re-acting in an environment of people, the human environment,
or in an environment of organised social and administrative activities, the institutional environment, or in an environment of
academic work and study, the academic environment.

Each of the

latter three environmental spheres have been concerned with
aspects of university life that a student experiences, even if
they be less tangible and more abstract than the buildings or
the size of the place.

The fifth sphere, on the other hand, is

concerned tvith even more abstract ideas.

It involves those

aspects of a student's life that may be described as a disconUnui ty of experience, a change from what t-1ent before.
from the family is a classic example.

Separation

Separation from home has

been seen as a potential source of transitional stress,
placed high in a list of student problems.

25

being

The concept of

separation from home, or from former friends, involves a
discontinuity in a student's experience.

The ne\..-r situation at

university does not include the social relationships formed over
years at school or amongst neighbourhood friends; parent-child
relationships cannot remain the same \..-rhen there is physical separation.

ANay from home, parental influence and authority, having

also been removed from the probable authoritarian structures of
school, students may find themselves in a position of relative
freedom and independence.
.
t•J.On. 26
SJ.tUa

Adjustment has to be made to this

This is another aspect of the personal environment

as it arises from the effects of former spheres of influence upon
the student.
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The term

11

environment" therefore refers to the total

university environment as a whole and when used hereafter will
always refer to the complete university environment.

What may be

generally regarded as the geographical environment, the place and
its concrete attributes, is known as the physical environment.
The four other spheres of the environment will always be prefixed
with the appropriate epithet, human, institutional, academic or
personal.

Thus, a five-fold classification of the university
environment facilitates greater understanding of the complexities of the university situation.

Classification of phenomena

into manageable categoriesmakes analysis more easy.
helps focus

at~ention

It also

upon specific elements within the university

environment as whole, although inter-action of the five various
components is not to be neglected.

3.5

Testing the suitability of a five-fold environmental model
Having sub-divided the university environment into five

spheres it was imperative that the suitability
tested.

of this model be

It was important that the five categories could accomm-

odate all of the different types of transitional problem that
students may report.

Thus a small-scale survey was devised to

test this suitability.

The aim of the survey was to discover the adaptability
of a five-fold classification in accommodating a variety of transitional problems.

Although precision is increased with a larger
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number of categories, this is achieved at the expense of simplicity.
Furthermore, there may be greater difficulty in analysis of findings
as allocation to certain classes may be arbitrary.

This may lead

to misrepresentation or misinterpretation of findings.

Testing of the five-fold classification would also give
more up-to-date information concerning areas of the university
environment most likely to gi,ve rise to transitional problems.
Many references in the literature were more than twenty years
old, so more contemporary information would be valuable.
(

Testing

was carried out by conducting a preliminary survey among first
year students at Durham University towards the end of the academic
year 1974 - 1975.

Although Durham is a collegiate university and

is, therefore, not representative of universities in general
because of this, this was not considered to be an obstacle.

The

results of the survey were not expected to be invalidated by
Durham's collegiate character.

The intention of the survey was

to elicit information concerning the extent to which separation
from one environment and adjustment to a new situation were seen
as problems by students.

If separation from home, for example,

lvere to be seen as a major problem then it would be so at whatever
type of institution the students attended.

The degree to which

such isolation may be experienced could well differ if a student
were in a hall of residence rather than a college, or in lodgings
or a flat.

The fact that a student had experienced a sense of

isolation and that this had been reported was what the survey was
intended to measure in the first place, not the degree to which

- 66 that sense of isolation had been

3.6

felt~

The preliminary survey
A sample of one hundred students \vas selected from

three colleges.

These reflected the geographical distribution

of the colleges throughout the un:i.versi ty as \vell. as their age.
Hatfield College, an all male establishment situated on the
Peninsula, (see Hap 1, p 67; Fig 1, p 68) close to the heart
of the City, represented the older part of the university.
St Nary's College is an all female establishment \vith an intake
in 1974 similar in number to that at

l~tfield~

Situated on the

south side of the River Hear, St Nary's is close to the recently
built Science Site complex. (see Hap 1, p 67; Fig 2, p 69)

The

third college, Collingwood, is Durham's most recent, a purposebuilt mixed college.

It is the one furthest from the centre of

the City. (see Nap 1, p 67; Fig 2, p 69)

From Collingwood

b1enty men and twenty \vomen were selected, reflecting the
virtually equal numbers of male and female students in the fi.rst
year at the time.

From each of the two single sex colleges, thirty

students \vere selected.

College authorities were willing that the survey be
conducted and the author \vas granted access to college lists.
It was from these lists of first year students that the names of
American students spending one year at Durham \'lere excluded, as
Here any retaking their first year.

The remainder provided the

total population from which a 25/. systematic random sample was
selected.

27

Each of the hundred students in the sample received

an introductory letter explaining the purpose of the survey and
the survey form itself, which \vas, for the most part blank.
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copy of the introductory letter and survey form can be found in
Appendix A, V. II': p 23 7. I t tva s hoped that by using a very open
survey

.
28
J.nstrument
students tvould respond using their oHn words,

Hi th as little influence in responding in any particular tvay.
There tvas ample space for respondents to -v1rite tvhat problems they
had experienced, i f indeed they had done so.

The students' views

tvere also sought tvith as little prompting as possible.

It was

hoped that if no problems had been encountered, this fact would
be reported.

There are some disadvantages in the use of this technique
in social surveys.

Huch depends on the willingness of the person

being surveyed to respond.

Furthermore, a certain level of self-

awareness is required in this kind of investigation.

Assuming

he has difficulties, if the individual being surveyed is not aware
of these, they cannot be reported.

It may be that respondents

are unable to recall facts or feelings some time after the event.
Others may not wish to impart information of a sensitive nature.
For every response made, one can be sure much remains unstated.
These difficulties, the sensitive nature of the ground being
covered by the survey, the problem of recall and mere forgetfulness
are difficulties encountered in any social survey.

29

The use of an open-ended survey instrument reduces the
likelihood of bias being introduced by the researcher.

The

respondent is not influenced by the wording of questions, as there
are none.

The inherent disadvantage of such an approach, however,

lies in the interpretation of responses made in analysis of the
results by the researcher.
~·:

Volume II

Each response needs to be taken at

- 71 its face value.

Care has to be taken to ensure the researcher's

oHn vieHs and opinions do not "cloud" his judgement.

Being aware

of this potential danger is a step to\vards ensuring any bias is
kept to a minimum.

As the aim of the survey \vas to identify

facets of the university environment that students perceived as
causing difficulty, any response tends to be factual, i.e. a
feature either does, or does not, cause such a problem to be
experienced.

Thus there is relatively little opportunity for

misrepresentation to occur.

To facilitate the return of the survey form, an addressed envelope \vas included.

This could be posted in the

University-run internal mail system at no charge.

This was used

as it had been observed that enabling return of a questionnaire
to be made more easily removed some resistance to response.
Fifty-six of the hundred forms issued were returned.

30

As the survey

was conducted immediately after examinations and only a matter
of tlvo lveeks before the official end of the academic year, the
response rate of a little over a half can be explained.
students had gone down prematurely.

Some

A number of replies were

received via the Royal Mail from towns some distance from
Durham supporting this view.

These responses also indicated that

some students were sufficiently interested in the nature of the
survey to return their forms from home.

Other students may have

forgotten about the survey or misplaced the form in the general
confusion of social activities that mark the end of term.

What

may be ruled out as an explanation for a relatively low level
of response is the survey

instrument not reaching the member of
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the sample for whom.

it tvas intended.

Each questionnaire was

delivered by the author, being placed in each student's
appropriate pigeon-hole at college.

Finally, it is unlikely that

the forty-four non-respondents had experienced no problems as
ten of the fifty-six respondents expressed that fact.

It seems

likely that lack of interest tvas the cause of few responses,
associ. a ted tvi th the survey being conducted so close to the end
of term.

Response rates varied from college to college and
according to the sex of the respondent.

Letters of reminder

were not sent to non-respondents for a number of reasons.

Firstly,

this would have been prohibitively expensive as the GPO tvould
have been the only means of contacting students after the end of
term.

Secondly, students' home addresses tvere not knotvn and it

was likely that a number of students tvould not have been at home,
but away for vacation employment or on holiday, the third reason
for not issuing reminders.

~1any

forms may have been left behind

at Durham which would have compounded the situation.

It tvas

considered unlikely that in this context any reminder would have
elicited a greater response than that shown below.

Number

of those sent

College

Sex

Hatfield

Nale

13

43/o

Collingtvood

Male

10

50/o

St Mary's

Female

18

60/o

Collingtvood

Female

15

7 5"/o

56

56"/o

Total

fo
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Of the fifty-six respondents, forty-six indicated that
at some time or other they had experienced at least one problem
as a consequence of being a first year student.
must not be regarded as those "with problems".

These students
Their response

indicates only that at some time certain facets of the university
environment had caused them to experience difficulty.

From their

responses it \vas clear that solutions had been found.

Hany problems

had been seen as trivial, while others reported more serious
difficulties.

Some respondents replied briefly, while others

wrote at great length and in great detail.
to 216 individual problems.

There were references

These were classified into the five

environmental spheres in the following proportions:

Number

lo of total

106

49 .1/o

Human

41

19.0%

Institutional

36

16. 7lo

Physical

18

8. 3/o

Personal

15

6. 9/o

216

100.0/o

Environment
Academic

Total

The aspect of the university environment most frequently
referred to, the academic, was mentioned 106 times.

Only eight

(17.4%) of the forty-six respondents failed to mention any

difficulty arising from the academic environment.

It was

apparent that problems from this sphere were more likely to be
reported by female students than by males as Table 1 shows.

TABLE

1

References to the academic environment according to college and sex differences of respondents in
the preliminary survey
,•

' College

Sex

Hatfield

Number of students
not referring to
academic envnt.
2

H

Collingwood

l'1

3

Collingwood

F

0

St :t-lary' s

3

F

Total

Number of students
referring to the
academic envnt.
7

}

5

}

3

6
13
12

--

--

~----

20

}

13 ( 34"7.)

}

25 ( 66"7.)

8

---

----------

}

28 ( 26"7.)

}

78 (74"7.)

Average/person

2·9}

........
+:-

3•0}

39

------~-

.·-

2· 2

1• 3

39

38

8
--

Individual
references to
acad. envnt.

3•1

3• 3
106
--~~----

2•8
L.._____

----

--~-

-

- 75 74"/. of references to the academic environment came from
only 66% of the respondents.

The majority of these references

fell into one of t'vo groups: either to do with study habits, of
Nhich there 'vere 55 individual references, or new teaching methods
and courses, 'vi th 24 references.

Other topics mentioned were lack

of guidance (9 references), the volume of

~vorl<.

(6), other students

being more intelligent (4) and examinations (3).

A list of all

individual references, with an indication of the college from which
the respondent came, for the academic and remaining four environmental spheres can be found in Appendix B, V.II, p 240.

In terms of the number of references made to it, the
second most important category \vas that including problems arising
from the human environment.

This area was mentioned by fewer stud-

ents, only 20 (43.5%) of the forty-six respondents.

There were

only forty-one individual references to specific aspects of the
human environment.

Those most commonly mentioned lvere the in-

adequacy of staff-student social contacts (10), living with so
many people (5) and making neH friends (5).

The Table on p 76

summarises these references to aspects of the human environment
according to the respondents' college and sex.

The third most referred to category contained problems
arising from the institutional environment.

There lvere thirty-six

individual references from twenty-nine (63%) of the forty-six
respondents.

The most commonly cited institutional factor

~vas

college or institutional life, mentioned by fifteen respondents.
As Table 3 on page 77 sholvs,

it was the male student \vho tended

TABLE

2

References to the human environment according to college and sex differences of respondents in
the preliminary survey
i

College

Sex

Hatfield

1'1

Collingwood

t-1

Collingwood

F

St Hary' s
Total

F

Number of students
not referring to
human envnt.
5
6
6
10

}
}

11

Number of students
referring to the
human envnt.

4}

5
7 ( 35'7.)

7
} 13 (65'7.)

20

Average/person

1·3}

1·9

2· 7

19 "
} 28 (68'7.)
9

6
27

}13 (32'7.)
8

3

16

Individual
references to
hum. envnt.

2·7}

I

I
I

2· 2
I

1•5
41

!

2•1

I

--.1

0'

TABLE

3

References to the institutional environment according to college and sex differences of respondents
in the preliminary survey
!

College

Sex

Hatfield

l'i

Number of students
not referring to
insti t. envnt.
3 }

Number of students
referring to the
insti t. envnt.
6

9

Colling~vood

H

6

3

Collingwood

F

6

7

St l'iary' s
Total

F

2

}

8

13

17

}
}

Individual
references to
insti t. envnt.

Average/person

1•3
9 ( 31/o)

S } 13 (36/o)

1•7

9

1• 3

20 ( 69~10 )

} 23 ( 64/o)
14

29
----~------

~-----

-...!
-...!

1• 2
1•1

36
---·-··-

1•4

5

1·2
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to cite problems arising from the institutional environment more
frequently than females.

This had not been the case \V"here the

academic and human environments had been concerned.

In both of

these cases female students were more likely to refer to having
experienced a problem than were males.

The t\vo remaining spheres

of the environment, the physical and personal, were also more
frequently referred to by female students.

The fourth sphere was the physical environment.

1-lithin

this category \vere grouped such problems as having to share a
room (4) and lack of privacy (3).

Problems arising from the

physical environment were mentioned by only twelve ( 26'7o) of the
forty-six respondents.
separate problems.

These fe\v only mentioned eighteen

A breakdmvn of these references, according

to the respondents' college and sex, is found in Table 4 on
page 79.

The final category, the personal environment, \vas
mentioned by only fourteen (30.4%) of the respondents, slightly
more than had referred to the physical environment.

However,

there were only fifteen individual or different references, of
\vhich nine ( 60/o) were concerned Ni th separation from home.

Table

5 on page 80 shows the breakdmvn of references to the personal
environment according to the respondents' college and sex.

TABLE

4

References to the physical environment according to college and sex differences of respondents in
the preliminary survey
College

Sex

Number of students
not referring to
physical envnt.

Number of students
referring to the
physical envnt.

Individual
references to
phys. envnt.

Average/person

'

I
i

Hatfield

5

11

}

Co 11 i ngvmo d

M

LL

9

Collingwood

F

9

--

} 8 (67i.)

20

~-

-

-------

(447.)

: }10 (56'7.)

-------

-~-----

-----

------

-

2·0}

-----

18
-

------

----

-.....!

2·0

..0

0·0
1·0;

1• 3

1•5
12

34
~

:}s

4

11

F

Total
-----

: } 4 (33/.)

4

}

St Nary's

14

I
II

1•5

I

TABLE

5

References to the personal environment according to college and sex differences of respondents to
the preliminary survey
College

Sex

Hatfield

L"l

: } 14

Colling>vood

r·i

Collingwood

F

St Mary's
Total

Number of students
not referring to
personal envnt.

: } 18

Number of students
referring to the
personal envnt.

: }

4 (29io)

: } 10 {71'/o)

Individual
references to
pers. envnt.

:}4 (271.)
;)-11 (73'/o)

Average/person

1•0}

1·0

1•0
1·0 )-

1•1

1•2

F

32

14

15

1•1

())

0
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3.7

Conclusions obtained from the preliminary survey
The most obvious conclusion to be drmvn from the

preliminary survey is that the academic environment is the most
important of the five environmental spheres in the eyes of
students at Durham.

Separation from home appeared to be of rel-

atively minor importance.

In the transition from school to uni-

versity the problems students experience seem to be more concerned '-Tith the academic side of their new life rather than dislocation
of relationships \-Ti th former friends or family.

Furthermore, each

of the transitional problems could be classified into one of the
five environmental spheres, suggesting the validity of the fivefold classification could be accepted.

The students involved in the preliminary survey gave
information concerning their age, home area, type of course ( i.e.
arts or science; honours or general) and family ties tvith university,
i.e. whether any member of the family had been. to, or was at,
university.

No significant relationships were found to exist

bet\veen numbers of problems mentioned and any of the following
variables:- type of course, arts or science, honours or general,
age and family links.1•

I.Jhat t-Tas of great interest 'vas the lack

of significance \vhen the respondents' sex tvas considered, 'vhich
contradicted findings of tvorkers in this field who have noted
hatv female students report problems more frequently than males.
There was no indication that female students experienced more

·k

Statistical results can be found in Appendix

c,v.n,

p 246

31

- 82 problems than males.

This may be explained by male students

preferring to keep to themselves any information concerned with
their possibly having experienced transitional problems.

The preliminary survey

sho~ved

that problems mentioned

by students may be classified into one of the five spheres of
the environment that have been outlined above: the academic,
human, institutional, physical and personal.

The survey also

suggested that physical features of Durham university Nere not
seen to be sources of difficulty, certainly not to any great
degree.

This may indicate the versatility of students in being

able to adapt and adjust to a netv physical situation.

Their

greatest problems, however, appeared to arise from the academic
envronment and, to a lesser degree, from the human environment.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SELECTION OF DURHAM AND LOUGHBOROUGH AND SAMPLING

4.1

Introduction
A study of this nature had to be restricted in size

and this was determined by the limited resources and time
available.

Practicalities, therefore, influenced the number of

universities invited to take part in the survey.

An intensive

investigation of a limited number of universities was seen to
be of potentially greater value than a relatively superficial
survey of many.

This would also satisfy the need for more

comparative research in higher education.

1

The size of the

project was determined, therefore, by the quantity of data that
the author was able to collect and analyse alone, and the desire
to conduct a comparative study.

An intensive investigation

of first year students at two universities, Durham and
Loughborough,

satisfied both requirements. ihe
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resulting survey would be of manageable proportions and would
also alleviate, to some degree, the dearth of observational data
2

concerned with higher education.

Durham and Loughborough had

been selected for essentially two reasons: the high proportion
of students in residence at both institutions and their similar
size in terms of student numbers.

During the early stages of preparation for this work
it had been intended to include a third institution, the
University of Newcastle.

Two reasons suggested the inclusion

of Newcastle as reasonable: firstly, because earlier work had
compared Durham with Newcastle,

3

and as the results of the survey

could well vary where size and proportion of students in residence
were different.

However, permission to conduct the survey was

not forthcoming as co-operation from both the Registrar and the
Students' Union was not apparent.

It is possible that the inclusion

of a third institution would have made the volume of data too great
for a single person to manage.
alternative was included.

Hence, when Newcastle withdrew, no

This meant that the two universities

remaining in the study, Durham and Loughborough, had two factors
in common: the number of students and the proportion in residence.
These similarities are important.

4.2

The similarities between Durham and Loughborough
In an investigation of the potency of environmental

factors on transition and attrition it is vital that some elements
of the environments remain constant.

The two universities selected

to participate in this study exhibit two fundamental similarities.

- 87 The first of these is the size of the two universities in terms
of matriculated students.

In the academic year 1974 - 1975

student numbers at Durham were 4,060 compared with 3,398 at
Loughborough.

4

The parity between the two universities was shown

most clearly the' following session when the first year intake in
October 1975 was 1,156 at Durham and 1,133 at Loughborough. 5

Size was maintained as a constant factor, therefore,
at both universities.

It was considered unlikely, because of this,

that variations in results could be attributed to any modification
in the number of students at the university.

In universities of

greater size, with vast numbers of students, it may be possible
for a student to feel lost and socially isolated.

The second reason why the two universities were chosen was
that they showed an amazing degree of similarity in terms of the proportion of students in residence.
common at both universities.

This was the second factor held in

The average percentage of students living

in university accommodation has been assessed as 44%. 6

The league

leader, as it were, with 81% of its students in residence, is Keele.
This is followed by Loughborough with 78% and both Durham and Cambridge
with 74%.

These figures are of interest as they show a relative decline

in the proportion of resident students at Keele, and an increase at
Durham when compared with figures given in evidence to the Robbins
Commit tee. 7

4.3

The differences between Durham and Loughborough
The many differences that exist between the two uni-

versities are essentially the result of differential foundation and

- 88 A brief historical account of each university

development.

may clarify this.

It was in 1832 that the University of Durham was
founded as a result of the efforts of the Bishop of Durham,
William Van Nildert, and the Dean and Chapter of Durham.

At

the time of the Dissolution and, again, in the Commonwealth,
attempts had been made to establish a college at Durham.
Opposition from the existing universities, Oxford and Cambridge,
did much to prevent the establishment of Durham University in
earlier times.

From its foundation the University was to have a

system of residence similar to the one used at both Oxford and
Cambridge.

The emergence of the present college system followed

the establishing of separate halls of residence.

Until 1963 part

of the University existed in Newcastle after the Nedical School
there had become part of the University in 1852.

The granting

of a charter to the University of Newcastle in 1963 removed the
"Newcastle Division" from the University of Durham.

The Durham

Colleges, which have increased in number with the newest being
built in 1973, continue as the University of Durham.

8

Loughborough was one of the former CAT 1 s granted a
charter in 1966 (see page 4 above).

9

In the era of post-Robbins

expansion of the university sector, Loughborough flourished.

There

is a distinctive campus with a concentration of academic, residential and administrative buildings in an area of 56•7 hectares
to the south of the town of Loughborough.

Accommodation is

provided in halls of residence in the student village, a complex
of separate halls, each with its own dining facilities, recreational
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and sleeping accommodation.

Self-catering flats have been added.

A more modern addition has been new

a new hall of residence on the

"golf course" site, the Elvyn Richards Hall (see Map 2 on page 90).
The relative youth of Loughborough and the short span of time over
which expansion has taken place, have both led to the development
of a campus university that contrasts with the situation found at
Durham.

Durham has developed over a longer period of time, in
a more haphazard fashion, so the university is scattered and
diffused throughout the City, extending over an area of at least
270 hectares.

It is true that there is a concentration of academic

departments and new colleges to the south of the River Wear.

The

"Science Site", as it is called, and its adjacent colleges could
be recognised as a campus in miniature.

Yet it is the scattering

of colleges and academic departments throughout the City, with
administrative offices and other facilities being equally distributed that makes Durham so different from Loughborough.

At Durham

the university is very much a part of the City, not just an
appendage.

10

This differential foundation has also led to the two
universities being described in different ways.
as either "older ci vic"

11

Durham is seen

or "larger civic - redbrick".

12

Its

collegiate structure has resulted in its being likened to the older
institutions of Oxford and Cambridge.

However, in the latter the

college structure is not solely residential, so the comparison may
not be valid.

In terms of age and structure, as well as the physical

nature of the university situation, there are differences between
Durham and the new technological university at Loughborough.
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- 91 The student population also varies greatly at each place.
Though universities are sensitive about public feeling concerning
the background of their students and are, therefore, reticent
about publishing information such as the social background of their
students, there is some evidence _to suggest differences exist
in the student population at both Durham and Loughborough.

A

higher proportion than average of independent school leavers was
found at Durham,

13

though this is subject to annual fluctuation.

More students were found to come from the south of England than
from the Midlands and the North.

14

Though the proportion of

upper-middle class students at Durham was not higher than the
average at university in general this did not necessarily alter
the ethos or image of the place.

15

At Loughborough the narrow range of courses offered,
.
if'1cat1on,
.
16 was
t h oug h t h ere h ave b een recen t a t temp t s a t d1vers
reflected in the high proportion of engineers and applied scientists
in the student population, and the low proportion of female students
that is associated with this.

17 Like most technological univer-

sities offering essentially vocational courses in engineering,
pure and applied sciences and business or commercial subjects,
upper-middle class students were typically under-represented.

18

A further difference between the two universities was
concerned with selection and admissions.

At Durham admission to

the University was dependent upon gaining membership of a constituent college.

19

The main selecting agents in each college were,

therefore, the Principals and Senior Tutors, subject to
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an academic department admitting the student.

Over recent years

there has been a high degree of consistency in the A-level scores
possessed by entering students at each college.
refute

20

This tends to

the contention that some colleges admitted students with

inferior A-level scores but great sporting or other skills.

At

Loughborough admission was to a department and was on academic
grounds.

21

The vocational nature of courses offered attracted

a large number of students from overseas as well as mature
students from industry.

There were differences bet\-leen the two uni versi ties
on many grounds, therefore.

In terms of the students at each

institution, or according to the human environment, there was
variation between Durham and Loughborough.

In the physical pos-

ition and siting of the universities there were further differences causing the physical environments to differ.
ally there were also dissimilarities.

At Durham each college

had its own social and recreational facilities.
a licensed bar.

Institution-

These included

The need for a central students' union, common

to most universities, was felt less strongly at Durham.

Though

such a building existed, Dunelm House, ( see Nap 1 on page 67 and
Fig 1 on page 68)

this was not the centre of student social life.

At Loughborough, typical of the majority of English universities,
it was the Students' Union building that formed the social
centre for the student.
recently been opened.
in another area.

At Loughborough a new Union has
A further institutional difference lies

A university-appointed student counsellor provides

a much-used service at Loughborough.
found at Durham.

Such a facility is not
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4.4

Institutional responses to the study
At Lough borough this project lvas undertaken with help

and full co-operation from the Student Counsellor, Dr Bernard
Ratigan, and the Students Records Officer, Mr Christopher Gash.
It was from the latter that lists of students' names were obtained.
It was also his office that confirmed whether students had withdrawn from the university.

Facilities for questionnaire coll-

ection were made available by the Student Counsellor.

At Durham permission to conduct the survey was given
on a collegiate basis by each Principal or a representative of
the Head of House.

Co-operation varied from college to college,

but interest in the study was expressed, as it had been at
Loughborough.

It is interesting to note that each Durham college was
seen as a special case by the college officers concerned.

Rel-

ative physical isolation or communal living with Certificate of
Education students were mentioned as special factors at one
college.

Furthermore, the character of each college was often

mentioned, indicating the individuality of each.
may have been seen as
more boisterous.

sm~ll,

The college

like a "large family" or sporty and

In most cases there was also much to indicate

that the college's own tutor system was seen as adequate by the
college officers.

Students' difficulties were being coped with:

there was no real need for a survey of the nature being proposed
by the author.

It was also suggested that students would not

respond to a survey such as this, or if they did, their integrity
and honesty lvould be doubtful.
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In two colleges, one all male and the other all female,
permission to conduct the survey was conditional.

It was felt at

one that having "Department of Education" (at which the author was
a student) printed boldly at the head of introductory letters was
intimidating for students.

It

\·las

feared that they would feel

under an obligation to respond to the questionnaire that \vas to
be issued.

Some apprehension was expressed concerning students

being asked to question their motives and reasons for coming to
university.

So the study was conducted in these two colleges

on the condition that an escape clause be added to the introductory
letter.*

Both colleges agreed, rather reluctantly, to participate

in the survey with an additional clause, and it remained an
interesting experiment to see if response rates at these two
colleges would differ from those at the other colleges.

In each college Senior Tutors and Principals stressed
that a happy and congenial atmosphere prevailed.

Students were

considered unlikely to find any difficulty as long as they were
prepared to enter into the spirit of the college and to "muck in".
The tutor system was seen as beneficial, helping students settle
and get to know at least one member of staff welL

There \vas

some intimation, however, that this research was seen as a threat.
Colleges believed that they dealt with students' problems successfully and the possibility that research could, perhaps, prove
otherwise appeared threatening.

*

It was hinted on more than one

See Appendix D,V.Il,p248 for a copy of the introductory letter
and the escape clause, with further discussion of this matter.
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occasion that a failing student was the result of failure on the
part of the college tutor or college officer in not fulfilling
his, or her, obligations.

The suggestion was that it is human

relationships alone that encourage adaptation and adjustment.

If

environmental factors are significant in leading to termination.
the tutor system must, necessarily, be unable to prevent this.

4.5

The validity of comparative studies
It has been suggested that comparative studies are of

little value.

22

This assertion has been based upon the premise

that the very difference between two places is a major factor
in determining the different events and behaviour within them.
Indeed this seems to be more than likely.

Individuals react

differently in varied environments, for example the leisurely
and restful holiday of a hot climate is not possible in sub-Arctic
conditions without a change in behaviour and dress.

It is true

that the Universities of Durham and Loughborough both have their
own distinctive environments.

However, this is the reason why

a comparative study is valid, for it highlights the effect of
environmental factors on transition, the aim of this research.

Most criticism of comparative studies stems from the
fallacious conclusions that have been made from these studies.
Comparing A-level grades obtained from pupils at a former Grammar
school, now turned Independent, with those obtained by pupils at
an inner-urban comprehensive school, to take an extreme example,
would superficially support the hypothesis that one school is
more able to produce well-qualified school leavers.

The con-

clusion would be that one school was better than the other.
weakness of comparative studies lies in the

The

fact that consequences,
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in this case A-level grades, are not necessarily the result of
alleged causes, the type of school in the example given.

There

may be many other variables that need to be taken into consideration.

The influence of social class on the ability to learn

has been well documented

23

and could explain variation in

performance more adequately than different types of school.
There is a danger, therefore, that comparative studies become
superficial.

However, being aware of this danger and by

preventing superficial and facile conclusions from being made,
this does not invalidate the use of comparative techniques.

It seems to be the advantage of the comparative
approach that where there is congruence and agreement within two
diverse institutions then there is the suggestion that the
cause of such behaviour is a factor held in common.

Where there

is divergence, then one looks closer at the differences for the
likely cause.

Holding two variables constant, size and proportion

in residence, comparison between Durham and Loughborough is
possible.

One would expect the two differing environments to

produce different sets of difficulties for first year students.
The variation in environment should lead to students perceiving
different problems in adjustment, if environmental factors
exert any influence at all.

4.6

Sample selection
Having chosen the two universities to participate. in

the study, one of the greatest problems in social research had
to be overcome: the size of the sample.
yet been resolved. 24

This difficulty has not

The validity of results in social research
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is not determined by, nor dependent upon, the size of the sample
alone.

If results of a specified degree of precision and accuracy

are required, or if the degree of error is to be limited to a knotm
amount, then sample size may be mathematically calculated. 25

Any

reduction in sample size could then lead to inaccuracy; a greater
size of sample would not produce any greater degree of precision.
In most cases of social research it is not these sound, philosophical factors that determine sample size but rather economic
restrictions.

26

The size of sample is more likely to be determined

by the number of people able to analyse the data and by the need
to restrict such work to manageable proportions.

This pragmatic

approach is justified simply on the grounds that there is little
value in conducting social research with a sample so large that
data cannot be analysed adequately.

Furthermore, the pragmatic

approach has been supported by the suggestion that the optimum
size is that used

b~

other workers in a similar field with

sufficient success and accuracy.

27

Research in higher education has been conducted with
28
29
samples ranging from as little as 15%
to as great as 50%.
It is not just the proportion that needs to be taken into
consideration but also the absolute numbers involved if a
manageable workload is to ensue.

The sample size chosen for this

project was based on both pragmatic and rational grounds.

It was

imperative that the sample be of a size that would enable the
author to cope with data analysis.

A sample of 25% would yield

nearly 300 students at each of the two universities.
considered to be. a manageable figure.

This was

Furthermore, there has

been a precedent set of a 25% sample of Durham students.

30
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Having determined the size of the sample the method
of its selection was based on common practice.

The various

techniques of sample selection have been discussed elselvhere 31
yet some explanation of the technique employed in this study is
necessary.
sample.

It was not possible to select a representative

It is debateable whether such a sample really exists

or whether it is an idealised,and philosophically impossible
to realise,concept.

The amount of knowledge needed about the

population from which the sample is to be taken would be too
vast.

Indeed, prior to any survey who can tell what characterist-

ics or variables have to be considered?

In the case of this

study, it Nas impossible to ensure that variables such as sex,
age, country of origin and so on, were taken into consideration
lvhen the sample was selected.
out of the question.

Therefore a ,stratified sample was

The fact that a stratified sample involves

an element of judgement in determining which individual, or
rather which type of individual, is to be included is a major
criticism of this technique in a survey such as the one described
here.

A purely random sample, lvhere every member of the
population has an equal probability of being selected was not
adopted because, essentially, a random sample has only one quality
and that is that it was selected randomly.

It is theoretically

possible to have a randomly chosen sample in which all members
are females, for example, or residents of Cumbria.

It is also

possible, if every time an individual is selected every member
of the population has an equal chance of being chosen, that the
same individual be chosen each time, or at least more than once.
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Such a sample has been selected at random, for the epithet
refers to the method of selection and not to the characteristics
of the members of the

sa~ple,

satisfactory sample to use.

yet it would not be considered a
Perhaps it is because of this that

random samples are less frequently used in social research than
systematically selected ones.

32

The bureaucratic nature of

contemporary society and its associated listing of most populations lend themselves to systematic random sampling.

Such

a sample is spread evenly across the population and hence
combines both the stratified and the random, types of sample. 33

Where the population from which the sample is to be
selected is listed alphabetically then there is a close correspondence between the systematically selected sample and random
order.

34

Criticism of this technique is made if a periodic

arrangement of the population exists in the sampling frame.
If such a periodic arrangement were to coincide with the
sampling fraction the resulting sample lvould be far from
representative.

Alphabetic lists furnished by the Students

Records Office at Loughborough and the various colleges at
Durham contained no periodic arrangement.

They were suitable

sampling frames.

It was decided that a slight refinement of the
technique would be employed.

Rather than selecting the first

member of the sample by random from the first four names on
the list and then every fourth name thereafter being selected,
which would give a 25% sample, a variation was used.

Every

member of the population was numbered and a number from that

- 100 list was picked at random.

In this way every member of the

population had an equal chance of being selected.

Af~er

the

initial random choice had been made inclusion in the sample
then depends on the position on the list.

4.7

The Loughborough sample
The Student Records Office provided the author with

a computer printout of all registered students from which first
year students' names were taken.

Care was exercised to exclude

not only second year students and those in subsequent years but
also students registered for a one year, pre-degree course in
English.

These students, all from Algeria, were resident in the

university but attended Loughborough Technical College.

All

were intending to commence degree courses at the university
following successful completion of the course in English.

It

was hoped that only first year students would be selected from
the list that had to be returned within a short space of time.
When survey instruments were distributed it \-las found that three
students had been included in error who were not first year
students.

These were removed from the sample.

students registered as October 1975 entrants

Furthermore, some
were in industry

and did not enter the university until January 1976.

These

students, numbering five, could,· not be contacted so were rejected
from the sample on these grounds.

The original list numbered 1,116 students and a figure
between 0001 and 1116 was selected at random to be the origin of
the systematic sample.

After exclusion of January entrants and

the few second year students the original sample of 279 was
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reduced to 271, which comprised 23•9% of the first year students.
At a much later stage it was found that some students had been
listed elsewhere alphabetically.
names of foreign origin.

These were students l'lith complex

Thus the regular pattern of every fourth

student being included in the sample was disrupted on later printouts.

Thi~

reordering did not take place till a year after the sample

had been selected.

It is not considered that it would have had

any great effect upon the sample.

The sample was selected, therefore, purely on the
position each name occupied in the alphabetical list of first
year students.

As the sex of the student lvas not indicated and

fore-names are no certain indicator of gender, there was no
attempt to ensure that. equal proportions of male and female
students were included that reflected the pppulation at large.
Neither lvas the type of course taken into consideration.

The

sample was considered to be acceptable as it yielded an
even spread of individuals throughout the alphabetically arranged
list ..

4.8

The Durham sample
A similar technique lvas employed at Durham, where the

sampling frame was the alphabetical list of first year students
at each college.

No discrimination was made for sex to ensure

consistency l'li th the Lough borough sample where no preference had
been given to either sex.

College lists were used rather than

a list of all university students as admission was generally on
a college basis and this l'lould ensure a 25'7. sample of each
admitting agent would be included in the sample as a whole.

- 102 Students re-sitting their first year were excluded
from the lists, as were American students on a one year
Institute of European Studies (IES) course, that did not lead
to a degree.

Each list was numbered 1 to 'n' and a number

between these two extremes was selected at random.
origin every fourth name was chosen.

From this

Of the 294 names selected

one was found to be a second year resident, though she was
starting a first year course.

Another had withdrawn from the

university after selection but before the survey was conducted.
Thus the Durham sample was reduced to 292 students, which
comprise 24•9% of the first year population.

4.9

Sample characteristics
Once the sample had been systematically selected it

was compared, where possible, with the population as a whole.
This was done to ensure that at the outset at least, the sample
did represent the whole population.

In terms of the proportion

of male and female students there was only a slight difference
between the sample and the population as a whole at Loughborough,
and no significant difference at Durham.
are shown in Tables 6 and 7 respectively.

These relationships
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TABLE 6
Proportion of male to female students in the population at large
and the sample at Loughborough
Sex

Population

Sample

"

Male

856 ( 77. 3'7.)

195 ( 72'7.)

Female

252 (22•7%)

76 ( 28'7.)

Total
X

2

df

1108

271

= 4t423
=1

p

0•05

TABLE 7
Proportion of male to female students in the population at large
and the sample at Durham
Sex

Sample

Male

664 ( 5 7'7.)

179 ( 617.)

Female

492 ( 43'7.)

113 ( 39'7.)

Total
X

Population

2

1156

292

= 2•.36

df = 1
N.S.

At Loughborough departments are grouped into Schools
of Study rather than faculties.

There are four of these: the

School of Engineering, the School of Pure and Applied Science,
the School of Human and Environmental Studies and the School of
Educational Studies.

Comparison of the sample with the populat-

ion at large was possible as this information was readily
available from the Students Records Office.

No significant

- 104 difference was found to exist as Table 8 shows.
TABLE 8
School of Study at Loughborough and the number of students in the
samp 1 e compared t-li th the population
School

Population

Sample

Engineering

445 ( 40· 2'/.)

102 (37•67.)

P.

217 (19• 67.)

46 (16•9%)

365 (32•9%)

98 ( 36· 27.)

81 ( 7•37.)

25 ( 9· 27.)

&

Hum.

App. Sci.
&

Envnt .. Studs ..

Educ. Studs ..

·1108

Total

271

2

= 3•63
df = 3
N.S.

X

Information concerning the faculty to which students
at Durham belonged was not available at the time, so it was not
possible to check the representativeness of the Durham sample.
It was also impossible to do this later as the necessary
information was not made available ..
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE MAIN QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

5.1

Introduction
The data collecting instrument used in the main part

of the study of transitional problems was a specially compiled
questionnaire.*

Questionnaire surveying is one of two methods of

data collection used in social research, the other being the use
of interviews.

It was decided that a questionnaire survey would

satisfy the special demands made by the topic under study.

The

use of a questionnaire to obtain the bulk of the information was
made all the more suitable by use being made, at a later date, of
interview techniques, though of a smaller sample.

The inform-

ation obtained from the questionnaire survey would be supplemented
by that gathered in one-to-one interviews.

Furthermore, observational

data would be included as a result of the author experiencing

*

For a copy of the questionnaire see Appendix E, V.II, p251

- 109 life at both universities at first hand. 1 The use of both
quantitative and qualitative data has been successful elsewhere. 2

The major reason why a questionnaire was used in
preference to interviewing all students in the sample was the
fact that it facilitated fuller data collection in the shorter
space of time, and at a fraction of the cost. 3 This was considered crucial in a study of transitional problems which may
be overcome and resolved with the passage of time.

The time it

would have taken to interview almost three hundred students at
each university would have made the results unreliable.

There

would have been too great an interval of time between the first
person being interviewed, and the last.

Thus, the results of

the first interview would have been incommensurable with those
obtained from the last.

A questionnaire overcomes this difficulty

in so far as it may be delivered simultaneously to all members
of the sample.

Any distortion effected by the passage of time

can be reduced to a minimum.

A second justification of the use of a questionnaire
is based upon the fact that the sample being surveyed was of a
high level of intelligence.

This meant that relatively little

guidance and help would be required to ensure accurate completion
of the survey instrument.

As long as the questionnaire was rel-

atively straight-forward, with simply worded questions, no great
problems would be posed for respondents to overcome.
reduce the need for interviewers.

This would

It has also been shown that

non-response is a consequence of low levels of intelligence among
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the sample

4

so in a survey of university students such an invest-

igation should yield a high rate of response.

5

A further advantage of the questionnaire over interview surveying is the unavoidable relationship that is formed
between the interviewer and

interviewee~

There is reason to

believe that the nature of this relationship may affect response. 6
An element of detachment and impartiality is introduced by a
questionnaire.

The respondent is not affected by inter-action of

his personality with that of an interviewer.

Another advantage

lies in the fact that each respondent can spend a moment of time
thinking about the questions.

In an interview this period of time

would be reduced to seconds and there would be subtle pressure upon
the interviewee to respond which may put the validity of responses
in doubt.

There is well documented social research methodology
that proved valuable in devising and refining the survey instruments used in this study.

7

However, the lack of absolutes in the

area of social research has meant that the techniques thought to
be most appropriate have been adopted.

5.2

Questionnaire surveying
The advantages and inherent disadvantages of mail

questionnaires have been summarised by Moser and Kalton.

8

This

survey did not involve posting questionnaires through the Royal
Mail but as the instrument was delivered to students' pigeonholes and was to be returned via internal mail services, it must

- 111 be considered as a post

or mail survey.

Therefore the lack of

evidence as to the effect assurance of confidentiality, colour
of stationery or even length of questionnaire
of reply apply.

9

have upon rates

Obviously a long form would take longer to

complete than a shorter one.

This could deter students from

completing the questionnaire were it too long.

White paper is

the most readily available, and often the cheapest, so it was
used.

Confidentiality was promised, but none of these factors

was expected to increase the rate of response.

The disadvantage of mail questionnaires, that does
encourage low rates of response, lies in placing the onus to
respond and return the form on the shoulders of the person being
surveyed.

The inclusion of addressed envelopes does make the

return more easy, but the lack of financial inducement, even in
terms of a postage stamp, was a potential cause of low response.

10

It is this aspect of mail surveys, non response, that is cited as
their major disadvantage.

This may be counteraeted to some degree

by ensuring the instrument is easy to read and understand, is
pleasantly laid out, neatly presented and of suitable length.

In

a student context it was considered desirable that the aim of the
study and the content of the questionnaire should be seen to have
some intrinsic value.

It was bearing this fact in mind, as much

as any other, that determined and affected the compilation of
the questionnaire.

5.3

Questionnaire compilation
Certain factual information had to be obtained from each
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student that may not have been available to the research worker,
although this information would have existed on university records.
To safeguard against this eventuality it was decided that such
information as home area, age, academic attainment and course of
study be obtained by simple questions contained within the body
of the questionnaire ·as a whole.

The inclusion of these questions

strengthened, rather than weakened, the continuity and flow of
the questions from one topic to another.

From the outset,com-

pilation of the questionnaire was determined and affected by the
types of questions that were to be asked.

There were the straight-

forward descriptive questions mentioned, eliciting information
concerning age and sex, for example.

A second group of questions

would have to gather information regarding the students' attitudes.
The third set of questions were to be ones obtaining information
concerning the cause of certain behaviour where many alternatives
had been suggested in the literature.

The inspiration for most

questions, therefore, was found in earlier work in the field of
student life. 11

Checking research findings was one objective.

Other questions were prompted by the results of the preliminary
survey.

Once the type of question had been determined it was
relatively easy to decide the style of that question.

The possible

alternatives were "open-ended" or "closed" questions, and the
decision to opt for "closed" questions was based on the rationale
. 12
o ff ere d by 0ppenh e1m.

A discussion of the relative merits of

each may be found in Moser and Kalton.
analysed by

compute~pre-coding

13

As data were to be

was advantageous so closed questions
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leant themselves to the study.

The survey sought to obtain

information concerning which of a number of alternatives had
influenced students in the past.

A closed question, listing

the possible causes suggested in the literature, was the obvious
choice.

Though open-ended questions give the respondent a great

deal of freedom, the replies often tend to be so complex they are
difficult, if not impossible, to code and classify.

The closed

question was, therefore, considered to be the most suitable form
for inclusion in the study.

Attitude seeking questions were based on the Likert
scale

14

which has been shown to be a suitable technique by its

frequent use in social research.

15

The scales were of usual

form, ranging from "strongly agree" through a neutral "undecided"
to "strongly disagree", or from "very satisfactory" to "very
unsatisfactory", with a neutral category mid-way.

In some

questions the scale l'las reduced to two components, either "true"
or "false".

In the latter case there was no neutral category.

If an individual indicated some mid point between these two
extremes such a response could be coded and taken as a valid one.
Likert scales enable cumulative values for each respondent to be
calculated and facilitate comparison between the two universities
on prevalent attitudes.

It was decided that the Semantic Differential technique 16
was inappropriate in the main survey.

What was sought was the

students' attitudes towards certain aspects of the university
environment and a measure of these rather than conceptual meanings.
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The Semantic Differential was used, however, in the supplementary
survey and is discussed below on page 147

The Likert Scale

attitude questions that were used in the main survey, even those
with a collapsed true/false scale, were not only used to ascertain
students' attitudes.

They were also a guide and measure of internal

consistency.

The questions selected for inclusion in the questionnaire
were those of a great pool of attitudinal statements, multiplechoice and single-answer questions that remained after ambiguous
and duplicated items had been purged.

Thus the number of questions

was reduced to the barest minimum which were then arranged in
order.

The questionnaire began with a simple introduction and

instruction.

The survey instrument used at Durham was identical

to that used at Loughborough save for the inclusion of three
questions concerned with college preference and appropriate rewording, for example "college" was used at Durham, while "hall"
replaced it on the Loughborough form.

Attitude questions were

arranged throughout the questionnaire interspersed with factual
data collecting questions.

The final draft was typed within the Education Department at Durham University.

The University Reprographics Depart-

ment printed the questionnaires on white A4 paper, also collating
and stapling them ready for distribution.
with subsequent card punching in mind.

All forms were designed
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5.4

Questionnaire administration
Each member of the sample, at both Durham and Loughborough,

received a copy of the questionnaire towards the end of November
1975.

Accompanying each questionnaire was a covering letter,

individually addressed to each student.

There is no evidence to

suggest that the wording or method of salutation used on covering
letters has any effect upon response.

17

Where these were known,

forenames were used on covering letters, so introducing a less
formal element.

At Loughborough this was possible for all save

five of the sample.

Forenames were known for members of only one

mixed and two female colleges at Durham.

The rest of the Durham

sample and the five students at Loughborough received more formal
greetings, therefore.*

Questionnaires were delivered to students' pigeon-holes
in their hall or self-catering block of flats at Loughborough
over the week-end November 22nd - 23rd 1975.

A limited number

were posted to students living in lodgings and private addresses
outside the university.

At Durham questionnaires were delivered

to college pigeon-holes during the week beginning November 24th
1975.

All questionnaires were delivered

'~ithin

a week.

Thus the

survey was conducted after six to seven weeks of the first term
had elapsed, giving students time to settle in and experience
transitional problems.

Delivery of forms was conducted within

a short space of time so enabling some control to be kept over
time which may help the solution of transitional problems.

*

For a copy of the introductory letter see Appendix D, V.II p248
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Replies were to be returned via the system of internal
mail at Durham, which was \vell-k.no\vn and efficient.

Collecting

points existed at each college so the return of completed
questionnaires, in the addressed envelopes provided, was a relatively
simple affair at Durham.

At Loughborough students were asked to

return completed fo·rms to a box provided for that purpose in the
Careers and Appointments Office in the Ed\vard Herbert Building.
The lower rate of response at Loughborough* may be a result of
this slight difficulty in returning completed questionnaires.

In

interview at a later stage a number of students commented upon the
fact that they were not aware of the location of the office.

It

is worth noting that it is from the same office the Student
Counsellor operates.

5.5

The questions and their sources
Doubting the validity of either sociological or psycho-

logical factors in causing termination of studies and transitional
problems, it was necessary to control for these two aspects of
university life.

To this end questions were included in the survey

to assess the importance of the students' home backgrounds and their
personal make-up.

The bulk. of the questions referred to various

aspects of the five-fold classification of the university
environment.

Simple statements were devised relating to each of the
five environmental spheres.

*

Students were asked to indicate

Response rates of the surveys are discussed in Chapter 8, p 155
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whether, in their view, these statements were a true or false
description of either Durham or Loughborough.

A further group

of statements t11as compiled, each referring to a facet of the
university environment, with a Likert scale ranging from "strongly
agree" through a neutral category to "strongly disagree".

On

each scale students were invited to indicate their reaction to
these statements.

Similar scales were used to measure satis-

faction with various facilities at the university.

Where work in similar fields had suggested causal
connections or relationships between various factors and
attrition on the one hand, or degree success on the other, these
references were included in the structured questions.

Other

questions owe their origin to references made by students in the
preliminary survey.

The questionnaire may be sub-divided into a number of
sections.

The first deals with reasons students give for

choosing to go on to higher education, their selection of Durham
or Loughborough, their subjects, the type of accommodation and
their satisfaction with it.

A series of attitudinal questions,

based on the five-fold classification of the university environment, then follows.

The next section, though no physical division

is made on the form as these sections are conceptual, deals with
the students' school background and academic attainment prior
to university admission.

A short section of attitude statements

concerned with satisfaction with university facilities separates
school background from home background.

After these questions

- 118 on home area, frequency of visits home and so on, there is a short
section specifically concerned with problems students face at
university.

This is followed by a series of questions selected

to give a measure of personal adjustment, to facilitate screening
any students with apparent personality problems.

The questionnaire

is completed by a series of questions concerned with career
aspirations, qualifications sought, age and sex of respondent.

The first section, reasons for going to university, was
prompted by the assertion that students who have made a conscious
decision to attend university and study a course of their own
choosing would be more likely to adapt to the rigours of a new
environment.

This is mainly because of the positive motivation

that such students would have: certainly higher than those who
went to university because they could think of nothing better to
do.

The first question, therefore, asked for the major reason

influencing the student's decision to go on to university.
Pressure afforded by parents and schools has been mentioned by
Abbott

18

and so were obvious choices as possible responses in

this multiple-choice question.

The desire for academic qualific-

ations was also mentioned as a reason in the same study.

Startup

19

included many social reasons, here grouped together, and he also
referred to the wish not to commit oneself to a career straight
from school.

A similar question had also been asked by Maclay.

20

Underlying this question is the assumption that it will give an
indication of motivation, perhaps pointing to later degree success.

The second question focuses the attention on more
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specific matters, the preference given to Durham or Loughborough
on UCCA application forms.

No relationship has been found to

exist between degree performance and the position in which the
university was placed on application.

21

However, it is possible

that students not at their first choice university may be less
likely to adapt, feeling less positively motivated than those for
whom Durham or Loughborough was their first choice.

This is

linked with the next question asking what the first preference
university was, where appropriate.

It is reported that a large

proportion of Durham students are "Oxbridge ·rejects".

TlHs

question was included to ascertain the truth of such a statement.

Following the practice often used in social surveys
.
.
t owar. d s spec if'1c t op1cs
. 22 t h e f o11 ow1ng
.
o f f unne11 1ng
quest1ons

questions asked for the major reason influencing the decision to
apply to Durham or Loughborough and also to read the subject
chosen.

Underlying both of these questions is the assumption

that maturity in decision making prior to coming to university
enables adjustment to be made more smoothly, as motivation is
high.

Where immature reasoning or school or parental pressure

influenced such decisions there may be insufficient motivation
to overcome some of the hurdles presented in the transitional
period.

A similar question was asked by Maclay.

23

The multiple-

choice responses offered include Abbott's references to family
tradition, school pressure and the academic reputation of the
place.

24

\..fi th

Durham and Lough borough both having a high

proportion of students in residence it was considered likely
that this may be a relevant factor affecting the decision.
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Startup

25

has noted selection of a course for its own sake or

for reasons of a subsequent career.

It seems reasonable to

assume that a student choosing the subject merely because it
was the one most enjoyed at school, or at which he was most
successful, has made an immature decision.

Degree work is

rarely comparable with that covered at A-level and students ought
not, perhaps, enter university expecting their subject to be a
mere extension of that covered at school.

The recent assertion

that students enter university without having made a conscious
decision to do so and who terminate their studies, thus making
their first ever decision,

26

encouraged the inclusion of the

response that the school had recommended the course of study.

The final question in the first section asks for the
subject studied.

Brothers and Hatch

27

used a similar question,

specifically coded to facilitate extraction of those in certain
faculties.

This practice was also followed in this study.

It

is debatable whether more problems are experienced by students in
certain subjects.

What is more interesting is the possibility

that those courses that are vocationally oriented may pose fewer
problems for students following them.

It is possible that students

following less vocational courses, where career prospects are less
I

clear cut, are more prone to experience difficulties.

A series of questions was asked only of Durham
respondents to ascertain the proportion of students in their first
preference college.

Although the fact that Durham students have

to be admitted as a member of a constituent college prior to
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admission to the university is made clear in the university
prospectus, many students do not apply for membership of a specific
college.

Other colleges are over-subscribed and some applying for

membership have to be transferred elsewhere.

One would assume

that students having selected the college to which they belong
would be more likely to adapt and be content.

The possibility

always remains, however, that the college may not live up to
expectations, hence transition is made difficult.

Students at both Durham and Loughborough were asked in
what type of accommodation they lived.
.

~nc

1u d e d a

. . 1ar ques t•~on. 28

s~m~

Maclay's survey had

Knowing the type of accommodation

t-1as considered necessary as sharing a room could be a potential
source of difficulty.

Also students, isolated in lodgings or

digs, may experience difficulties.

Satisfaction with one's

accommodation was requested as dissatisfaction would make
adjustment to other spheres more difficult.

This short section

on accommodation was concluded with a question asking to which
hall, at Loughborough, or college, at Durham, the student
belonged.

It was never intended that this information would be

used to discover whether members of specific halls or colleges
reported more difficulties.

This fear was expressed by college

officers during pre-survey consultation and assurance was given
that the information would not be used in this way.

It was

anticipated that response to this question would enable some
check to be made of the representativeness of the respondents.

A series of attitudinal statements follot'led from which
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students were asked

which tvere true or false of the university

at which they studied.

No midpoint was offered as a neutral pos-

ition may encourage students to be indecisive and avoid making a
choice.

Respondents who felt sufficiently strongly that they were

unsure about the truth or falsehood of a specific statement and
who indicated this on the form had made a decision.

These

respondents had overcome the obstacle and pressure to reply in a
restricted way imposed by the structure of the question.

These

responses would be seen as positive decisions to select a neutral
category and so tvould be taken into account.

Most of the attitude statements were suggested by the
preliminary survey.

Others were mentioned not only by students

in that survey but also in other research work.

Each question

sought the student's attitude towards certain aspects of the
university environment.

Statements referred to each of the five

classifications of the university environment.

In the second series of attitude statements there were
two questions that differed between the two universities.

No

organised Freshers' Week activities existed at Loughborough,
unlike Durham, where a vast number of events were planned and
freshers were expected to be in residence before the remainder
of the students.

Therefore it was decided to ask whether a

Freshers' \.Jeek would help students get to know each other at ·
Loughborough.

At Durham this question was modified to assess

the efficacy of Freshers' Week in helping students get to know
each other.

The second question that varied between Durham and
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Loughborough referred to the students at the latter being free
to choose their hall of residence.

Students are assigned a hall

at Loughborough, unlike Durham where there is an element of choice.
There is no opportunity to select to which hall a student may
belong so Loughborough students were asked whether this should
be possible.

In the Durham questionnaire this question was replaced

with one asking for the student's attitude towards the usefulness
of Freshers' Week as discussion with Union officers had hinted
that these activities could be curtailed.

All of the following topics that were included in the
section of attitude statements, perception of social isolation,
the university being too far away from home, the sense of community spirit, staff-student contacts, the impersonal nature of life,
feeling homesick, the size of the university, the inadequate range
of recreational facilities, new teaching methods and students
being taught how best to study, were all mentioned in Malleson's
early work.

29

They were also mentioned in the preliminary survey.

Ryle 30 had referred to students feeling like small fish in a big
pond so this was included as a likely indicator of transitional
shock and potential lack of adaptation.

This had not been

mentioned in the preliminary survey, however.

Lack of feedback

and information concerning courses and academic standards were
frequently mentioned in the preliminary survey and had also been
referred to by Musgrove.

31

Following this important section of the questionnaire
was a group of questions specifically related to school background.
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These began with the type of school, and were all based upon a
series of questions used in Brothers and Hatch's survey of
residence in student life.

32

The wording of one concerning the

educational establishment where A-levels had been obtained prior
to university was crucial as it was known that many Loughborough
students obtained A-levels at Technical College.
icult question to phrase.

It was a diff-

Many different versions were tested

before the one chosen was included in the questionnaire.

Some

respondents found it difficult to answer this question, indicating both the type of school attended and the place where A-levels
had been obtained, where these differed.
ambiguous and was clear.

The question was not

Those not possessing A-levels would,

by virtue of this, have been mature students.

So, having been a

member of the working population would have had a broader range
of experience than the student coming straight from school or
college.

This would not mean transitional difficulties would

be made less great in any way.

Similarly, if entry qualifications

had been obtained at Technical College then this period in further
education acts as a bridge between school and university, broadening the student's experience, perhaps making adaptation easier.
What the question sought was information concerning the type of
school from which students had come straight to university, or
with a short time off in between.

Those obtaining A-levels, or

other qualifications, at places of further education can then be
separated from the bulk of respondents.

The series of questions concerning A-level subjects and
grades provided sufficient space for up to four A-levels.

This
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information is of importance as the view that termination is a
consequence of poor selection is still aired, coupled with the
idea that if standards were raised attrition could be reduced.
The date left school gives an indirect measure of maturity, though
it is admitted that chronological age is no measure of maturity.
The so-called "year off" in between school and university is
indicated by response to this question, and the value of this one
year has been seen as doubtful.

33

Though delayed entry students

may be able to adapt more easily because of their broader and
more rich experience, this could, in itself, lead to transitional
difficulties.

The educational background of the student is indicated
by responses to questions asking whether the school had been singlesex or mixed, whether the student had been a boarder or day pupil and
so on.

Participation in school sports and societies, as well as

contentment with school, would complement this information.

It

would be of interest to discover whether those unhappy at school
are more likely to adjust to university life more easily, being
happier anywhere else, or whether their being unsettled at school
indicates later unsettled feelings at university.

The next section of the questionnaire listed aspects
of university life, mentioned in the preliminary survey, and to
which students' sense of satisfaction was sought.

A Likert scale

was used ran•ging from "very satisfied" to "very dissatisfied".
This attitudinal section divided those questions concerning the
students' school background from those concerned with family
connections.
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The section asking about family links began with a
question taken from the survey of student residence~

34

There has

been reference made to the fact that first generation students are
more likely to experience difficulties, but the evidence is not
clear.

35

Separation from home has been mentioned and this can be

measured, not only by direct reference to it, but also indirectly
by the number of visits made to the home and by those planned.
\fuen this information is combined with the means of travel and time
taken for the journey it may be possible to calculate an index of
separation.

\fuere journey times are over-estimated this may in-

dicate a feeling of being too far a\17ay from home.

On the other

hand one could argue that those feeling most isolated from home
t11ould know the exact time taken for the journey.

Clearly this is

an area of uncertainty.

The questionnaire continues with a section referring to
a list of six problems frequently mentioned in the preliminary
survey.

Students were asked to rank these in order of importance

or of seriousness as difficulties.

The problems included are:

loneliness, settling into a routine of private study, making new
friends, separation from home, separation from old friends at
home and school, and balancing time spent between work and social
life.

There was also an opportunity for students to indicate

whether any other aspect of the university environment had
presented them with difficulties, and where this would be ranked
with the six already mentioned.

The penultimate section comprised sixteen statements
to which the students' reaction was required on a Likert scale
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disagree"~

Each

statement contained in this section referred to aspects of the
students' personality and self-esteem, such as confidence in
one's own abilities, social competence and self•l-lorth.

Extreme

negative response to these statements would suggest the possibility
of personality or psychological problems.

Therefore these

questions would act as a screen to isolate such

students~

Furthermore, some of these statements could be checked with
responses to earlier statements so checking internal consistency.

The final section of the questionnaire asked for factual
information concerning career aspirations, the qualification sought,
age and sex.

Also the student was asked whether he would be prepared

to be interviewed in the first fe1-1 weeks of the second term.

The

complete questionnaire covered eight sides of A4 at Loughborough
and nine sides at Durham.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE INTERVIEWS

6~1

Introduction
Following the precedent set by Abbott

1

interviet\'s were

conducted to supplement data gathered from the main questionnaire
survey.

Some respondents had commented on the apparent inflex-

ibility of the questionnaire.

This apparent rigidity imposed by

the questionnaire could be compensated for by enabling some students
to talk more freely about their feelings and reactions to the
environment.

There was opportunity on the questionnaire for

students to express themselves should they feel confined and
limited by the multiple-choice options available.

The instructions

at the head of the questionnaire expressly stated respondents
should write immediately below any question any additional comments.
Only a fet'l did so.

It was considered beneficial to conduct some

interviews, on a one-to-one basis, to explore more deeply some
of the areas of concern raised by the questionnaire

survey~
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The results obtained from the questionnaire survey,
essentially quantitative in nature, concerned with facets of the
university environment that have been seen as sources of difficulty by students, are inadequate on their own.

In an area of

study such as this, concerned with people and the problems they
face, it is important that people, individuals,play a part in the
research.

It is too easy to manipulate statistics in an impersonal

way and loose sight of the essence of the study: students in
transition.

The attitudes and feelings towards aspects of the

university could be explored more deeply using interviewing techniques.

This could provide specific case material and examples

of transitional difficulties and their resolution.

In order that comparison between Durham and Loughborough
could be maintained, an essential point of the exercise, it was
necessary to have a structured interview schedule so this was
devised.

The focused interview, as it has become known, is more
2
formal than the completely free interview.
The use of an inter-

view guide ensures that the same information is obtained from all
respondents.
interviewee,

It also means .that questions act as prompts to the
en~ouraging

a response.

During the course of inter-

views some questions ,.;rere rephrased slightly and the order modified •
However, the schedule was always used as a last resort if the
interviewee seemed reticent.

6.2

Selection for interview
Although a systematic random sample produced the bulk of

students invited to attend for interview there can be no doubt
that the group of potential intervie,.;rees was a self-selected one.
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Only those indicating, by a positive response to the appropriate
question in the questionnaire, a willingness to be interviewed
were considered for selection.

This group tvas further reduced in

size by the exclusion of those who had specified dates and times
that were incompatible with the author's schedule.

It was,

therefore, from this highly selected sub•set that a systematic
random sample tvas selected.

This yielded a sample of 50 students

at Loughborough and 58 at Durham.

To these were added a number

of students who had indicated on their questionnaires that specific
difficulties had been encountered or they wished to clarify some
of the responses they had made.

It was considered that the further

twelve students at Loughborough and fourteen at Durham would be
"extras" or "reserves" who would take the place of any in the
sample who did not turn up for interview.

If time allowed they

would all be seen.

Each potential interviewee was contacted and invited
to participate, being reminded of their willingness to participate
the previous term.* The venue, date and time were left to the
interviewee to choose, as much as possible.

A map, showing the

exact location of the author's room, whether at Durham or Loughborough,was also sent to each interviewee with confirmation of
the time, date and place the interview was to be conducted.

It is interesting to note that although the group of
intervietved students was a self-selected one, it tvas certainly
the majority of respondents that shmv'ed a willingness to be
interviewed.

At Loughborough only thirty-two students (18%)

* A copy of the introductory letter is in AppendrxG , v. II p262
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At Durham a

smaller proportion, 14%, or thirty-four students were unwilling
to be interviewed.

The greater proportion of students at both

Durham and Loughborough had been potential interviewees.

6.3

The interview schedule*
Structured or focused interviews were used to ensure

comparability of results between the two universities.

The

schedule was virtually identical, with obvious modifications
according to the location.

It was used to initiate the interview.

There was no attempt to interrupt, nor to confine the interviewee
rigidly to talking about the subject under discussion.

Interviewees

were free to talk as much, or as little, and as wide-rangingly as
they wished.

If any topic had been covered adequately the relevant

question was omitted when it came later in the schedule.

The interview began with an invitation to express, in
the student's own words, his thoughts about the time he had spent
at either Durham or Loughborough.

This was followed by a request

for information concerning his expectations of the first few weeks
of university life.

Students were asked what they liked and dis-

liked about university.

The very general nature of the question

enabled the degree of response to be up to the interviewee.

The

student was next asked for his views concerning the function of
a university in general.

Following this students were asked how

successful Durham or Loughborough had been in fulfilling that
function.

The next question asked whether students would still go

on to university if they had the chance over again, and if they

*

A copy of the Interview Schedule can be found in Appendix

H,v.rr

p264
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A series of questions concerning student newspapers
followed, with others about the Students' Union, clubs and societies.

The number of hours time-tabled for lectures and tutor-

ials then

preceded an enquiry of how spare-time and week-ends

were spent.

Freshers' Week activities and induction programmes

were recalled before enquiry was made about the students' relationships with various people.

The amount of preparation for university, whether at
home or school, was next discussed.

Students were then asked

what they had most gained from university life.

Views on the

advantages and disadvantages of campus sites, as at Loughborough,
or universities spread
sought.

the town, as in Durham, were

through~ut

Then similarly contrasting types of accommodation, hall

of residence as opposed to colleges, were discussed.

After de-

scribing their accommodation, students were asked how satisfied
they were with it.

The final question was concerned with the

student's course.

The schedule was a frame of reference, an outline of
topics that were to be covered.

It was never considered as a

straight-jacket, controlling the course of the interview.

A great

degree of flexibility was maintained throughout the interview.

The

schedule acted as a reminder to the interviewer, it was seen as a
check-list, and not a rigid guide.

The five spheres of the

environment were also reflected in the topics discussed.
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6.4

Interview management
It is necessary to subdivide the interviews into two

categories which need to be discussed separately.

This division

is not based upon their being conducted in Durham or in Loughborough,
but rather whether they took place on the student's home ground, as
it were, or in the author's office.

This subdivision is necessary

as the roles of "guest" and "host" were reversed in one context
from those performed in the other.

The burden of making the

interviewee feel confident and relaxed was more markedly on the
shoulders of the interviewer when his office was used, whether this
be at Durham or Loughborough.

There was a real sense in which

students seen in their own rooms were more relaxed at the outset,
and this was perceived at both universities.

It has been suggested

that interviews conducted in the interviewee's own home, in this
context within the student's study-bedroom, are more satisfactory.
It is difficult to measure this and prove whether such intervielvs
were more satisfactory than those conducted, say, in an impersonal
office.

The perception on the author's behalf of a more relaxed

atmosphere in students' rooms is purely subjective.

It may well

be that the real level of tension was not reduced.

On the other

hand there may have been a more relaxed air but this could have
been caused by some other variable, such as the rapport between
interviewer and interviewee, rather than the venue itself.

If the success of an interview is taken to be linked
with the length in time of its duration then the following tables
show that the variable most affecting the length, and hence the
success of the interview, was not the venue but rather the sex

3
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TABLE 9
Differences in sex and venue of interview according to average
length of interview in minutes
Lough borough

Durham
Office

n

0~

n

Office

n

Own
room

n

room
Male

39•5

21

38•5

15

40•7

25

32•1

11

Female

26•9

17

29•7

6

28•3

4

26•6

11

Average

33•9

36•0

39•0

29•4

At both Durham and Loughborough male students were rather
more talkative than females.

This seemed to be relatively unaffected

by the location of the interview.
talkative in their
at Loughborough.

o~

Durham males tended to be less

rooms, as had both male and female students

It was the female student at Durham who tended to

talk longer in her own room than in the author's office.

The two offices concerned varied in detail.

At Durham

the author occupied a large room, with fitted carpet, in a converted
house which was, at the time, being used by the Department of
Education.

It was well furnished, with three desks, numerous

chairs, book shelves and an occasional table.

The room was suff-

iciently large to arrange a couple of chairs adjacent to a low
table in one part of the room.

This avoided the situation where

the interviewer would be seated behind a desk.
arranged on the book shelves and the low table.

Potted plants were
An ashtray was

provided for those students who wished to smoke during the course
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of the interview.

The seating arrangement, with only a low table

between the chairs,was felt to be more conducive to conversation,
being less formal, than if the desk were to act as both physical
and conceptual barrier between interviewer and interviewee.

At Loughborough the Economics Department kindly offered
the use of Room A/1/10 (now demolished) in the Schoffield Building.
The room was a temporary construction of wood and glass, being
one of four modular units built into a vast, little-used room.
With many glass panels and white paint-work the rather clinical
character of the room was modified by potted plants and posters.
Being of much smaller dimensions than the office at Durham, the
room at Loughborough, with desk, table, three chairs and a telephone,
was crowded.

In an attempt to place the interviewee in a comfortable

position a similar seating arrangement to that employed at Durham
was used.

There was less room, however, to manage a truly relaxed

arrangement.

An ashtray was also provided.

It is interesting to

note that only a small proportion of students smoked during the
course of the interview.

Most smokers lit their cigarettes as

soon as the interview was officially terminated, though this did
not necessarily mark the end of the conversation.

In Durham and Loughborough the sequence of events involved in the interview was kept to the same order as much as
possible.

Each .interviewee was greeted on arrival at the office,

invited to enter while coats and scarves were removed.

Both

offices had heating of sufficient calibre to necessitate the
removal of out-door clothes.

After being asked to sit down, each

interviewee was asked if there was any objection to the convers-
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ation being recorded.

A portable tape recorder was placed on the

table between the interviewer and interviewee.

No one objected.

It was explained that the recording was being used to ensure no
detail was missed in writing up after the interview.

The lack of

finances meant that after each interview had been \'lri tten up the
tape would be used again, so no tape recording would be kept of
an actual interview.

A further justification, not explained to

interviews however, was that the author could then devote more
effort to listening to what was being said.

He could be seen to

be listening to what was being said, not frantically writing
scribbled notes.

It was felt important that the interviewee feel

he was being listened to and that interest was being paid to what
was being said.

After the initial question had been asked the

interviewer would often interject with,

11

uhuh" or "mmm" to give

some feedback, without interruption, and to encourage the interviewee to continue talking.

It has been suggested that the latter

signifies agreement and that the former is preferable as it is
more neutral. 4 It was felt that such a fine distinction was
debatable and the two terms were used synonymously.

\lliat was

interesting was the occasional relaxation of tension when the
recorder was turned off and the interview was officially ended.
This had been observed in other studies so was not unexpected.

5

The tape recorder was also used when intervie\'lS Nere
conducted in students' rooms, but with less success.

The seating

arrangement was often unsatisfactory and the recorder was rarely
placed between the interviewer and interviewee.
recording was feint and indistinct.

Thus, some of the

This meant that greater

concentration had to be paid to making notes rather than being
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It was also interesting to observe that there

listening~

tvere other differences bettveen interviews conducted in students'
rooms and those in the author's

office~

A noticeable difference

was that interviewees were more likely to move around the room
during the interview on their home ground than they were in the
author's office.
in an

armchair~

The interviewee would often sit on the bed or
Sometimes a desk would be used.

The interviewer

was usually invited to sit in an armchair or on the seat at the
work surface or desk.

Although movement during the course of the

interview was extremely rare, the few occasions it did occur were
in students' rooms.

This usually involved retrieving material to

show the interviewer in order a question could be answered more
fully or a point made.

It may have involved pointing out a feature

of the room or the vietv from the windOtv.
movement.

There was purpose in the

It did not seem to be meaningless, restless movement.

was clearly less likely to take place in the author's office.

It

No

doubt those intervietved in the author's office felt inhibited, as
"guests", to move in unfamiliar terri tory until the interview had
been concluded.

Once all the ground had been covered and the last
question answered, each respondent was thanked for his participation.
The tape recorder was switched off and the interviewer stood up.
This symbolically signified the end of the interview.

It tvould be

at this point that additional com,ments were often made, as throwaway remarks while putting on hat and coat or while being shown to
the door.

The remarks tended to be about specific members of staff

and of relationships between staff and student.

It seemed that

students were reticent while a recording was being made but were
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Where

appropriate some of these comments were noted immediately after
the interviewee had left.

Interviews were conducted in a series of blocks alternating between the two universities..

This meant that not all

interviews at Durham, for example, were conducted at the beginning
or end of the term..

The first period began on January 21st 1976

at Loughborough and continued until January 29th.

The next fort-

night, from February 1st to 14th, was spent interviet.;ring at Durham ..
A further period was spent at Loughborough, from February 16th to
February 21st, completing the interviews there..

The last series of

Durham interviews were conducted during the period March 2nd to
March 12th 1976.

Overlapping of interviews between the two universities
meant that some control was maintained over the passing of time.
It was important that the passage of time, a potent variable, be
controlled for two reasons..
of memory and recall.

On the one hand there is the problem

It is unclear whether it is memory itself

that deteriorates over time or the ability to recall events that is
affected.

Discussion and research have not led to conclusive

answers. 6

What is clear is the fact that for some reason attitudes

and feelings are recalled less accurately as time passes.
interviewing some of the Durham students early in the

By

session, then

some Loughborough students before returning to Durham respondents
meant that responses to interview questions could be comparable
between the two universities.

The second reason, on the other hand,

- 142 is more concerned with the object of the study, transitional
difficulties.

Problems arising from the transition from school

to university may be resolved as familiarity with the place
increases.

Overlapping of interviews reduces the amount of

time in which adjustment could take place so making the responses
comparable.

It must be remembered that the time scale involved

was two months.

Although this may not be a great period of time

in general it could well be a great period for the student who
spends only three ten•\'leek periods a year at university.

The interviel'lS were valuable in providing an insight
into the students' attitudes and their perceptions of the environment.

Much information was gained that enriches the data gathered

in the questionnaire survey.

There seemed to be no difference in

content of the interviews, time taken to complete them or in
ability to recall the first few weeks of the year, whether the
intervie\'l had been conducted in early January or later in Harch.
Whenever the interview

\'las

conducted,and where ever the venue, it

provided qualitative data to supplement quantitative data.
area, therefore, the

scheme was a valid one.

In this

It was also most

enjoyable for the author was able to spend extended periods of
time in close association loli th students at both Durham and
Lough borough.

Notes and references:
1

Abbott, J.

Student life in a class societr (Pergamon, 1971)

2

The focused interview, developed by Nerton, R. K. and Kendall,
P. L. in The focused interview (American Journal of
Sociology, 51, 1946) pp 541 - 557, concentrates on a
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interview is used i.e. the interviewer is free to ask
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5
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A seminar to discuss problems associated with retrospective
and recall data was held at the Institute of Education,
London University on April 21st 1978. The papers presented
at the seminar, with comments from the floor, have been
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by Moss, L. and Goldstein, H. (NFER, 1979) and they
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ing some of the most recent research in this area.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE SUPPLEMENTARY SURVEY

7.1

Introduction
The Supplementary Survey, conducted during the second

term of the students' second year, was devised 1-1i th four specific
objectives.

The first was to discover how students had resolved

transitional problems.

For specific problem areas within the five-

fold classification of the environment this question was asked
directly.

The second objective was to assess the degree of

attitude change and adjustment that had been made since the first
term of the first year.

Information needed for this analysis was,

again, asked for directly.

The third aim was to identify the most

frequently cited transitional problems.

Students 1-1ere asked for

information concerning each of these three aims directly.
fourth objective was, however, conceptually different.

The

- 145 As has already been mentioned a few times in the back
ground to this study some workers in the area of guidance and
counselling have observed that termination of study may be a
positive and beneficial step.

1

It was considered important to

discover whether students concur on this matter.
objective

t~as,

The fourth

therefore, to discover students' attitudes totvards

terminating students.
Semantic Differential.

This tvas to be achieved by using the
2

The two-page questionnaire was simple and easy to
complete.

Printed on white, A4 paper at the University of Durham

Reprographics Department, it was sent to every member of the
sample save for the few who were known to have withdrawn from the
university.

A similar system was employed for the return of

completed forms as had been used in the first, main survey.
addressed envelope was included with each questionnaire.

An

The

internal mail system was used at Durham, and a collecting box
was placed in the Careers and Appointments Office, Edward Herbert
Building at Loughborough.

7.2

Supplementary questionnaire compilation
~·(

The Supplementary Survey Questionnaire · was kept simple
by grouping questions together.

The first section sought inform-

ation concerning the change in students' attitudes over time.
Students were asked to indicate their degree of agreement with a
number of statements, each referring to a specific aspect of the
environment.

*

Only three categories were used "agreed during 1st

A copy of the Supplementary Questionnaire can be found in
Appendix!, V.II, p 266
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term of first year", "agreed at end of first year" and "agree now".
Students were able to select more than one response and so a range
of answers, from "always agreed" to "always disagreed" was possible.
This section was followed by a Likert scale series asking for a
measure of the students' satisfaction with three aspects of the
university environment: academic, institutional and human.

The section that followed used a collapsed Likert scale,
asking for agreement or disagreement with a series of statements.
Students were invited to respond "as a direct result of having
spent a year" at either Durham or Loughborough.

In this way the

students' reaction to certain areas of the university environment
could be calculated.

A departure from the style of question used in the Main
Survey and those used thus far was made in the next section, when
the Semantic Differential was used.

Students were asked to con-

sider contrasting pairs of epithets or concepts, and to rate themselves on a five-point scale relative to each epithet.

A similar

question was used later, using the same pairs of contrasting
epithets.

Students were invited in the second section to rate

those students who terminated their studies on the same scale.
Splitting these two questions, to ensure each was on a different
side of the same sheet of paper, was deliberate.

It was hoped

that response to the latter would be less influenced by the former,

3

so between them was a question asking students to indicate how they
would resolve a problem in the academic, accommodation and emotional
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Also between the two sections of the Semantic Differ-

ential questions was a problem check list, containing twenty
frequently cited transitional problems.

Students lvere asked to

indicate whether any had been a "problem" or a "serious problem"
during their first year.

The questionnaire ended with questions

asking for information concerning the, type of accommodation in
which students lived and their sex.

7.3

The Semantic Differential
Two assumptions have been made in the development of

the Semantic Differential as a measure of attitudes.

The first is

that the polar adjectives are equidistant in semantic space.

Sec-

ondly, these polar adjectives are in opposite directions from the
neutral category or origin, i.e. they are positive and negative.

4

These assumptions were taken as the guiding rules in compiling the
Semantic Differential questions used in the Supplementary Survey.
In as many places as possible the negation of a statement tvas used
to indicate the opposite concept, equidistant from the origin as
the positive statement.

Indeed a number of paired epithets were

selected and used in pilot studies.

Students at Durham, in the

Palace Green Library, in Dunelm House, the Students' Union Building,
and the streets in between the two were approached and asked to
complete a draft Semantic Differential sheet.
concepts lvere found to be unsuitable.

Some paired

These were either slightly

ambiguous or tended not to be logical opposites.

Some pairs of

epithets encouraged much discussion as to their meaning and so
made completion of the scale difficult.

A few students suggested

that they were unable to generalise about students who terminate
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It was noted that students were able to rate them-

selves very easily.

The lack of homogeneity amongst students who

terminated their studies was cited as the cause for an inability to
rate these students.

When such a difficulty was expressed there was

a tendency for responses to cluster about the neutral category.

This

phenomenon has been observed and noted as a disadvantage of this
.
5
tee h n1que.

The use of many extreme responses is also cited

being indicative of psychological disorder.

6

as

In a study of highly

selected students one would expect few, if any, consistently select-

.

1ng extreme responses.

7

The original scale had seven points, but five were chosen
in the present study.

It was felt that as students had reported

some difficulty in generalising about students who leave prematurely
in the pilot survey, they would find a seven point scale more
confusing than a more simple five point one. *

Concepts employed in the test were listed in random order
so that positive attributes were not all on one side.

There was no

pattern of alternating positive and negative statements.

Thus there

was no guide to the respondent as to what sort of response could be
considered desirable.

The two scales, the one for self-assessment and

the other for rating terminating students, were identical.

The success of the semantic differential in measuring
attitudes rests on the position of the polar adjectives in semantic
space, as opposites.
opposite of the other.

*

In each of the ten pairs one component is the
Each is equidistant from the neutral

See Appendix K,V.II p271 for a discussion of the pilot survey
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category.

Thus a positive inclination towards one element can be

seen as a negation, of equal strength, of the opposite element.

In the Supplementary Survey the use of the Semantic
Differential made the variety of question style greater and so
helped make the questionnaire more interesting.
this would encourage response.

It was hoped

The use of the Semantic Differential

also reflected the different concepts being investigated and its
suitablity in measuring the same.

7.4

Sources of questions in the Supplementary Survey
For the sake of simplicity relatively few questions

were included, only nine, but these tended to comprise many sections.
Within the first question, for example, there were twelve subquestions or components.
main survey.

Seven of these had been used in the

Using virtually the same lvording in the subsequent

enquiry the degree of attitude change could be assessed.

Tlvo of

the five remaining elements had also been mentioned in the main
survey.

These had been included as two of the six problems

students had been asked to rank in order of severity.(see page 126)
The three additional elements had been mentioned by students in
the course of interviews and were included to ascertain their
potency and how widespread they \vere.

The second question sought assessment by the student of
his performance in three spheres of the university environment:
the academic, institutional and human.

Students have indicated

various reasons for embarking on courses of higher education,
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some being social, some cognitive or academic in nature. Tt is
of interest to discover whether the level of satisfaction with
performance in these spheres is related to the type of reason
given for going onto university.

The third question used a collapsed Likert scale asking
for agreement or disagreement with ten

statements~

Some of these

had been specifically devised to give an indication of the student's
self-confidence and development as a person.

By comparing results

gained from a series of questions along similar lines in the Main
Survey with those obtained in the supplementary enquiry a measure
of personal development could be made.

One would expect greater

confidence and less concern about the social environment as growth
and development occurred.

With development as a person being

advocated as one of the aims of university education (see page 13)
it is of interest to see how successful this is.

The next question involved the Semantic Differential.
The polar adjectives were selected as those most appropriate and
applicable to a student survey.

These were:- immature/mature;

brave/cowardly; failing/successful; popular/unpopular; hard working/
lazy; strong character/weak character; unpleasant/pleasant; sociable/
unsociable; responsible/irresponsible; unintelligent/intelligent.

At

the head of the question an introductory and explanatory statement
stated clearly that self-assessment was required.

The question was

laid out in exactly the same way when it appeared on the reverse of
the sheet as question seven.

The only difference was the explanatory

statement that stressed terminating students in general were to be
assessed or rated.
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Differential were two specifically concerned with transitional
problems.

The fifth question listed a number of possible sources

of help in the solution of problems.

Students were invited to

indicate where they would seek help in order that a problem may
be resolved in any one of the following three areas:-

one con-

cerned with academic work, one with accommodation and the other
with emotional matters.

Question six, on the other hand, listed

twenty frequently cited transitional problems.

These had been

referred to by students in the main survey as other problems that
had been experienced.

The interviews re-inforced the fact that

some problems seemed to have been experienced at both universities.

By distinguishing between those references to mere problems

as opposed to more serious problems, and by weighting the latter,
a total score of transitional problems could be calculated for
each respondent.

It must be remembered that this index would be

a measure of problem reportage rather than of experiencing
problems per se.

The relationship between high scores in problem

reportage and first year examination results, or later degree
results for that matter, must not necessarily be interpreted as
a relationship between "having problems" and academic success.

Finally, the

Supplementa~y

Survey had two simple

questions, one asking for the respondent's sex and the other for
information concerning the type of accommodation in which the
student lived.

The former would have helped indicate any

inaccuracy or possible superficiality in response.

If, for

example, a respondent had indicated his sex as male in the first
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survey but in the Supplementary Survey this had been indicated as
female one may doubt the seriousness or accuracy with which
questions had been

answered~

themselves in this

way~

In fact no one did contradict

Indeed there was much evidence that

students had responded with much thought and, hopefully,

accuracy~

In one instance a student had indicated his sex in the Main Survey
as male and this was repeated in the subsequent enquiry, though
with the added comment adjacent to the question: "Biological or
psychological? You figure that one out.".

7.5

Supplementary Survey administration
The supplementary questionnaire was compiled after a

review of responses to the main survey and after interviews had
raised a number of interesting points.

The questionnaire was

printed and ready for use during the first term of the students'
second year.

It was not issued until the beginning of the next

term for a number of reasons.

Firstly, it was considered wise to give as long a time
as possible for completion and subsequent return of the forms.
Furthermore, the second term of the second year is the mid-point
of a three-year course, an appropriate point to conduct a follow-up
survey.

In interviews it had often been reported that there had

been a feeling of anti-climax on return to university after the
Christmas vacation.

If this were to be experienced in the second

year as well then the questionnaire may be seen in a more positive
light,as something to relieve the deflated sensation, and so
response rates could be improved.

However, the possibility still

- 153 remains that students would not be predisposed to completing the
form if sensations of anti-climax and mild depression are being
experienced.

The Student Records Office at Loughborough and each
college at Durham were able to indicate which students had
terminated their studies by this time, and these were not
included in the Supplementary Survey.

There were eight students

from Durham and thirty-three from Loughborough excluded in this way.
Every other member of the sample, even those not responding to the
first survey, was sent a questionnaire and an addressed envelope.
These were delivered, in person by the author, to each student's
pigeon-hole in hall at Loughborough and college at Durham.

The

first questionnaires were delivered at Durham between February
26th and 28th 1977.

Those at Loughborough were delivered a few

days later on March 2nd and 3rd 1977.

The few students living

out at both universities were sent questionnaires by post.

It was expected that a greater response would occur at
Durham, where the internal mail system would make the return of
completed forms relatively easy.

At Loughborough, where students

were obliged to take completed forms to the Careers and Appointments Office, the response rate was expected to be a little lower
because of this unsurmountable difficulty.
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(British Journal of Social and Clinical Psychology,
7(4), 1968) pp 253 - 263

6

Arthur, A.

z.

Response bias in the semantic differential
5(2), 1966) pp 103 - 107

(Brit.Journ.Soc~Clin.Psych~,

7

Ryle, A Student casualties (Pelican, 1969) Ryle notes that
a very small percentage of students experience severe
psychological disorder. In a 25% sample it would be
unlikely, though not impossible, to find such students~
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CHAPTER EIGHT
RESPONSE RATES

8.1

Introduction
This investigation of the environment, sub-divided into

the five-fold classification as outlined by the author in Chapter
Three of this work (see page 58), was conducted to assess the
potency of environmental factors in leading students to experience
transitional problems.

The results from the two questionnaire

surveys, the Main Survey and the Supplementary Survey, and a series
of interviews form the bulk of this section.

It is with the data

here presented that the potency, or lack of it, of the physical
environment and those four environmental spheres outlined above
can be assessed.

The volume of data involved, with almost 500 respondents
and nearly 200 variables, necessitated computer analysis.
questionnaires had been designed and pre-coded to this end.

Both
Card

.. 156 punching staff at the Durham University Computer Unit (DUCU)
transferred data from both survey forms onto 80-character punched
cards.

This information was then fed into NUMAc 1 the Northumbrian

Universities Nul tiple Access Computers with the t\V'O main frame
IBN 360/67 and IBN 370/168 computers being housed at Ne\V"castle.
Direct access to NilllAC was by means of terminals at Durham.
Analysis was conducted using one of the most widely utilised
statistical packages, the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences, known as SPSS.

2

With data obtained from the two universities of Durham
and Loughborough, cross-tabulation was the most clear method of
showing whether any relationship existed between variables.

Use

of the chi-square test was considered to be the most appropriate
as data were in frequencies or "counts" and this statistic enabled
the degree of association between variables to be assessed.

Nany

varied statistical manipulations \V'ere possible with the vast \V"ealth
of data collected.

As the essential aim of the research was to

compare the environment at Durham with that at Loughborough 1 in
an attempt to identify those environmental elements affecting
student performance and behaviour, the chi-square test was the one
statistical technique ideally suited to the purpose.

References

obtained from the interviews add greater depth and insight to
information collected from the two questionnaire surveys.

These

are interspersed with the quantitative data at appropriate and
relevant points.

Cross-tabulation tables are included in the text either

- 157 if a significant difference in the distribution between variables
was found, or if the lack of any significant difference is seen
to be important.

All other cross-tabulation tables referred to

in the text that were not significant have the chi-square value
and degrees of freedom entered as footnotes.

The figure in

parenthesis refers to the Table number in Appendix L where these
tables are located.(see V.II p 273)

This chapter is divided into a number of sections.
first deals with response rates in general.

The

The second discusses

the measure of student performance used in this study: degree
results.

This is followed by discussion of a measure of transitional

problem reportage that was calculated from data collected in the
surveys.

8.2

Response rates
Rates of response were variable.

By the beginning of

February 1976, when the last completed questionnaire from the Main
Survey had been received, 84% of Durham students and 66% of those at
Loughborough had replied.

It is possible that this differential

rate of response may be explained in terms of the author having
been a student at Durham University Department of Education, using
University of Durham headed note-paper for the introductory letter.
This may have encouraged students at Durham to respond.

It would

have been less impressive in the eyes of a student at Loughborough.

Response rates were also expected to be lower at
Loughborough than at Durham because of the greater difficulties

- 158 encountered in returning completed forms at the former.

It may

be assumed that a number of students at Loughborough failed to
respond because of difficulties met in returning the forms.

~lith

no system of internal mail students at Loughborough had to walk to
the Edward Herbert Building and deliver their completed forms in
person.

Some students were unaware of the location of the Careers

and Appontments Office within the building, in which the collecting
box was situated.

Only those students actively interested in the

survey would have been likely to make enquiries as to its whereabouts.

Those lacking any enthusiasm over the content of the

survey would be less likely to discover the location of the Office
yet alone make a special journey there merely to return a quest•
ionnaire form.

Others may have seen a personal visit to the Office

as a breach of confidentiality.

At Durham it was relatively much

easier for students to return completed forms.

The envelope only

needed to be placed in internal mail collection boxes or handed
to a college porter.

It seems that the slightly longer questionnaire issued
to Durham students did not deter them from responding.

Neither

did the use of more formal salutations on the introductory letter.
Table 10 shows the significant difference in rates of response
according to site, i.e. Durham or Loughborough.

The proportions

of respondents and non-respondents when length of questionnaire
and salutation on introductory letter are considered are very
similar, as Tables 11 and 12 show respectively.

The implication

of this is that Durham students responded more frequently than
did those at Loughborough, irrespective of the length of the
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questionnaire or type of salutation used.

TABLE 10
Response rates in the main survey by site

.
Site

2

X

df

Respondents

Non-respondents

Totals

Durham

246 (84· 2'7.)

46 (15•87.)

292

Lough borough

179 ( 66• 37.)

91 ( 33• 77.)

270

Totals

425 (75· 67.)

137 (24• 47.)

562

= 24•556
=1
0•001

p

TABLE 11
Length of questionnaire in the main survey and response rates
Length

2

X

df

Respondents

Non-respondents

Totals

Long

246 (84· 27.,)

46 (15•87.)

292

Short

179 ( 66• 37.)

91 (33• 77.)

270

Totals

425 ( 75• 6'7.)

137 ( 24• 47.)

562

= 24•556

=1

0•001

p

TABLE 12
Salutation on introductory letter and response rates (Main Survey)
Salutation

x

2

df
p

Respondents

Non- respondents

Totals

Formal

221 (84• 47.)

41 (15•67.)

262

Informal

204 ( 68• 07.)

96 ( 32• 07.)

300

Totals

425 ( 75· 67.)

137 ( 24• 47.)

562

= 18• 79

=1

0•001

- 160 It is possible that one could argue that a lower rate
of response was to be expected at Loughborough because of the
subject base of the university, with a large proportion of
engineering and applied science

students~

However, although it

is true that applied scientists and engineers tended to respond
less frequently than did social scientists, this difference was
not significant, as Table 13

shows~

It cannot be argued, therefore,

that lower rates of response at Loughborough had been significantly
affected by the subjects being studied.

TABLE 13
School of Study at Loughborough with a comparison of the total
population and respondents to the Main Survey
School

Population
at large

Respondents

Totals

Engineering

445 ( 40• 2'1.)

63 (35•47.)

508 ( 39• 57.)

P. & App. Sci.

217 ( 19. 6'/.)

28 (15•77.)

245 (19•17.)

Hum. & Envnt.Studs.

365 ( 32• 97.)

70 ( 39• 37.)

435 ( 33•87.)

81 ( 7•37.)

17 ( 9•67.)

98 ( 7· 67.)

Education

1108

Totals
2
x
df

178

1286

= 4•914
=3

N~S~

(1 missing observation)
Response rates at Loughborough were probably lower, over

all, because it was only at Durham that reminders were sent out to
non-respondents.

Yet even at Durham not every non-respondent was

reminded of the need to respond.

The presence of an internal mail

system enabled follow-up of those students at Durham failing to
return their completed questionnaires with no postal charges being
incurred.

This was impossible at

Loughborough~

At the start of
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December 1975 only sixty-seven students at Durham had failed to
return their forms.

Half of these were contacted and reminded

to return the questionnaire. ~"

After a random choice to commence

selection, every other name on the list was chosen.

By the time

the last completed questionnaire was received in February 1976,
there was a significant difference in response between those
reminded and those not, as Table 14 illustrates.

Response rates of Durham students who were reminded and those not
reminded to return forms
Respondents
Reminder sent
No reminder
Totals
X

2

df
p

Non-respondents

Totals

16 (47•1'1.)

18 (52. 97.)

34

7 (21• 2'1.)

26 (78•8'1.)

33

23 ( 34• 3/.)

44 (65• 7'1.)

67

= 4•8979
=1
0·05

It seems likely that had reminders been sent to students
at Loughborough the response rate may have been increased slightly.
However, the rate of response at Durham had been considerably
higher than at Loughborough in the first instance, before reminders
t'lere issued.

The inherent difficulty in returning completed forms

at Loughborough would still have discouraged some students from
responding.

*

A copy of the letter sent to students to remind them to return
the questionnaire can be found in Appendix F, V.II, p261
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There are two other features of response rates about
which some comment should be made.

The first concerns the add-

itional paragraph or escape clause that had to be affixed to the
introductory letters sent to members of St Aidan's and University
Colleges at Durham. (see page 94 and Appendix D,v.rr p 248)
Response rates were high at both colleges, 88•5% at St Aidan's and
88•0% at University College, which is often known as Castle as it
is located in Durham Castle. (See Map 1, page 67 and Fig 1, page 68)
When compared with response rates from students at Durham not having
this extra paragraph on their introductory letter there was no
significant difference.

'{,

The second feature of response rates was the effect
upon these played by the students' gender.

At Durham the proportion

of males to females who responded to the Main Survey was very close
to that found in the population as a whole.

The survey results can

be said to be truly representative as a whole where sex of the
students is concerned for there was no significant difference between
male and female students whether in the population as a whole or
amongst respondents.id'

At Loughborough a significant difference was found to
exist between the proportion of male students in the population at
large and the females with those responding to the survey.

2

= 0•717

df

=1

N.S.

(1)

2

= 0•612

df

=1

N.S.

(2)

X

**

X

This
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meant that respondents at Loughborough were less representative
of the population in general, unlike those at Durham, where the
respondents' gender was concerned.
represented, as Table

Female students were over-

15 shows.

TABLE 15
Sex differences among respondents to the Main Survey and the
population at large at Loughborough
Sex

Population as
a whole

2

df
p

Totals

Male

856 ( 77· 37.)

123 (68•77.)

979 ( 76•17.)

Female

252 ( 22• 7i.)

56 ( 31• 3i.)

308 . ( 23· 9i.)

Totals
X

Respondents

1108

179

1287

= 3• 3493
=1
0·1

Over-representation of female students in the response
was probably a result of two factors.

Firstly, the sample had a

slight bias in favour of female students, as was shown in Table 6
on page 103 of this work, and this introduced a slight element of
error that was compounded by the second factor.

This second con-

sideration is that females tend to be more willing to respond to
surveys of this nature than do males.

3

Thus, it was not sur-

prising to discover the proportion of female respondents was
greater than the population would suggest.

Response rates varied greatly from college to college
at Durham, as well as by the students' gender.

In general female

students at Durham responded at a greater rate, 86•7%, than did

- 164 males, of whom 82•7% responded.

At Loughborough the proportions

were 74•7% and 62•8% respectively.

In both cases it was the

female students who t11ere more likely to respond.
the response rates for each college at Durham.

Table 16 shows
These have been

listed in descending order according to the total percentage
response rate, that is both male and female.

TABLE 16
Response rates to Main Survey according to sex and college at Durham
College

Respondents

Sample
Male

Female

All

1

-

2

2

2

12

2

14

3

30

-

4

26

Male

-

Female

All

2 (100•07.)

2 (100•07.)

11 (91•77.)

2 (100•0/'.)

13 ( 92•9'7.)

30

27 (90•07.)

-

27 ( 90•0%)

9

35

22 (84•6'7.)

9 (100•07.)

31 ( 88•67.)

23 ( 88•57.)

23 ( 88•5'7.)

5

-

26

26

6

25

-

25

7

-

24

24

8

25

11

36

9

6

5

10

-

11

22 ( 88. 07.)

-

-

22 ( 88•07.)

21 ( 87• 57.)

21 ( 87• 57.)

21 (84•0%)

10 ( 90• 97.)

31 ( 86•1'7.)

11

5 (83•3%)

4 ( 80· 07.)

9 ( 81•87.)

28

28

-

22 ( 78•67.)

22 ( 78•67.)

17

6

23

13 (76•5%)

5 ( 83•3%)

18 ( 78•37.)

12

12

-

12

9 (75•0%)

-

9 ( 75• 07.)

13

26

-

26

18 ( 69• 2'7.)

-

18 ( 69•27.)

292

148 (82•71'.)

Tot.

179

113

98 ( 86• 7'7.)

246 ( 84• 37.)

Colleges:- (1) Neville's Cross; (2) StJohn's; (3) Grey;
(4) Collingwood; (5) St Aidan's; (6) University; (7) Trevelyan;
(8) Van Mildert; (9) Bede-Hild's; (10) StMary's; (11) St Cuthbert's;
(12) St Chad's; (13) Hatfield.
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Response rates for the various Loughborough halls are
shown in Table 17.

These have been arranged in descending order

according to the total percentage response rate, as were the
colleges at Durham.

TABLE 17
Response rates to the Main Survey according to sex and hall at
Lough borough
Hall

Respondents

Sample
Male

Female

All

1

10

-

10

8 (80•0'7.)

2

21

17

38

15 (71•4'7.)

12 ( 70• 6'7.)

27 (71•1'7.)

3

17

13

30

12 (70· 67.)

9 ( 69•27.)

21 ( 70• 07.)

4

6

4

10

3 (50•0'7.)

4 (100•0%)

7 (70•0'7.)

5

30

9

39

18

(100~0'7.)

27 (69•2%)

6

14

5

19

10 (71•47.)

3 ( 60• 0'7.)

13 (68•47.)

7

19

8

27

11 (57 •9'7.)

6 ( 75•07.)

17 ( 63•0'7.)

8

29

14

43

17 (58· 6%)

10 ( 71•4%)

27 (62•8%)

9

8

-

8

5 (62•5'7.)

10

18

5

23

11 (61•1'7.)

3 ( 60•07.)

14 ( 60• 97.)

11

19

-

19

11 (57. 9'7.)

11 (57. 9'7.)

12

5

-

-

5

2 (40•07.)

271

123 (62•87.)

Tot.

196

75

Female

Hale

<60• 07.)

-

9

All
8 ( 80• Oi.)

-

56 ( 74•7'7.)

5 (62•5'7.)

2 (40•07.)
179 (66•1'7.)

Halls:- (1) Hazlerigg-Rutland; (2) Royce; (3) Rutherford;
(4) Falkner & Eggington Courts; (5) Cayley; (6) The Holt; (7) Telford;
(8) Faraday; (9) Longcliffe; (10) Lodgings, home, private flats, etc.;
(11) Forest Court; (12) Forest Hall.
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and March 1977, was sent only to members of the original samples
who were still members of either Durham or Loughborough universities.

Having obtained information from the Examinations Office

at Durham and the Student Records Office at Loughborough concerning
students who had withdrawn from the universities, the Supplementary
Survey was conducted on a slightly smaller scale than the Nain
Survey had been done.

At Durham 284 supplementary questionnaires

were issued, with 237 being sent to students at Loughborough.

Students at both universities tended to be less willing
to respond in their second year than they had been in the first
term of their first year.

At Durham, as Table 18 shows, the response

rate was 54• 27., while at Lough borough it was as lm-1 as 46• 47..

These

low rates of response must reflect the general disinterest shown
by students in transitional matters when they are, themselves, half
\·;ray through their degree course.

TABLE 18
Response rates to the Supplementary Survey by site

X

2

df
p

Site

Respondents

Durham

154 (54•27.)

130 (45•8%)

284

Loughbo rough

110 (46•47.)

127 (53•67.)

237

Totals

264 (50•77.)

257 (49•37.)

521

=

3•159

=1

0•1

Non-respondents

Totals

- 167 The significant difference betNeen the two distributions
shown in Table 18 above is less great than that existing between
the two universities where the Main Survey was considered, as
Table 10 showed.

The apparent lack of interest in the subsequent

survey is made all the more curious by the fact that six students
at Durham responded to the Supplementary Survey having declined to
reply to the

~fain

one.

Thus 14•37. of non-respondents to the Main

Survey were sufficiently interested in the subsequent enquiry to
respond.

At Loughborough there were sixteen, 21•1% of the non-

respondents to the Main Survey, in a similar position.*

If students indicating a willingness to be interviewed
after the Main Survey were taken to be those most interested in
the content of the surveys, then response to the Supplementary
enquiry was not related to lev.el of interest.

The proportion of

students who had sho'vn no desire to be interviewed but who had
replied to the Supplementary Survey t-1as not significantly different
to that of students who had.

~·(·;'(

Generally, it appeared that

students at Durham were slightly more interested, and so replied
to the subsequent enquiry, than were their counterparts at
Lough borough.

With 16 respondents to the Supplementary Survey at Loughborough
and 6 at Durham who had not replied to the Main Survey the
maximum number of cases or students to be included in any analysis
varies. If respondents to the Main Survey alone are considered there
is a maximum of 425 cases. If analysis is of students replying only
to the Supplementary Survey then the maximum number is 264. When
students who replied to both surveys are in analysis the maximum is
242.

*

X

2 == 1•2752

df == 1

N.S. (3)
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8.3

A measure of student performance
The use of class of degree obtained in final examinations

as a measure of student success at university is a manifestation of
the prominence given to the cognitive rather than the affective
outcomes of a student's experience.

It may also be related to the

relative ease with which an academic measure of student performance
may be made.

Philosophical justification of such a cognitive

measure is derived from a restrictive viel'l of the aims and objectives
of university education as the review of the literature showed. (See
pages 11 - 15 of this l'lork.)

Although there is a school of thought

that sees higher education as more than the acquisition of
cognitive skills and intellectual training, being concerned with
the development of the individual as a person, no satisfactory
empirical measure may be made of such development.

Degree class

appears, at first sight, to give an objective measure of a student's
success at university and is thus more likely to be used.

However, the issue is more complex.

There are certain

assumptions that have to be made lvhen degree class is taken as a
measure of university success.

It is important that these

assumptions be appreciated, even if their validity cannot be proven.

Firstly, there is the meaning of the term "success" in
a university context.

As it has been observed ( see page 22) there

is controversy and debate in this area.

Attainment or progress in

academic terms may be only one aspect of success.

There is some

doubt of the validity of discussing degree results and equating
them with success in a university situation.
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Secondly, there is the assumption that each class of
degree,

~·7hether

it be a First or a Lower Second, reflects equal

merit, signifying an equality of attainment from one discipline
to another.

Thus, a Third in, say, Biology, is equal to the same

class of degree in Arabic Studies, for example.

This is made more

complex by the tacit assumption that classes of degree awarded at
one institution are comparable l'lith those of the same class, but
awarded by another university.

In this study, for example, does

a First in mathematics at Durham indicate an identical standard
as that attained by a first class honours degree holder in
mathematics at Loughborough?

It is debatable whether degree

classifications are commensurable within a single institution, yet
alone amongst different universities.

Finally, a set of values is employed by most people that
places a first class honours degree in a superior position to a
Second or Third.

Thus a student with a second class honours

degree is considered to have been more successful than another who
may have a Third or Pass degree.

\\There no consideration is taken

of the student's expectations or desires then it is possible to
n:take few valid value judgements of this nature.

A student

obtaining a higher class of degree is considered to be more
successful.

The student concerned, if he had aimed for a Third

at best, wishing to experience certain cultural and recreational
activities while at university, may regard himself as more
successful, having attained his aims, than many others who may
have obtained higher classes of degree.

This is especially true

where the latter student had aimed for, or expected to attain, say
an Upper Second, but was m<1arded a lower second instead.

- 170 Students' expectations of university may differ, as
has been discussed above (see pages 38 - 40 of this work).

It

may be erroneous, therefore, to consider the holder of a second
class honours degree as being more successful than another with a
third or pass degree, a commonly held view.

By placing one class

of degree superior to another, a value judgement has been made.
Such a system of values, taking no consideration of students'
expectations, measures success in narrow, academic terms.

Yet

students enter higher education for many varied reasons.

Class

of degree may not, therefore, be an adequate measure of success at
university.

The question remains, however: Why use degree perform-

ance as a measure in analysis of results obtained in this study?

Degree results are an outward, tangible manifestation of
institutional assessment of a student's performance.

It may well

be true that there is much of value that can be gained by even a
short spell as an undergraduate.

However, the fact that this dec-

laration is made at all implies that greater benefit may be obtained
by successful completion of a degree course.

Possession of a degree

is the primary objective of most undergraduates.

It is also true

that the current economic recession is making it increasingly more
difficult for graduates to find employment.

The imminent decline in

the number of eighteen year old school leavers, as school rolls fall,
may affect the number of university applicants with subsequent cutbacks in university provision.

It is possible that both may encourage

the need for a more efficient and cost-effective use of resources and
will encourage those seeking an empirical measure of worth and value.
Class of degree will probably be given greater emphasis in the

- 171 near future as a consequence of these many varied facets of the
contemporary economic scene.

Degree class is a measure to which

society as a whole tends to give value and credence, even though
its validity as such may be doubtful.

At both Durham and Loughborough degree results were
published in classes for Honours, ranging from First, through
Upper Second and Lower Second, through Third to Pass at Loughborough
and General at Durham.

It was possible to discover which students

had terminated their studies and which had failed examinations and
had been expelled, by contact with the respective offices at each
university.

Thus students at both Durham and Loughborough could

be compared in terms of their degree class obtained in final examinations.

Academic attainment as measured by the institution may

be taken as an indicator of cognitive progress, one facet of
development as a whole.

Thus there is some justification in

using degree class as a measure.

The validity of inter-varsity

comparability must remain dubious.

An inherent disadvantage

with the use of the chi-square

test of association is found when expected frequencies are less
than five in value.
put into doubt.

In this instance the validity of results is

Some have noted that one cell may contain an

expected frequency of less than five without affecting the
reliability of results.

4

t.Jhen the number of observations is low,

as indeed when the numbers of Firsts and terminating students are
concerned, there is a recognised practice to overcome this dilemma.
Categories are grouped together, making fet'ler cells, until none
contains an expected frequency below the critical value.

In this

study the combination of First and Upper Second degrees, when
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These good honours

degrees are the ones generally required for admission to research
so the two are compatible.

Students either terminating their studies or failing
examinations and being expelled from university were also grouped
into a single category.

Similarly, those students receiving an

Ordinary, Pass or General degree were grouped with those receiving
a Third.

In the hierarchy of degree classes the lowest honours

classification and the unclassified degree were most sui table
for re-grouping.

In some instances, where the numbers of students

who had either failed or withdrawn or who had obtained lower classes
of degree were very low and expected frequencies would have been
below five,it was necessary to regroup and amalgamate these two
categories.

This regrouping was used only l-1hen necessary.

All

other cross- tabulations contain two separate classes of terminators
and exam failures, and those with Thirds and unclassified degrees.
Such a combination may be less than satisfactory but as the crosstabulations show there tvere few students in the lower categories.
\vhether these had obtained unclassified degrees or thirds, or were
those who had terminated, as a group they differed from those
obtaining Second or First class honours degrees.

8.4

A measure of transitional problem reportage
A further measure used in analysis of results was

concerned with the number and severity of problems reported by
respondents.

In the Supplementary Survey students had been asked

to indicate from a list of twenty problems which they had experienced as a result of being a first year student. (See page 151)

- 173 If the problem had been perceived to have been of a serious
nature this was indicated by underlining rather than merely
checking the item.

Using this information a variable of problem

reportage, known by the eight-character name that was computeridentifiable, PROBSCOR, was computed.
problem was given double weighting.

Indication of a serious
Thus a maximum score of forty

was possible had all twenty items been perceived as serious
problems.

PROBSCOR, a measure of both frequency and severity of

some transitional problems, was classified into three categories:
low, less than a score of four; medium, with a score of four to
six inclusive; and high, with a score in excess of six.

Occasion-

ally re-grouping was necessary where there were very few respondents in one category.

The variable PROBSCOR is a measure of problem reportage.
It is high for those students who were aware that they had experienced certain transitional problems and who had reported this
fact.

It is low for those who reported few transitional problems.

PROBSCOR does not measure those who had problems but the willingness
to mention having experienced them.

These two measures, PROBSCOR and degree classification,
are used to indicate the potency of environmental factors upon first
year students in the transition from school to university.

Each of

the five areas of the university environment, examined in turn in
the next five chapters of this work, is examined and the strength of
any environmental factor is taken as the effect this has upon
either degree performance or PROBSCOR.
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CHAPTER NINE
THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

9.1

Introduction
The first of the five spheres of the university environ-

ment is that concerned with the physical features of the university
situation.

It is

in this· category that the type of accommodation,

the catering facilities, size of the university, amount of travel
and general attitude towards the place are all examined.

Each

of these various aspects of the physical environment is examined
separately and the relationship, if any existed, bett-reen degree
results and attitude towards the physical environemnt, and between
PROBSCOR and the same attitudes are also included.

Interspersed

tdth the tables and discussion of the survey results are quotations
and references to the interviews.

It is these comments that throw

light onto the various tables and that enhance the survey results.
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Type of accommodation
The type of accommodation in which students at Durham

and Loughborough lived differed, with two interesting anomalies.
Similar proportions, however, were found to be in single study
bedrooms in either hall or college.

At Durham very few students

were in lodgings or rented accommodation with the bulk of those
not in single rooms living in doubles.

At Loughborough, as Table

19 shows, 111. t-1ere in lodgings or self-catering accommodation with

a smaller proportion in double rooms than had occurred at Durham.
Students living in their own or the parental home were few in
number at both universities with four (1•6'/.) at Durham and three
( 1• 7%) at Loughbo rough.

TABLE 19
Type of accommodation by site
Durham

To tal s

Single room

128 (52•3'/.)

94 (52• 57.)

222 (52•47.)

Double room

100 (40•8%)

43 ( 24• 0'/.)

143 (33• 7'1.)

Lodgings/flat

13 ( 5•3'/.)

20 (11• 2'1.)

33 ( 7•87.)

Miscellaneous

4 ( 1•6'/.)

22 (12•3'/.)

26 ( 6•1'/.)

Totals

x2
df
p

Loughbo rough

245

= 32•3714
=3
0•001

179

424

(1 missing observation)

The bulk of anomalies between students' responses at
Durham with those at Loughborough were furnished by the system of
accommodation provision found at the latter.

A few students

indica ted in the Hain Survey that they were "double bunked".

This

- 177 referred to the practice of the university whereby students were
temporarily placed in double rooms at the start of the academic
year, using bunk

beds~

Reaction to this arrangement tvas variable.

In interviet-l in the second term one student, still "double bunked",
was unconcerned

about this as having bunk beds was seen as

beneficial, giving more "floor
less favourably disposed.

space"~

Other interviewees were

Though all had been moved subsequently

to larger, single rooms in the student village, they referred to the
unsettling and unsatisfactory period spent at the immediate start of
their university

careers~

Uncertainty over the length of time to be

spent in this temporary situation made them umvilling to unpack as
one was always expecting to move

soon~

Once the move to larger and

more permanent accommodation had been made the situation was seen
to improve rapidly.

There was some indication that had "double

bunking" las ted for any longer than the two weeks it did, the situation
would have been "unbearable" for some students.

Students who had

indicated that they were "double bunked" were included in the
miscellaneous category in Table 19, rather than the double room
class, as the rooms were generally not of sufficient size, neither
were they permanently double rooms.

1

A further anomaly resulting from the unique

residential

provision at Loughborough was referred to by a number of students
as their living "three to a
t-las

room"~

This "triple room" situation

tvhere three students shared a communal lounge/study, from

which three small, separate bedrooms provided a degree of

privacy~

This arrangement was common in the student village and most
students resident in this sort of accommodation indicated they

- 178 were in single rooms.

Students indicating "three to a room" \'lere

thus re-grouped for analysis into the single room category.

The significant difference in distribution of students
amongst the various types of accommodation \'las not rna tched with
a similar variation in sa ti sfac tion \'lith that accommodation.

In

fact there was a high degree of consensus, with about 90% of
students at both universities expressing satisfaction \'lith their
accommodation.

There \'las no significant difference between the

two universities \'lhen satisfaction \'lith accommodation was
considered. -l<

An important aspect of the physical environment that is
related to accommodation is catering.

At Loughborough 61•5% of

the respondents to the Main Survey were satisfied with the catering
facilities, which compared favourably with Durham's 64•1%.

Indeed,
'"l..........

there was no significant difference between the t\vo universities ....

The large numbers of students at both universities
satisfied with both their accommodation and the catering facilities
indicated general support for university provision of accommodation.
At both Durham and Loughborough, \vhere such a high proportion of
students are in residence, a quarter of all those students \vho
were dissatisfied with their accommodation \vere resident in

X

~b'<

X

2

= 1•0672

df

=1

N.S.

(4)

2

= 0•8001

df

=2

N.S.

(5)

- 179 lodgings or self-catering flats.

However, in spite of feelings

of dis satisfaction \-lith accommodation there \vas no likelihood that
these students would obtain low class degrees or even terminate.
It appears that initial problems may be ironed out or are resolved
during three years stay at university or they are not sufficiently
potent to cause poor degree performance.

There was no significant

difference between students who had been satisfied with their
accommodation and those dissatisfied when degree results were taken
into consideration.-:~

Students' dissatisfaction with their accomm-

odation did, hot-lever, make it more likely that transitional
problems would be reported.

This must be related to the fact that

a number of these would have been problems with accommodation.
Table 20 shows, students \-lho had expressed dissatisfaction \-lith
accommodation tended to report more transitional problems.

TABLE 20
PROBSCOR by satisfaction with living accommodation

PROBSCOR

Totals

57 (26•67.)

3 (13• 67.)

60 (25•4%)

Med 4-6

75 (35•17.)

4 (18· 27.)

79 (33•5%)

High> 6

82 (38•37.)

15 (68•27.)

97 (41•17.)

2

df

Dissatisfied

Lm-1 <4

Totals
X

Satisfied

22

214

236

= 7•464
=2
0•05

p

X

2

= 3•7206

(6 missing observations)

df

=2

N.S.

(6)

As

- 180 Catering facilities, with which a greater proportion of
students at both Durham and Loughborough had been dissatisfied,
seemed to have the opposite effect.

No significant relationship

was found to exist between satisfaction with catering facilities
and problem reportage.

~~

However, students with this negative

affiliation towards the physical environment, where catering facilities were concerned, seemed to perform less well at degree level,
as Table 21 shows.

TABLE 21-lo':
Degree results by satisfaction with catering facilities
Satisfied

2

df
p

Dissatisfied

Totals

1/2i

94 ( 35• 2/o)

11 (22•0%)

23 (21• 5/o)

128 (30•1%)

2ii

104 ( 39• 0/o)

22 ( 44• 0/o)

51 (47•7/o)

177 ( 41• 8/o)

3/P

45 ( 16• 9/o)

9 ( 18• 0%)

26 ( 24• 3/o)

80 ( 18• 9%)

F/W

24 ( 9• 0/o)

8 ( 16• 0/o)

7 ( 6• 5/o)

39 ( 9• 2/o)

Tots
X

Undecided

50

267

107

424

12• 664096

=

=

6

0•05

(1 missing observation)

In the Supplementary Survey students were asked again for
an indication of their satisfaction with their accommodation in
the first year.

Interesting

anom~lies

were found when responses

were compared with those obtained from the Hain Survey.
~'(

X

2

=

2• 88401

df = 4

N. S.

Very small

(7)

**In tables showing degree results classes are abbreviated thus:
First (1); Upper Second (2i); Lower Second (2ii); Third (3);
Pass, General or Ordinary (P); Academic failure (F); Withdrawal
or termination (W).

- 181 proportions of students, 3•9% at Durham and 2•7% at Loughborough,
claimed they had always been dissatisfied with their accommodation.
By far the majority had, at some time, appeared satisfied.

The

constancy of satisfaction with accommodation over the first year
was very similar at both universities, with no significant
difference occUlt'ing between the tlvo.

~':

However, the proportion

of students who claimed they were dissatisfied with their
accommodation at the start of the year but later became satisfied
with it, 18•9% at Durham and 18•1% at Loughborough, is much greater
than that expressed in the Main Survey, 8•1% and 6•7% respectively.
Thus, although the majority of students expressed satisfaction with
their accommodation during their first term of the first year, their
recollection of the same phenomenon more than a year later proved
to be less flattering: a larger number believed they had been
dissatisfied.

It may be possible that satisfaction with accommodation
is affected by familiarity, as the novelty of the situation passes
so dissatisfaction increases.

Perhaps the inconvenience of sharing

a room, or the problems arising from internal noise along corridors
or between rooms, or the frustration that ensues from working, sleeping and socialising in the same room, each may help overcome the
initial enthusiasm for the accommodation.

What is clear is that after

a year had elapsed there was a slight reduction in the proportion of
students feeling satisfied with their accommodation.

In terms of

transition from school to university it is the initial sense of
X

2

= 1•9297

df

=2

N. S.

(8)

- 182 satisfaction that is important, facilitating adjustment and
adaptation.

The effect of constancy of satisfaction on degree

performance is shown in Table 22 and a number of interesting points
can be indicated.

TABLE 22
Degree results by constancy of satisfaction with accommodation
1/2i

2ii

3/P/F/i.J

Totals

Always dissa t. or
became dissa t.

11 ( 23. 9/.)

23 ( 50• Oi'.)

12 (26•1/.)

46

Became satisfied

10 (22• 2i'o)

24 (53•3/.)

11 (24•4/.)

45

Always satisfied

62 (41•1/.)

64 (42•4/.)

25 (16•6/.)

151

Totals

83 (34•3/.)

111 (45•9/.)

48 (19•9/.)

242

X

2

df

= 8•75084
=4

p

0•10

Students reporting they had permanently been dissatisfied
tvith their accommodation or who later became dissatisfied with it
tvere most likely to obtain a Third, Pass degree, to terminate or
fail.

Such students may obtain a lotver second slightly more

readily than those who had always been satisfied with their
accommodation.

It was this latter group, those always being

satisfied with their accommodation tvho performed most successfully.
Clearly positive affiliation towards the physical environement or
lack of dissatisfcation with it appears to be conducive with
satisfactory degree performance.

Responses to the questions in the Supplementary Survey from

- 183 l-lhich constancy of opinion was taken were re-defined as in Table
22 to indicate either a permanent positive regard or a permanent
negative regard to the particular environmental topic, l-7hen no
change in opinion or attitude was indicated.

Where there had been

a change in opinion this could either be interpreted as a positive
or a negative change in attitude.

\vhen attitude changed from

dissatisfaction with accommodation to satisfaction, that was
regarded as a positive change of attitude.
was redefined in a similar way and

Each of these questions

apart from constancy of feeling

satisfied with accommodation, no other aspect of the physical
environment had any significant relationship with degree performance.

Frequency and seriousness of transitional problems
reported were seen to be significantly related to constancy of
satisfaction with accommodation, as Table 23 shows.

This suggests

that accommodation is an important aspect of the physical environmen t and that those who t11ere dissatisfied with their accommodation
at the start of their course reported more transitional problems.

TABLE 23
PROBSCOR by constancy of satisfaction with accommodation

PROBSCOR

Always disagreed or
did later

Later
agreed

Low <4

10 (21•77.)

12 (26• 7"1.)

40 (26• 57.)

62 (25· 67.)

Med 4-6

13 (28•37.)

8 (17•87.)

59 (39•17.)

80 (33•17.)

High >6

23 (50•07.)

25 ( 55• 67.)

52 (34• 47.)

100 (41•37.)

Totals

46

45

X

2

df
p

= 10•29082

=4
0•05

Always
agreed

151

Totals

242
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Size of the university

9.3

An important aspect of the physical environment is the
size of the university.

At both Durham and Loughborough similar

proportions of students felt the university was not too large:
97•67o and 92•1'7o respectively.

This is of interest as the actual

physical distances involved differ greatly, as the maps on pages
67 and 90 show.

A slightly significant difference between the

two sites lvas found to exist with Durham students feeling the
university was·not too large slightly more frequently than their
Loughborough counterparts, as Table 24 shows.

TABLE 24
Truth or falsehood of statement that the university is too large
True

Site

False

Totals

6 (2•4%)

240 (97• 6/o)

246

Loughbo rough

14 (7•9/o)

163 (92•1%)

177

Totals

20 ( 4• 7/o)

403 (95•3/o)

423

Durham

2

X

df
p

= 5•678
=1
0•05

(2 missing observations)

Students believing the university was too large, giving
an indication of a less than positive affiliation towards the place,
lvere no more, or less, likely to perform well at degree level than
those believing the opposite.

There was no significant difference

in the distribution of degree results.

'i':

In a similar lvay, students

feeling ovemhelmed by the size of the university were not more likely

X

2

= 0•09374

df

=2

N.s.

(9)

- 185 to report transitional problems than those not so affected by
its size."·'·

Thus, at Durham and Loughborough, both markedly different
environments in terms of physical location, spacing of departments
and residential provision, there was a difference in the degree of
agreement that the university was too large: a slightly larger
proportion of the students at Loughborough felt this l.Jay.

The

more compact, campus university was the place one.would expect
students to feel this l.Jas not so.

At Durham, where departments and

colleges l'lere spread throughout the city, there l.Jas a more positive
affiliation tol.Jards the university, seeing it as not being too
large.

Another indicator of the size of the university, though
an indirect one, was the amount of daily travel that was necessary.
Hhen referring to this there l'las another significant difference
between the two universities, as Table 25 shows.

It was at Lough-

borough that a greater proportion of the students felt that there
was too much daily travel, re-inforcing the finding that suggested
students at Loughborough considered the university to be too large.

Slight differences between Durham and Loughborough
students when perception of this aspect of the physical environment, the amount of daily travel, was concerned lvere further
reflected in degree performance.

~·:

X

2

= 0•4929

df

=1

N.s.

Students agreeing that there

(10)
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Too much daily travel to do by site

x2
df
p

Site

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Totals

Durham

39 (15•9'7.)

12 (4•9%)

194 (79• 2'7.)

245

Lough borough

39 (21•8%)

2 (1•1'7.)

138 (77•1'/.)

179

Totals

78 (18•4'7.)

14 (3 •3%)

332 ( 78. 3'7.)

424

= 6•,472
=2
(1 missing observation)

0•05

was too much daily travelling to do were those most likely to
obtain third class honours or pass degrees.

Such students \vere,

surprisingly, slightly less likely to fail or withdraw.

The difference

in distribution of.degrees was statistically significant and is shown
in Table 26.

TABLE 26
Degree result by belief that there was too much daily travelling
Agree
4 ( 5•1'7.)

20 ( 6. 0'7.)

24 ( 5•97.)

2i

17 (21•8'7.)

83 (25•0'7.)

100 (24•4/'.)

2ii

33 (42•3'7.)

143 ( 43 •1 '/.)

176 ( 42. 9'7.)

3/P

18 (23•17.;)

53 ( 16• Oi.)

71 (17•3/'.)

F/H

6 ( 7•7%)

33 ( 9• 9/.)

39 ( 9•5%)

2

df
p

Totals

1

Tots
X

Disagree

332

78

410

= 11• 789129
=4
0•05

(15 missing observations)

Fourteen students who had not made a firm decision were
excluded along with one who had failed to respond.

The result is
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that a negative attitude tolvards the physical environment is
likely to lead to underachievement rather than attrition.

Students holding the physical environment in negative
regard so far as daily travel is concerned tended to report a
greater frequency and seriousness of transitional problems.
TI1is ought to be interpreted as two separat'e manifestations of
the same phenomenon.

A belief that there is too much travel to

do, dissatisfaction lvith the physical environment in terms of its
size, reflects a sense of negative affiliation.

It is most

likely that students dissatisfied with their university experience
transitional difficulties,

and this was found to be the case.

As

Table 27 shows, students agreeing that there was too much daily
travel reported more problems than those ,.,i th an opposing view.

TABLE 27
PROBSCOR by belief that there l'las too much daily travelling

PROBS COR

2

df
p

Disagree

Totals

6 (13• 37.)

54 (29•0/.)

60 (26• 07.)

Ned 4-6

15 (33•3%)

62 (33• 37.)

77 (33•37.)

High "!6

24 (53•37.)

70 (37• 6/.)

94 ( 40• 77.)

Totals

lf5

Low <4

X

Agree

186

231

= 5•6542
=2
0•10

(11 missing observations)

The size of the university would have an effect upon the
student's ability to feel lost in the university itself,

Students

- 188 l'lho had always felt that they did not believe thernsel ves to feel
lost in the university, those positively affiliated, were no more
likely to perform well at degree level than those who had originally
felt lost but who later grew to knm-1 the place.

It was interesting

to observe how every student eventually became positively affiliated
tm-1ards the university so that by the end of the first year none
felt lost.

The difference betl'leen Durham and Loughborough was one

of degree for,at Loughborough, fewer students had felt this positive
regard having indica ted, as Table 28 sholvs, that a feeling of being
lost had been experienced by 41•9/. at the outset, in contrast with

TABLE 28
Constancy of feeling lost in the university by site
Durham

Loughbo rough

Totals

Always disagreed

104 ( 70• 37.)

54 (58 •1 '/.)

158 (65•6%)

Later disagreed

44 (29• n.)

39 (41•97.)

83 (34•4'7.)

148

Totals
X

2

df
p

93

241

= 3•2472
=1
0•10

(1 missing observation)

It cannot be claimed that initial experiencing of a
sensation of being lost in the university, or on the other hand,
a smooth and confident entry into the physical environment, encourage
or discourage better degree performance.

There was no significant

difference between those who had ah-1ays disagreed with feeling lost

- 189 and those who had not.

9.4

";':

Pleasantness of the place
Another aspect of the physical environment was investig-

ated in the Supplementary Survey.

Students \vere asked to indicate

'vhether they agreed or disagreed with the statement "This is a
pleasant place".

Agreement was interpreted as a positive response.

Disagreement was indicative of a negative attitude towards the
university.

A more positive response to the pleasantness of the

place was evoked from Durham students than those at Loughborough.
As 1able 29 shows the difference in degree of positive affiliation
was statistically significant.

TABLE 29
Agreement with the pleasantness of the place by site

Site

Agree

Durham

136 ( 96• 57.)

5 ( 3• 57.)

141

75 (83• 37.)

15 (16•7%)

90

211 (91•37.)

20 ( 8• 77.)

231

Lough borough
Totals

Disagree

Totals

2

= 10•3567
df = 1
p
0•01
(11 missing observations)

X

TI1ough over 80% of Loughborough students agreed that the
physical environment was pleasant, there were few enthusiastic
comments to this effect made during interview.

Students tended

to refer to the campus, rather than the tolvn, in favourable terms:

df

=2

N.S.

(11)

- 190 "I'm very taken with the buildings and everything"
(Nale - Civil Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"The university is in nice surroundings"
(Female - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)
"It is nice here.
like it here."

It is a nice place.

I

(Nale - Human Biology - 18 yrs - L)
Some referred to the surrounding area in positive
terms, but this was rare amongst Loughborough interviewees.

"I like the scenery, the buildings. Loughborough
town had more than I expected. I thought it lvas
only a small town. It has a wider range of shops."
(Nale - Library Studies - .19 yrs - L)
"I like the campus, it is so picturesque. You can
see the forest and the hills. It's terrific,
beautiful •••••. the \veather seems better here than
at Nanches te r. 11
(Nale - Education & Economics - 18 yrs - L)
Most students failed to refer to any aspect of the
physical environment that they felt was pleasant.

The vast

majority referred only to the accommodation and the facilities
provided, even then in a critical way in general.

At Durham there were many students who enthused about
the place.

The majority of interviewees commented on the city

and its environs.
to colleges alone.

They did not restrict themselves to references
Typical comments \\'ere:

"It is nice on the peninsula, with the Cathedral and
Castle. It has got a touch of class about it."
(:r'lale - General Arts - 18 yrs - D)

- :1.91 "I love the town ••••• to be in such a beautiful
place, I like that."
(Female - Sociology

& Soc.Admin. - :1.9 yrs - D)

"I like the beauty of the city, not being
very big, not a big urban area."
(Hale - Geography - :1.8 yrs -D)
"I like the surroundings and the city. Durham
is unique as a city, an old centre that is
used. The fact that an ancient building like
the Castle has been put to modern use appeals."
(Nale - Politics & Soc. Admin. - 26 yrs - D)
"I fell in love with the place when I came.
I like the famous buildings."
(Hale - Classics - 18 yrs - D)
"I like the city. It is 'olde 'vorlde'.
I like the atmosphere of the place."

(Female - Physics - :1.8 yrs - D)
"I like the town. I like Durham. I like
the place. I like the Cathedral and things
like that. They are pretty."
(Female - French - 18yrs - D)

Agreement that the university and its environs \vere
pleasant, an indication of holding the physical environment in
positive regard, did not affect degree performance.

There was no

significant difference in distribution of degree results amongst
those in agreement or disagreement with the statement that either

·'·

Durham or Loughborough \vas a pleasant place."

Students who did not believe Durham or Loughborough
\vere pleasant places were very likely to report transitional
problems.

Those with a positive affiliation tmvards the place

tended to report problems in proportions closer to those expected.

X

2

= 0•98417

df :::; 2

N.s.

(12)
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As Table 30 shows, a negative vie\'1 of the physical environment
seemed to encourage greater reportage of transitional problems.

TABLE 30
PROBSCOR by agreement with the pleasantness of either Durham or
Lough borough
PROBSCOR

Agree

Disagree

Totals

Low <4

60 (28•4'7o)

0 ( 0•0%)

60 ( 2 6• 0'7o)

Med 4-6

74 (35•1'7o)

6 (30•0'7.)

80 (34• 6'7.)

High )'6

77 ( 36• 5'7.)

14 (70•07.)

91 (39•4'7.)

Totals

211

20

231

2

x = 11•02934
df = 2
p
0•01
(11 missing observations)

9.5

Links with the town
Students at both universities tended to have very

little contact with the local town in which the university was
situated.

Over three-quarters of students at both places failed

to take part in local activities.

This suggests that for most

students the university, whether it be a campus as at Loughborough,
or spread throughout the town as at Durham, is the source of most
stimulation.

There is very little contact, or even need for such

contact, with the local town.

The self-contained nature of the

campus at Loughborough, situated at the edge of the town, made
this state of affairs understandable.

Common remarks were made

during interview of the campus being "cut off from the town'.'.

It

is surprising to find that there was no significant difference
between Durham and Loughborough students when the degree of their

- 193 participation in local activities was concerned.

"'k

The consensus

view, that local activities afforded by the town were rarely used,
tended to conflict with the

view that students gave in interview,

which was to support and affirm the qualities inherent in the type
of university at which they studied.

Thus, Durham students advocated

the type of university scattered throughout the town.

At Loughborough

the consensus was that campus universities were superior.

There were

indications that those in a campus situation preferred that type of
university.

This could be a result of students that applied to

campus universities being those already possessing a preference for
self-contained universities.

On the other hand, students could

assimilate the ethos of campus universities on arrival.

The same

may be true of Durham, where students may assimilate a non-campus
ethos or were already aware of their preference for a non-campus
uni ve rsi ty.

Though Loughborough students agreed that the campus
situation was better there were indications that its flaws were
apparent.

It was often mentioned that many students never left

campus until the end of term.

Typical comments were:

"You tend not to get off campus, save (for) an
occasional trip to tot11n. You ought to get off
once a week. You get bored with the place, but
there again, there isn't much in Loughbo rough."
(Male - Civil Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"There is a great danger you could stay on
campus, with no real need to get off, meeting
people from (the) 17 - 25 age group all the

X

2

=

0•33485

df = 1

N.S.

(13)

- 194 time. It's good to get off and meet people
from the area."
(Male - Electrical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"It's probably true that some never get off
campus, especially the foreign students."
(Male - Civil Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"You don't just pop into the town for a packet
of fags. \.Je've got shops here. For some
students the campus is their world. It is for
quite a few people."
(Male - Auto Engineering - 20 yrs - L)
"It tends to be a community on its own, selfsufficient, with banks and shops. You don't
really have to go outside if you don't want to."
(Female - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)

It was evident that students did not become involved
with the local community for two reasons.

On the one hand the

campus provided everything the student could possibly need.

On

the other, more negatively, Loughborough town was often referred
to as having "little to offer" or of being "dead".
reason to go in to town".

There was "no

Lack of involvement with the local

community was inevitable and not lamented by many.

"Not knowing what's going on (outside campus)
is irrelevant as it (the campus) has all the
facilities I want."
(Male - Financial :Nanagement - 18 yrs - L)

The campus, with its own services and facilities,
catered for every need of the student.

There was no need for

students to become involved with the local community and many
restricted their contact with the town to a weekly social visit,
to visit public houses, night clubs and cinema, or to go shopping.
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Physical distance further emphasised the social distance perceived
between the university and the town.

At Durham, where the physical

environment \11as considerably different, similar responses were
found when degree of involvement with the city was concerned.

Some

three-quarters of respondents had not participated in any local
activity.

They also indicated in intervie\11 that, like their

counterparts at Loughborough, the danger of a campus university was
of students not mixing with and in the town.

Most interviewees

mentioned the ability of mixing with the town and of being a part
of it as advantages of the university being spread out through the
city.

It is ironic that although many students referred to

mixing with the town in interview, very few had indicated that they
actually did so.

Typical comments made at Durham concerning the

advantage of a non-campus university were:

"It is much better spread out through the town.
You get to know the town walking from A to B.
You can go to a campus and never know the city
nearby."
(Nale - Chemistry - 18 yrs • D)
"The ones (campuses) I know are horrible. It
is particularly true of 'X'. They all stay on
campus and all they see is the university. A
friend in the first year only went into 'X'
twice. We don't mix all that much, but I do go
in to town and see some thing else."
(Female - Psychology - 18 yrs - D)
"Campus is too closed. There is no connection
with the town. At least you have a little
more contact with the town if you are spread out."
(Female - Biology - 18 yrs - D)
"It is better spread out. It integrates it more
\11i th the town. I would be completely cut off on
a campus and you'ld never really go into the town."
(Female - General Science - 17 yrs - D)
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always got the university around you. You don't
make contact with the town. At Durham you' re not
in contact with the university all the time."
(Male - Geography - 18 yrs - D)
"I don't like campuses. They are an immediate
physical barrier to mixing with the town."
(Hale - General Arts - 19 yrs - D)
"I like it as it is, spread throughout the town.
That is one of the great things about Durham. In
Durham there is a mixture of town and university,
and that mixture is good. If you have a campus
you are isolated and I don't think that is so good."
(Female - General Science - 19 yrs - D)

The two contrasting environments, a campus university on
the one hand and one spread throughout a relatively small city on
the other, encouraged positive and supportive comments from
respondents resident in each.

Hhich ever university system a

student experienced \vas the one said to be superior.

Criticisms

of campus universities were recognised by students at both Durham
and Loughborough, but those from the former were hardly more likely
or more willing to mix with the town.

Lack of any significant

difference in the amount of local participation displayed by
Durham and Loughborough students suggests that intellectual assent
is given to the theory, though this is rarely put into practice.

Participation in local activities, though practised by
a quarter of the respondents at each university, was not signif-

.
icantly related to eJ.ther
degree performance*or problem reportage. **
x

2

X

2

= 0•6228505
= 2•24454

=3

N. S.

(14)

df = 2

N.S.

(15)

df
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Knowing the location of departments within the university
In spite of the small size of both universities, over

ttvo thirds of respondents at Durham as tvell as Loughbo rough claimed
they did not know the location of every department.
significant difference between the two.~·(

There was no

It is doubtful whether

a student would know the location of every department; perhaps a
majority may be located but rarely all.

However a large proportion

considered that they possessed such intimate knowledge of the
physical environment.

There was no significant difference between knotving the
location of departments, i.e. knotving one's way about the university,
•/(··/(

and performance at degree level.

In a similar way, problem

reportage was no greater by those lacking an intimate knowledge of
the university environment than those knowing the location of each

The response from this question can be compared with that
from another, both taken from the Supplementary Survey, which shotvs
that though students may not know where every department is located
this need not make them feel lost.

As Table 28 (page 188) showed

all students,at both universities, overcame any feeling they may
have had that made them think themselves as being lost in the
university.

•k

X

-;'c-,':

X

........,.........
,,. .. ~ t\

X

2
2
2

As many claimed in the same survey that they did not

= 0•01008
= 2•07982

df

3•76678

df

::::

df

=1
=2
=2

N;S.

(16)

N.S.

(17)

N.s •

(18)
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student who has no need to knm11 where, for example, the Business
School or Department of Human Biology are located, does not
feel lost because of this.

The student's physical environment

is essentially those areas with which he has dealings.

Anything

outside of that can be ignored with no feeling of being lost or
of being at a disadvantage.

9. 7

Problems from the physical environment
Four of the twenty transi tiona! problems used to compile

the measure of problem reportage knmm as PROBSCOR arose from the
physical environment.

Students \17ere asked to indicate which had

been a problem in their first year.

The problems arising from the

physical environment ll7ere: lack of privacy, sharing a room, having
no t11here quiet to work, and the room in hall or college being
claustrophobic.

Only the latter two evoked a response from

students at Durham that differed significantly from that given by
Loughborough students. As Table 31 shows a smaller proportion of
Durham students felt that finding somewhere quiet to \17ork had
been a problem than had those at Loughborough.

TABLE 31
Students finding somet·lhere quiet to work a problem by site

X

2

df
p

Site

A problem

No problem

Totals

Durham

15 ( 9• 7'1.)

139 (90•37.)

154

Lough borough

23 (20•97.)

87 (79•17.)

110

Totals

38 ( 14• 47.)

226 (85• 67.)

264

= 6•55979
=1
0•05
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Conversely, a greater proportion of Durham students
indicated that the claustrophobic nature of their rooms in college
had been a problem.

At Loughborough this was reported by a smaller

proportion of respondents.

Table 32 illustrates how this difference

was statistically significant.

TABLE 32
Students finding rooms claustrophobic a problem by site

X

Site

A problem

No problem

Totals

Durham

35 (22• 7/.)

119 (72•3%)

154

Lough borough

14 (12• 7/.)

96 (87•3/.)

110

Totals

49 (18•6/.)

215 (81•4/.)

264

2

df
p

= 4•22379
=1
0•05

Students at Durham were no more likely to report a
lack of privacy as a problem than those at Loughborough.

There

was no significant difference between the t\vo universities. -J:

The

same ,.,as true when problems arising from having to share a room
were concerned.

There was no significant difference bet\veen

the proportion of Durham students finding this a problem as those
at Loughborough.

-,•:-.,'(

Hd\'lever, thus far, no indication has been

made of the seriousness of the problem, only the number of
respondents indicating that a problem had been experienced.

2

= 0•08874

df

=1

N. S.

(19)

2

= 1•03798

df

=1

N. S.

(20)

;':

X

**

X
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was given a score of two.

If a problem had been merely checked and

was thus of minor importance it was given a score of one.
double weighting was given to serious problems.

Thus,

If a student did

not indicate a problem had been a cause of concern, even only of
a minor sort, a score of zero was allocated to it.
problem possessed a cumulative score.

Thus, each

These cumulative scores

per problem emanating from the physical environment are shown
in Table 33.

TABLE 33
Scores of transitional problems emanating from the physical
environment by site
Problem

Durham

Loughbo rough

All

Sharing a room

39

31

70

Lack of privacy

40

25

65

Claustrophobic room

40

14

54

Finding somewhere quiet to work

16

24

40

Average

33•75

23•5

57• 25

The rank position physical features of the environment
had when all five environmental spheres are considered is discussed
in

v. If'( p

98.

\~hat

may be inferred at this stage is that the

physical environment was reported less frequently or less severely
by students at Loughborough than at Durham.

Had every one of the

264 respondents to the Supplementary Survey indicated that each of
these four elements of the physical environment had caused them to
experience even a minor problem, then the average score would have
~·~
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There seems little evidence to suggest that with a lm.;r

average score of 57•25 these four aspects of the physical environment t.;rere perceived by many students as being sources of transitional
difficulty.

Sources of help in the solution of problems emanating from

9.8

the physical environment
In the Supplementary Survey students had been asked to
indicate who, from a list of many possibilities, they would seek
help to solve a problem concerned t'lith accommodation.

Providers

of help in this context differed for students at Durham, t.;rhere the
most commonly cited sources of help were "domestic staff", mentioned
by 20% of the respondents, and for those at Loughborough.

At

Loughborough over 277. of respondents indicated they would seek
help from the "Hall Committee".

The equivalent body at Durham,

the Junior Common Room (JCR) Executive t.;ras placed sixth in
importance and was mentioned by only 7% of the respondents.
variations are shown in Table 34.

These

Only the top ten or those

ranking highly are included.

Though students at Durham would have sought help from
different quarters than those at Loughborough there was no significant difference in response from students at each university
t.;rhen asked t.;rhether it Nas possible to change accommodation. -1:
tNo interviewees referred to changing accommodation.

Only

One at Durham

had not only changed accommodation but had also changed college.

X

2

= 1•138

df = 2

N.S.

(21)
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Sources of help in the solution of an accommodation problem by site
Source

N

'7.

1

Hall c'ttee ..

26

27•4

17•7

2

Dom. staff

17

17•9

22

15•6

3

Hall Harden

13

13• 7

Self

19

13•5

=4

Stud. Union Exec.

8

8•4

5

Tutor

17

12•1

=4

Self

8

8•4

6

JCR Exec.

11

7·8

6

Fellow student

5

5•3

7

Parents

6

4•3

7

Tutor

4

4•2

8

Acad. staff

4

2•8

=8

B-G friend

3

3•2

9

B-G friend

3

2•1

=8

Counsellor

3

3•2

Senior Tutor

2

1•4

=8

Appoints. Office

3

3•2

=8

Parents

3

3•2

Source

N

'7.

1

Dom .. staff

29

20•6

2

DSU Exec.

25

3

Fellow student

4

10

DURHAM

LOUGHBOROUGH

At both universities there seemed to be some difficulty
inherent in changing accommodation.

'Lhis was referred to in

interview.

"I had to fight to change accommodation. If
a straight swap hadn't come up I'd still be
at 'x' and not as happy as I am now."
(Male - Civil Engineering - 20 yrs - L)
"My old accommodation was squalid ••• I never
realised you could change college. I did
that as a friend did. It was bad."
(Male - Geography - 18 yrs - D)

The frequency of reporting transitional problems was
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significantly related to students' perception of the difficulty in
changing accommodation.

As Table 35 shmvs, those aware of some

difficulty in changing accommodation reported transitional difficulties more frequently than those who did not.

This may be a

result of students perceiving transitional problems are those less
positively affiliated tm..:rards the university.

It is likely that

it is these students who Hould be most likely to believe any
change in accommodation would be difficult to achieve.

TABLE 35
PROBSCOR by difficulty perceived in changing accommodation

PROBSCOR

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Totals

Low <4

32 (31•4'7.)

20 ( 24• 7'7.)

9 (15•8'7.)

61 (25•4/.)

Med 4-6

40 (39• 2'1.)

23 (28•4%)

16 ( 28 •1'1.)

79 ( 32. 9'7.)

High '>6

30 ( 29•4'7.)

38 (46•9/.)

32 ( 56•1'/.)

100 (41•7%)

81

57

240

Totals

102

2

= 12•73563
df = 4
0•05
(2 missing observations)
p

X

Of greater interest was the lack of any significant
difference in distribution of degree results according to the
attitude students showed towards the ease \17ith which accommodation
could be changed.

Students thinking this \..:ras difficult, and so

generally being considered as regarding the physical environment
in a negative way, were no less likely to perform well at degree
level.

·k

2
X

= 7• 38553

df

=8

N. S.

(22)
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What the interviews showed most clearly was the full
extent of general satisfaction with university-provided accommodation.
The box-like nature of rooms, especially the more recently built
ones that closely corresponded to minimum specifications, was always
qualified and accepted as inevitable when reference was made to rooms.
Most students would find fault with the provision of facilities, such
as washing and drying machines, or hot-plates and kettles.

Yet

these were often seen as being the fault, not of the university so
much, as of some of the students using them.

Typical comments were:

"I wish we had a spin drier. There's only one
airing cupboard. It soon gets very full. There
are no_irons, just an ironing board. There is a
washing machine in hall."
(Female - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)
"We used to have an iron in the block, but that
disappeared. We're well provided for washing
and drying clothes."
(Male - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)
11

\.Jashing clothes is a bit difficult. I'm too
lazy to walk over to the laundrette. We didn't
have an iron for the block for six weeks till I
got one from home. But it's okay. The airing
cupboard gets a bit full. There is a washing
machine in hall, but it is never working."
(Male - Electrical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"What is bad here is there is no where to dry
clothes. We've put a line up in the bath room.
We've only one kettle, which is a bit silly for
twenty-seven of us. We've got a mini-grill, but
only one kettle in the block, and I don't even
know what floor it is on."
(Female - Business Administration - 18 yrs - L)
"My room is a square box but it's got my basic
needs. It's good and I'm satisfied•••• There's a
big airing cupboard that twelve of us share. You
can do it (washing) if it's raining or dry. As
for material needs they provide everything."
(Male - Economics - 19 yrs - L)
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are not very good at the moment. We are getting
a washing machine in this week or next. All halls
have washing machines that never work; they are all
over-used. I haven' t found the laundrette yet in
EHB. 11 ;"
(Male - Electrical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"'Ihere is a washing machine somewhere in hall and
a drying cupboard next door. We generally wash
stuff in our sinks. There's a hot plate and
kettle in the kitchen next door. 11
(Male - Civil Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"I'm very sa ti sfi ed with my room •••• We go down the
town to do our washing. 'Ihe hall has an automatic
washing machine, but drying facilities are spread
around the place. So we .drop all the clothes in the
laundrette when going into town and pick them up
on our return. I'd be lost without my car."
(Male - Mechanical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"'Ihe rooms are like pigeon-holes in which you sleep
and wash •••• My room seems smaller than the others."
(Male - Chemical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"I gave up using the washing machine because it took
too much trouble booking it and other things going
wrong. So I ended up washing by hand. I use the
iron occasionally and the kettle. The rooms don't
have a proper plug to heat a kettle. 'Ihere are
2 amp fuses in the plugs. 11
(Male - Modern European Studies - 20 yrs - L)
"I like my room. My room is brilliant•••• They could
do with a washing machine on the Golf Course. ;b'( 'Ihere' s
one in hall, but it's a long way to go with wet clothes."
(Male - Civil Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
At Durham, students tended to refer to facilities in a
similar way, with general agreement that their rooms were suitable.
'Ihere were occasionally complaints about cleaning and cooking
equipment.

Typical comments made during interviews are quoted

overleaf.

*

Edward Herbert Building (EHB) which at the time housed Union
facilities such as the laundrette, bar, cafeteria and shop.

**

Golf Course was the former name of the Elvyn Richards Hall
complex soon after construction, when residents were nominally
members of existing halls.
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"My room is all right. They are all basically
quite good •••• Facilities are very good. 11
(Female - General Science - 19 yrs - D)
11

1he beds are a bit hard. I t is a bit
uncomfortable. All the rooms are the same,
everything is exactly the same •••• It is
perfectly reasonable. It is what you would
expect of a student shoe box. You've got your
own washing facilities and a decent-sized room.
There is a laundre t te • with two machines, and
one is always broken, for all the college. It
is used a lot •••• I do some washing in the basin.
I've no real complaints. I use the radiator
or hang things over the sink."
(Male - Engineering Science - 19 yrs - D)
"The accommodation is quite good compared to a
lot of universities. You have got everything
you lvan t. I didn't expect to come and live in a
luxury flat. It annoys me when some complain
about the rooms being boxes. Hha t do they expect?
Some families don' t 1i ve in things this good. The
facilities are good. I get all my washing and
drying done in an hour. College is good in that
respect. 11
(Male - Geography - 18 yrs - D)
"The facilities could be better. There are three
washing machines, one spin and one tumble drier and
half 'x' come and use it as it's cheaper than theirs.·
There are no cooking facilities in our bit, and only
one bath for eighteen of us."
(Male - Chemistry - 18 yrs - D)
"I have a very large room, considered the best room
in college. It's very nice. It looks out onto the
river, onto the lawn. It is nmv accommodation •••• It's
a very cheerful place •••• Power points are in the usual
places, round corners and half way up walls. The
heating is very good. Bathroom facilities are all right.
There are very good \vashing machines and a drier,
ironing boards, etc., but on the other side of
college. He learn to live with that."
(Male - Classics - 18 yrs - D)
"I'm in a double room in East Hing, the only room in
college \vithout a sink. It is a very big room •••• As
far as I can gather there are two washing machines and
two driers, coin operated at 5p each, not bad at all.
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few rings or electric kettles. He have a ring,
gas or electric, on each floor, (though) no
utility room as such •••• He've only got a few
showers, but an ironing board for all of
East \-ling."
(Male - ~Ja ths & Physics - 18 yrs - D)
"Our double room is quite big and has a sink.
Not all of them have sinks. The laundry is
fairly abominable. There is one laundry place
for the \<lhole college, one \vashing machine and one
drying machine for 130, which is disgusting. They
are over-worked and you have to get up early at 6 am
to use them. The chap next door to the wash rooms
reckons it is going all hours of the day. There
should be more facilities."
(Nale - General Arts - 18 yrs - D)
"I have a very old room in the Bailey. It is
eighteenth century, not modem, but has a
character of its own. It has been fairly
recently decorated, and is a large room •••• There
is a laundrette on the ground floor with two washing
machines and t\vO tumble driers. There is a large
sink outside my room and a radiator so (I) can
hang things there to dry."
(Nale - General Arts - 18 yrs - D)

Two other features of the physical environment were
frequently mentioned in interview, food and noise.

The latter

was often mentioned in terms of it being less a problem than
had been anticipated.

"It is a bit noisy" was a common assertion.

Very few students were seriously affected by noise levels.

Food

\vas by far a more common source of complaint, though many students
had nothing but praise for catering at hall or college.

At Durham

negative comments tended to be concerned with either food getting
cold as a result of cafeteria systems being introduced, or the
expense of waitress service.

"Things get cold so quickly. If they could find
some means of keeping things warm."
(Male - Music - 20 yrs - D)
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you don't do anything. It's all done for us.
Sometimes it's okay and sometimes it is
abominable, but we're not paying for the
food but for the staff."
(Male - General Arts - 19 yrs - D)
"It's bad. I wish we got chips more often••••
Hhen you get the meal everything is stone cold."
(Female - English - 19 yrs - D)

The number of waitress-served meals has been reduced
greatly as a direct consequence of increasing costs and financial
cut backs.

Most Durham colleges now have self-service cafeteria

facilities, with the occasional waitress-served "formal" meal
during the week.

It is unlikely that the situation will differ

greatly from that experienced by students at Loughborough at the
time this survey was conducted, when self-service meals were the
rule of the day.

Some students felt that the standard was low:

"I've gone off the food. It wasn't all that
good when we star ted, and has got steadily worse."
(Male - Auto Engineering - 20 yrs - L)
"It's not up to the standard I'd expect, but they
are catering for a mass •••• ! don't think I'd like
more than I'm getting. I'd rather a bit less of the
quantity and better quality."
(Male - Chemical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)

By far the most common comments were of a favourable
nature, especially considering the numbers for whom catering was
being arranged, and the cost.

At both universities there were many

comments on the wide choice of meals available.

There was some

controversy, however, as to whether institutional food encouraged
the putting en of weight, or the opposite.
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but that's the problem lvi th canteen food. I've
put on about half a stone since I've been here."
(Hale - Nechanical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"It's not bad. Cooking for large numbers you
can't expect 'cordon bleu'. It's eatable. I've
lost a stone since I came here."
(Hale - Economics - 18 yrs - L)
"It's good, considering the cost •••• There is quite
a lot of choice and you can have as much as you lvant.
He have real roast meat more than I thought we \vould."
(Male - Ergonomics - 18 yrs - L)
"A lot complain about the food, but having spent ten
years at boarding school I've known it (institutional
cooking) at its worst. It is better than what I've
been used to. Sometimes it is terrible, but you
expect that lvhen cooking for 250 people."
(Hale - Engineering Science - 17 yrs - D)
"It's pretty good on the whole, especially lvhen
they are catering for such large numbers."
(Female - French & German - 19 yrs - D)
"It's great. A lot of people don't like it, but
the choice they've got is amazing. I just like food
anyway. It's nice and fresh."
(Female - French - 18 yrs - D)
"Food is very good. I like the food •••• I don't
seem able to stop eating. The selection is
excellent."
(Female - Financial Nanagement & Accounting - 18 yrs - L)
"The food is pretty excellent, three three-course
meals a day. Some people grumble about it, but I
don't think there is anything to grumble about."
(Nale - Engineering Science & Technology - 18 yrs - L)

In response to questions in both surveys and in comments
made during intervielv, there seemed to be, in general, a sense in
which students at both Durham and Loughborough were prepared to
accept the imperfections of their physical environment.

These

- 210 imperfections were not seen as serious difficulties.

Indeed,

in most cases there was positive regard for the physical aspects
of the university environment.

Notes and references:
1

Loughborough University of Technology, Undergraduate Prospectus
1977 - 1978 (June, 1976) p 204
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CHAPTER TEN
'IHE HUNAN ENVI ROill!ENT

10.1

Introduction
The human environment comprises the student population

along Ni th both academic and domestic staff.

These various

people are those with whom the first year student interacts.
No undergraduate may pass through university in a vacuum: some
human contact is unavoidable.

From the moment he arrives to the

time of his graduation, the student has to relate with other human
beings.
interact.

The university is a social system and its participants
Relationships formed may well be superficial and

extremely transitory in nature.
and longevity.

Others may be of greater depth

The unique collection of people associated with

each university makes the human environment as important a facet
of the university environment as a Hhole, though perhaps a less
tangible one, as the physical en vi ronmen t.
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Being of a more variable nature, \vith personnel changing
each year, the human environment is in a state of flux.

Certainly

it is arguable that as buildings are renovated, or demolished and
replacements built, even the physical environment is flexible and
possesses an element of the dynamic.

Hm~ever,

capital investment

is not sufficiently great to allow rapid change in the physical
environment: certainly not to the extent that changes occur within
the human environment with a ne\v intake of students each year.

In general terms the success with \vhich students mix
and mingle at university, the degree of social interaction, \vill
affect the feeling of not being socially isolated and of being in
a place that is not impersonal.

It is these two elements of the

human environment that this discussion of results begins with.

10.2

Social isolation and an impersonal place
\Vhere human contact is made easily and \varmly one is

unlikely to feel socially isolated.

Furthermore, it is unlikely

that there tvill be a sense of life being impersonal in such a
situation.

Students at Loughborough seemed to be more likely

to feel socially isola ted than tvere those at Durham.

TI1is

difference was only slightly significant, being a matter of degree.
At a place where everything and everyone is new it is not
surprising to find large numbers agreeing that it is possible
to feel socially isolated.

Students, perhaps away from home for

the first time, are bound to find initial social contacts
difficult.

TI1e general reticence that prevails may make it easy

for an individual to stay in his room, sensing a degree of social
isolation.

As Table

36 shows, most students felt it was possible

- 213 to feel socially isolated, with this being more apparent at
Loughbo rough.

TABLE 36
Possibility of feeling socially isolated by site
Site

Possible

Durham

153 ( 62. 4/.)

92 (37•6/'.)

245

Loughbo rough

126 ( 70• 4"/o)

53 ( 29. 6/.)

179

Totals

279 (65•8%)

145 (34•2/.)

424

2

X

df

Totals

= 2•889
=1
0•10

p

Not
possible

(1 missing observation)

It was also at Loughborough that a greater proportion
of students felt that life l•7as too impersonal.

As Table 37

illustrates, Loughborough students \ilere more aware of inadequate
human contact than their counterparts at Durham.

TABLE 37
Feeling that life is too impersonal by site

True

False

Durham

37 (15•17.)

208 (84•9/.)

245

Lough borough

42 (23• 77.)

135 ( 7 6• 3/.)

177

Totals

79 (18. 7/.)

343 (81•3/'.)

422

·.Site

X

2

df
p

= 5•067

=1

0•05

Totals
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Where these aspects of the human environment were concerned
there was no significant relationship between viewing the human
environment in a negative way and degree performance.

Students who

felt. it was possible to feel socially isolated were just as likely
as those with an opposing view to obtain a good honours degree or
to terminate.

"i'(

Similarly, those students believing that life at

university was possibly too impersonal were as likely to perform
well as those with a more positive outlook.

~·:*~''

There was also no significant relationship between
students believing life to be too impersonal and the frequency
with which transitional problems were reported.

·k-;,':'"i'c

However, there

was a likelihood that students who had believed it was possible to
feel socially isolated would report more transitional problems.
This is shown in Table 38.

TABLE 38
PROBSCOR by the possi hili ty of feeling socially isola ted
True

Low <4

33

(20•9/o)

29

(34•9/o)

62 (25•7/o)

Med 4-6

51

(32• 3/o)

28

(33• 7/o)

79 (32•8/o)

High ) 6

74

(46•8/o)

26

(31•3/o)

100 ( 41• 5/o)

Totals
X

2

df

False

PROBSCOR

Totals

83

158

241

= 7•37754
=2

p

~"(

-/("·J'(

*"i'c"i':

0•05

X
X
X

2
2
2

N.S.

(23)

= 2•8422337

df

=4
=4

N.s.

(24)

= 3•86313

df = 2

N.S.

(25)

= 4•881334

df
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Staff - student relations
Thus far it has been Loughborough students who have

seen aspects of the human environment in a slightly more negative
light than their counterparts at Durham.

This was not the case

when staff - student relations were considered.

The relationship

between student and academic staff is very important.

Social

contact between teacher and taught may enhance the effectiveness
of the professional relationship.

At both universities there were

strong indications that social contact between students and academic
staff was unsatisfactory.

Comments from students at both Durham

and Loughborough were made to support this negative regard with
which staff - student

social contacts were held.

"Some make themselves to tally inaccessible.
It depends on the lecturers."
(Male - Financial Management - 18 yrs - L)
"In hall you don't really get to know them.
In the department they don' t go out of
their way."
(Female - Library Studies - 18 yrs - L)
"I think they are embarrassed by socialising
with students. They make the effort but I
think it is because they are obliged to. In
hall we have, every now and then, a student
who has to eat at top table with various members
of staff. I'm not quite sure what the future of
this even is, as a few members of staff were
there when I was, who didn't really want to be
there at all."
(Female - Sociology - 22 yrs - L)
"The teaching staff are not so friendly
as they could be."
(Female - Management Science - 18 yrs - L)
"Most don't bother to get to know you.
They are quite aloof."
~Male

- History - 19 yrs - D)
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"In college they are non-existent •••• In the
departments there is no contact outside
lectures. I don't think they know any of
us personally, well not many of them do. It
is only to be expected. Students are probably
just a bit of a pain for them."
(Male - Maths & Physics - 18 yrs - D)
"It' s okay, but a bit limited. You come to
realise lecturers here aren't really concerned
about us. They are getting their income,
writing their books and doing research."
(Male- Economics & Politics - 19 yrs - D)

Cynical comments like the latter were relatively rare.
Hm-1ever, there were a number of students who remarked on the lack
of social skills exhibited by academic staff.

"The Principal always vaguely smiles as you
walk past, but that's about it. The tutor
system is terrible. I went up for coffee and
there were long embarrassed silences. They
didn't seem interested, so I gave up."
(Female - Biology - 18 yrs - D)
"Staff don't go down to the JCR. I've only seen
my tutor about twice. More effort should be made
on their side. They can come and meet us but we
can hardly go and meet them."
(Female - Geography & Botany - 17 yrs - D)
"In college I have a tutor I have met once and have
no desire to meet again. \.Je all sat and asked
questions and he said "Yes" or "No". There is
no two-way sys tern."
(Male - Engineering Science - 19 yrs - D)

There were many very positive comments that were made
by students concerning staff - student relations.

Hhat was most

encouraging was the mature approach to this topic that was
exhibited by some interviewees.

- 217 "They are very good. Students have to make the
approach. It's not like school, it's much better."
(Male - Economics - 18 yrs - L)
"They're what you make of them. Some lee turers
and tutors treat you on a more personal level."
(Female - Sociology & Soc. Admin. - 18 yrs - D)

Some students were also confident that academic staff
were approachable.

They were seen as potential problem solvers.

This attitude was more prevalent at Loughborough than at Durham.

"They are very good. All staff I know are very
nice. If I get stuck there is at least one
person I can go to."
(Female - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)
"If I had problems I wouldn't be worried about
going to talk to them. In the department they
are quite human."
(Female - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)
"Some staff sre more friendly than others.
have any problem you know they'll sort you

If you
OU to

II

(Male - Civil Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"If you go to staff with problems they are
very helpful."

(Female - Sociology - 22 yrs - L)

It was at Durham that most critics of academic staff and
their relations with students were found.

The apparent distance and

aloofness of staff did not foster much faith in their ability to
solve students' problems.

This was typified by the following

comment.

"In college I haven't seen my moral tutor at all.
He didn't tum up in the first week. If I had
problems I wouldn't talk to him, whoever he was,

- 218 I would talk to friends or work it out myself."
(Male - English - 19 yrs - D)

Although the responses to questions concerning staffstudent contacts were variable during the interviews, there had
been a marked degree of agreement between Durham and Loughborough
students on the unsatisfactory nature of this relationship. As
Table 39 shows, more were dissatisfied than satisfied.

A larger

proportion were undecided, suggesting some doubt in the students'
minds as to the success with l'lhich academic staff had related
with their students.

TABLE 39
Satisfaction with staff - student social contacts by site
Site

Satisfied

Undecided

Durham

43 (17•67.)

104 (42•6/.)

97 (39•87.)

244

Loughbo rough

34 (19•07.)

86 ( 48• 0/.)

59 (33•07.)

179

Totals

77 (18•27.)

190 (44•97.)

156 ( 36• 97.)

423

= 2•07
=2
N.s.
(2

missing observations)

Dissatisfied

Totals

2

X

df

As the above table shows, there was no significant
difference between the two universities.

Students at both Durham

and Loughborough were similarly disenchanted with staff- student
social contacts.

It was in this area of human relationships,

however, that a number of anomalies were found to occur.

The

same type of question, for example, appearing elsewhere in the
survey may evoke a different response.

A large proportion of

- 219 Durham students declared that it was not true that academic staff
were keen to know students socially.

As Table 40 shows, students

at Loughborough were more evenly matched.

This difference bet\.;reen

the tt.;ro universities was statistically significant.

TABLE 40
Academic staff are keen to know students socially by site
Site

True

2

df

Totals

Durham

76 (31•4%)

166 ( 68. 67.)

242

Loughborough

72 ( 40• 5i.)

106 (59•5%)

178

148 (35•27.)

272 ( 64•87.)

420

Totals
X

False

= 3• 696
=1

(5 missing observations)

0•10

p

A variation on this response was obtained when the
question was put another way.

A greater proportion of Loughborough

students exhibited a positive attitude, believing that academic
staff were interested in students as people.

As Table 41 shows

the differences between the two universities were more marked.

TABLE 41
Academic staff are not interested in students as people by site
Disagree

'Ib tal s

Agree

Durham

30 (12•2'7.)

83 (33•9%)

132 (53•9'7.)

245

Lough borough

12 ( 6•7%)

49 (27•5%)

117 (65•7%)

178

Totals

42 ( 9•97.)

132 ( 31• 27.)

249 ( 58•9%)

423

2
x
df
p

Undecided

Site

= 6•937

=2

0•05

(2 missing observations)
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When degree performance was compared with these various
aspects of the human environment it was found that satisfaction
with organised staff- student social contacts (see Table 39, page
218) and belief that academic staff were keen to know students

socially (see Table 40, page 219) did not produce any significant
relationships.

Dissatisfaction with organised staff- student

contacts did not mean lower class degrees would be obtained. ~"r
In a similar way, belief that academic staff were not keen to
know students socially did not imply a low class of degree was to

,,

.........

be attained.'"

However, a variable response, yielding no clear cut
relationship was afforded by students' perception of academic
staff not being interested in students as people.

Where students

felt this was so,there was a tendency for these students to obtain
fewer Firsts and also fewer failures or terminations.

Those

students believing academic staff were interested in them as
people tended to obtain marginally more Firsts, as did those who
were undecided, and also have more terminating and failing students
in their ranks.

This is shown in Table 42.

Perhaps the striking

difference in the distribution shol•m is that students perceiving
this aspect of the human environment in a negative light, those in
agreement, obtained a much smaller proportion of good honours
degrees than one would expect.

Students' satisfaction with organised staff- student
social contacts '\>las not significantly related with frequency with

x

i

2

= 7•5717877
= 3•4800786

df
df

=8
=4

N.s.
N.s.

(:!>)

(27)

- 221 tvhich transitional problems had been reported.~·:

This was also

true where students' belief that academic staff were keen to
know them socially

7c"'J'(

was concerned, as well as where students

perceived academic staff as being disinterested in them as people. ~·:-~d:

TABLE 42
Degree results by students' perception of academic staff not being
interested in them as people
Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Totals

1/2i

8 ( 19• Oio)

42 (31• 8%)

79 (31•7%)

129 ( 30• 5io)

2ii

21 ( 50• Oio)

50 (37•9io)

104 ( 41• 8io)

175 (41•4io)

3/P

11 ( 26• 2io)

32 (24• 2%)

37 ( 14• 9io)

80 ( 18• 9%)

F/W

2 ( 4• 8io)

8 ( 6•1 io)

29 (11•6%)

39 ( 9• 2io)

Tots
2
x
df
p

42

249

132

423

= 11• 28275
=6
0•10

(2 missing observations)

As has been stated there were variations in the way
students perceived staff - student relations, and these tended to
be related to the passing of time.

Adjustment to university was

made;this was made manifest by 23% of Durham students who had
originally felt that academic staff did not mix socially with
students, later agreeing that this social mixing had improved.
This contrasted with the 8% of Loughborough students who had
changed their attitude in a similarly positive way.

As Table 43

shows, a greater proportion of Loughborough students had modified
their views in a negative way than had those at Durham.
·k

X

-.,'("';'(

X

")~"';·(~'(

X

2
2
2

=

1• 97 56

df = 4

N. S.

(28)

=

0•67963

df = 2

N. S.

(29)

=

7• 65654

df = 4

N. S.

( 30)

It was

- 222 also at Loughborough that a greater proportion of students had
always seen social mixing of staff and students in a positive
light.

TABLE 43
Constancy of feeling that academic staff mix socially with students
by site
Durham

Totals

Always
disagreed

91 ( 62• 3i.)

58 (62•47.)

149 (62•37.)

Agreed then
disagreed

10 ( 6•8%)

12 (12•97.)

22 ( 9•2/.)

Disagreed
then agreed

34 (23•3%)

8 ( 8• 6/.)

42 (17•6%)

Always
agreed

11 ( 7•57.)

15 ( 16•1i.)

26 (10•9/.)

Totals
X

Loughbo rough

2

df
p

239

93

146

= 13•09184
=3
0•01

(3 missing observations)

In spite of this significant difference between the two
universities there appeared to be no relationship between constancy
of feeling that staff mixed socially and either degree results
frequency of reporting transitional problems.

~'(

or

"](~"

The other members of staff with whom students come into
contact are the domestic staff, the cleaners, kitchen assistants,
porters and non-academic employees.

*

X

-lrl:

X

2
2

= 7•00167
=

3•95718

At both Durham and Loughborough

=6

N.S.

(31)

df = 6

N.s.

( 32)

df
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approximately three quarters of all students agreed that nonacademic staff were friendly.

There was no significant difference

when this response was related with site.

-1(

Students who felt

domestic staff had not been friendly and those who had not decided
were no more, or any less, likely to perform differently at degree
level than those with opposing views.

There was no significant

difference in the distribution of degree results.

,.,.,':

There was a tendency, however, for students who had either
made no decision or who had felt domestic staff were unfriendly to
possess higher scores in transitional problem reportage.
shown in Table

This is

44.

TABLE 44
PROBSCOR by belief that domestic staff were unfriendly
PROBSCOR

Totals

Low <4

51 (27•6/.)

10 ( 17. 9/.)

61 (25•37.)

Med 4-6

66 (35•71.)

14 ( 25• 0/.)

80 (33• 2/.)

High "?6

68 ( 36•8/.)

32 (57•1/.)

100 (41• 5/.)

56

241

Totals
X

Undecided/
disagree

Agree

2

df
p

185

= 7•4477

=2

0•05

(1 missing observation)

Peer relations

10.4

Students at both Durham and Loughborough felt that
students had much in common with each other.

X

x

2

= 3•89085

df

=2

N.S.

(33)

2

= 4•5833079

df

=4

N. S.

(34)

95% of those at
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Loughborough and 98% at Durham were sure that students had some
common ground.

This may be taken as evidence that the vast

majority of students regard their peers in a positive way.

A

very small proportion of undergraduates felt that there was no
common ground upon which relationships could be built.

There was

no significant difference in response between students at Durham
and those at Loughborough. ·k

This attitude also seemed to have no

effect upon degree performance.

As so few students held negatively

oriented views statistical significance is of dubious value and
•

validity.

In this case there was no significant d1fference.

"i'(-1:

Regrouping transitional problem reportage scores to
overcome the problem inherent in so few respondents holding a
negative view suggested that s tuden:ts feeling they had no thing
in common with their peers were more likely to report transitional
difficulties.

This statistically significant difference is shown

in Table 45.

TABLE 45
PROBSCOR by feeling that students have nothing in common

X

2

df

True

Low <4

0 ( 0• 0'/.)

62 (26•5'/.)

62 (25• 6'/.)

High >4

8 (100•0'/.)

172 (73• 57.)

180 ( 74•47.)

Totals

8

234

242

·Mr

Totals

= 2•7563
=1
0•10

p

*

False

PROBSCOR

x2

= 2•10435
2
x = 2•87108

df

=1

N.s.

(35)

df = 2
N.S.
(36) Two (33•37.) of the
cells have expected frequencies of less than five.
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As the transitional year passed only small proportions
of students at both Durham and Loughborough constantly felt it
was difficult to make friends, or changed their views to accommodate
this negative feeling.

As many students, proportionately, at Durham

had always held a positive view as were found at Loughborough: 78•9%
and 79•87. respectively.

Similar proportions in each category meant

that no significant difference existed between the two universities.~·r
There was also no significant difference in constancy of feeling it
was difficult to make friends when degree results were taken into
-k ..'r

consideration. '

This suggests that students who did experience

difficulty in making friends were not at a disadvantage when it
came to degree performance.

However, students with such a negative

disposition towards this aspect of the human environment were more
likely to report transitional problems, as Table 46 shows.

TABLE 46
PROBSCOR by constancy of feeling it was difficult to make friends
PROBSCOR

Agreed then
disagreed

Always agreed or did
so later

Totals

Low <4

57 (29•87.)

4 ( 3•37.)

1 ( 5• Oi.)

62 (25•77.)

Med 4-6

68 (35• 67.)

7 ( 23. 3'7.)

5 (25•0%)

80 (33•2'7.)

High )6

66 (34•67.)

19 (63•3/.)

14 ( 70• 0'7.)

99 (41•17.)

30

20

Totals
X

2

df
p

Always
disagreed

191

= 17•7092
=4
0•01

X
X

2

2

= 2•39446

df

=2

N.s.

(37)

= 4• 5768

df

=4

N. S.

(38)
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- 226 One would expect students who felt it was difficult for
them to make friends and to develop human relations with their
peers to report transitional problems more frequently.

This was

mainly because many of these problems were concerned with aspects
of the human environment.

The trend for no significant difference

existing between Durham and Loughborough respondents when aspects
of the human environment were being considered was found to continue.
Less than 20% of students agreed that they had made fewer friends
than they had expected to make.
ically significant.*

This distribution was not statist-

Furthermore, students feeling they had made

fewer friends, and thus regarding this aspect of the human environment in a negative way, were not less likely to perform well at
degree level.

-/(*#'(

One would expect these students, dissatisfied with

their relationships, to report transitional difficulties more
frequently than their counterparts not experiencing the same lack
of human contact.

As Table

47 illustrates, this was the case.

TABLE 47
PROBSCOR by feeling that fewer friends had been made
PROBSCOR

X

";'(*i'(

Totals

Low <4

4 (10• 37.)

56 ( 28. 37.)

60 (25•3%)

Med 4-6

10 (25•67.)

70 ( 35• 47.)

so

High> 6

25 (64•1%)

72 (36•47.)

97 (40•97.)

Totals

39

2

df
p
-~~

Disagree

Agree

198

237

= 11•21812
=2
0•01

X
X

2
2

= 0•00251
= 0•12411

df
df

=1
=

N.s.
N.s.

(39)

(40)

(33•87.)

- 227 A smaller majority of students felt that it was easier
for them to talk to new people after a year as an undergraduate than
it had been at the start of their courses.

This indirect measure

of social skills and self-confidence was unaffected by site. *

There

was also no indication that those students ,.;rho lacked this confidence
in their own abilities were any more likely to perform unsatisfactorily
at degree level than those with a positive view.

When degree results

were taken into consideration there was no significant difference in
response.

-;'c·l:

There was, again, a tendency for students feeling it

was not easier to talk to new people than it had been at the start
of the first year, to report the experiencing of transitional
problems more frequently.

This difference was only slightly

significant and is shown in Table 48.

TABLE 48
PROBSCOR by feeling that it was easier to speak to new people
Disagree

PROBSCOR

Agree

Low (4

46 (27•4%)

14 ( 21• 2/'.)

60 (25•6/'.)

Med 4-6

59 (35•1/'.)

17 (25•8/'.)

76 (32•5/'.)

High }6

63 (37•5%)

35 (53 • OJ'.)

98 ( 41• 9/'.)

Totals
2
x
df
p

Totals

66

168

234

= 4•71071
=2
0•10

(8 missing observations)

The reality of the human environment as a facet of the
total environment to which students need adapt was most clearly

X
X

2

= 0•12087

df

2

= 0•45984

df

=1
=2

N. S.

(41)

N.S.

(42)
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evident in the comments concerning the male:female ratio of
Loughborough students.

At Durham, where the ratio was virtually

one to one, there were no comments of this nature.

At Loughborough

it was not only the male students who were dissatisfied ,.,ith the
overwhelming number of men.

"I don't like the male: female ratio. I suppose
it was flattering at first, but it gets on your
nerves after a while. It's un-natural. It's all
competition (for the boys as) there are so few
females around •••• We used to get pestered a lot
at the beginning."
(Female - Accounting & Financial Management - 18 yrs - L)
"The proportion of male to female students is inevitably
going to cause problems •••• The lads have to demonstrate
their masculinity perhaps over much in a male university."
(Female - Social Psychology - 37 yrs • L)
"There aren't too many girls about. \.Je' d be better
off if there weren't so many engineers. It would be
a good idea to have more of the other courses. The
male:female ratio speaks for itself really: one girl
on our course and ninety-one of us."
(Nale - Mechanical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)
"The male: female ratio is a bit of a problem. If
there were more arts departments that would import
some girls. There's a lack of atmosphere if you've
only got fellows, especially in an engineering
university as engineers tend to be, mundane's the
wrong word; engineers work hard."
(Nale - Civil Engineering - 18 yrs - L)

Apart from the simple declarations that there were not
enough girls at Loughborough and that this tended to inhibit the
development of simple, ordinary friendships with the opposite sex,
as distinct from special courting relationships, a few of the
female students were still favourably disposed to being in the
minority and to being the centres of attention.

- 229 "Boys dislike the fact that there are hardly
any girls, but it's all right for me. I
suppose I really like it that way."
(Female - Social Psychology - 18 yrs - L)
"The male: female ratio is quite good really."
(Female - Business Administration - 18 yrs - L)

Another aspect of the human environment that is a further
facet of peer relations was the north:south dichotomy, which was
occasionally mentioned by some students.

This was seen to be the

cause of some difficulty at both Durham and Loughborough.

However,

not all references were in agreement as to which section of the
community were the culprits.

There was some controversy as to who

discouraged interaction and which were the more unfriendly, those
from the north or those from the south.

Clearly the views of

students were variable and were reflections of their own prejudices
and backgrounds.

"Northerners mix with northerners. There's a lot
of this "north" and "south". tole northerners all
have the same sense of humour and we don't consider
the southerners do. They are a bit reserved."
(Male

- Chemical Engineering - 18 yrs - L)

"Most students are from the south with a completely
different culture."
(Female - General Arts - 19 yrs - D)
"The town's people are more friendly than those
down south, it is said. It's not true. They go
around not smiling, very sullen. Northerners
are very sad people."
(Male - Law

&

Politics - 18 yrs - D)

"Up here in the north, they seem much friendlier
than they would be in a town of the same size in the
south."
(Female - French & German - 19 yrs - D)
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"It might be difficult for people from down south
to get on with people from the north. It might be
strange for a person from Kent or Surrey to have
someone coming straight away and being cheerful
and open. I have no real problem, coming from
Liverpool: it is about halfway."
(Male - Classics - 18 yrs - D)

Some students were aware of class distinctions amongst
them, thus hindering peer relations.
Durham and Loughborough.

This was evident at both

There seemed to be an attitude that

those from independent schools "kept themselves to themselves",
like those students from overseas.

Others, generally from the

lower social levels, commented on the exaggerated behaviour of
the "well-off" and the "public school types".

"There is slight evidence of
pretentiousness I don't like."
I

01ale - Politics & Soc. Admin. - 19 yrs - D)
"People are a bit posher here, most of them,
than at other universities."
(l'lale - Geography - 18 yrs - D)
"A few of the people seem to be stuck up. They
won't talk to many people, keep themselves to
their own group of friends. Quite a lot have a
lot of money and come from rich backgrounds and
you can tell, they usually stick out a mile."
(Female - l'lanagement Science - 18 yrs - L)
"Public school and other school types are not
mixed: there are public school cliques, which
suits me to a certain extent."
(l'lale- Economics & Politics- 19 yrs- D)
"There's a bit of a class barrier in various places.
Castle is supposed to be the high class one as its
pupils are proper high class people, but I'm not
really conscious of it too much."
(l'lale - Zoology & Botany - 18 yrs - D)
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Most comments of this nature were aimed against the
apparently wealthy and those of higher social status, but not all
were.

One interviewee, from a Durham college that had many

Certificate of Education students, felt himself to be in the
minority:

"There are not so many people of my type,
from public school and doing a degree."
(Male - General Arts - 18 yrs - D)

These comments generally referred to specific types of people,
with little interaction being perceived between the two l'lhere
independent and maintained-school students were concerned.
Although there were indications that a few students felt
strongly about this aspect of the human environment, there were
relatively few at either university that mentioned social
background.

What was apparent during interview was the mature
outlook some students had on relationships.

They often talked

of their conscious decisions to conduct their social life in such
a way as to maximise their relationships.

One student had

deliberately refrained from building friendships with fellow
students following the same course:

"I've got no great buddies on the course. None
of my close friends is on the course. It's
deliberate because I don't want to spend all
my time with them."
(Male - Electrical Engineering - 19 yrs - L)
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Others were more aware of the way friendship networks
expand and

develop.

Introductions could be made to a wide range

of people.

"People introduce you to their friends. You're
not isolated in your year. You do mix with
other years and they have to mix with you
because we are so small a college."
(Male - Classics - 18 yrs - D)

One described the haphazard nature of developing social
contacts and how chance played a large part.

In this one example

it is clear that once a small step has been taken by the individual,
social interaction tends to occur of its own volition, especially
in the human environment of a university.

"In the last two .weeks of term I made a lot of
friends, a lot more friends, mostly in the hall.
I t was the general festive (Christmas) spirit.
I
got involved with rag. I went all over the blocks
selling raffle tickets and got to know a lot of
people. One night I just happened to pop up to
see how the decorations for Hall Ball were going
and I got involved in that. All coincidence
really •••• Wherever you go there's always going to
be somebody there that you know, like at the bar
at night."
(Female - Business Administration - 18 yrs - L)

The interviews suggested that most students are able to
overcome the initial difficulties in getting to know other students
and to develop new friendships.

In the majority of cases there was

an enthusiasm and appreciation of the opportunities given them that
was marked by suitable comments.
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"I like meeting people •••• I can talk to people
I don't know without cringing or being on my
guard. I have changed. It is fantastic,
especially meeting people, people from South
Africa for example, or who have been around
the world before coming here."
(Female - French - f8 yrs - D)

This supports the notion that students develop as people.

They

change and grow as they become more self-confident and socially
competent.

There were, obviously, many other areas where peer

relations could be developed and the student's self-confidence
could flourish.

The two groups of students within the university

situation that respondents could interact were, firstly, College
of Education students who were present at both universities, and
secondly those students from overseas.

These two areas of peer

relationships were discussed during the interviews.

Contrasting and contradictory views were expressed
about overseas students.

Most were believed to be "getting on

okay", as the commonly used phrase put it.

There was a tendency,

however, for overseas students to "keep themselves to themselves",
forming small friendship groups along national lines.

One student

interviewed, from Hong Kong, blamed his inability to form friendships on his relatively poor English.

"I don't mix very well. I do not know how to
get along with other people •••• I can't be friends
with others because there is my English. It's
not good. I don't know what to say. I don't know
how to express myself. I don't have any friends."
(Male - Transport Management

&

Planning - 21 yrs - L)

At Loughborough there were large numbers of students
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from Asia, especially Malaysia and Hong Kong, which meant language
difficulties could make social interaction a problem.

It was,

therefore, not surprising to find very few Loughborough students
from Britain lvho had much social contact with students from
overseas.

On the other hand, at Durham there were considerably

fewer degree students from overseas.

There were a number of

Americans on a one-year exchange and these students tended to
mix very easily, according to those interviewed.

The human

environment differed greatly at Durham from that at Loughborough
where overseas students were concerned.

There was greater consensus when interaction between
university and College of Education students was concerned.

At

both Durham and Loughborough there was much talk of impending
mergers between university and

teacher training institutions.

There was the view that there was very little interaction between
the two types of students, and this was held at both universities.
It was expressed that there would be greater levels of co-operation
and interaction when mergers had been completed.
attitudes expressed.

There were three

The first, and most common, was that

university students had "never really met any" students from the
colleges of education:.

Others just did not knolv any.

It

was often

claimed that one could not distinguish the two types of student.

The second attitude expressed lqas concerned with an
apparent sense of "inverted snobbery" on the part of the college
of education students and of university students being "superior".
Views on this aspect of the human environment were held at both
universities.
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"They (College of Education students) are
definitely thought of as the thicker side
of Durham."
(Male - Engineering Science - 17 yrs - D)
"There's a sort of inverted snobbery on their
part. University students are looking down on
them, thinking themselves more intelligent. I
don't think it's really true, as university
students don' t think like that."
(Female - English - 19 yrs - D)
"(They do) not (mix) very well at all. I think
they. feel we are superior and we do feel
superior, which is wrong really."
(Female .- Banking and Finance - 18 yrs - L)
"They do not mix very well at all. I don't know
whether it is college students' imagination or
if it really happens, they think the university
people look down on them. Lots of university
people do think that."
(Female - Management Science - 18 yrs - L)
"There's a certain animosity, friendly rivalry and
I think people have tended to think of them as
inferior because they are not at the university."
(Male - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)

This last reference to the apparent dichotomy as a result of
feelings of superiority also included mention of animosity between
the two types of institution.

There was a sense of ill-feeling

towards college of education students and a number of interviewees
made reference to this.

Some were antagonistic

as college students

mis-behaved in the few combined lectures, or entered lectures after
physical exercise and so caused the place to smell.
trivial, but negative, views were often expressed.

Such relatively
Others referred

to the sense of rivalry between the two types of student and the
apparent sense of resentment that was perceived.
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"Lots pretend it's not there, but it is, this
resentment. One university lad had to leave
(this college). He couldn't take it. He thought
they (College of Education students) were all too
rough in the bar. He had to join another college."
(Female - General Arts - 19 yrs - J))
"There's a lot of friction between the two."
(Male - Civil Engineering - 18 yrs - L)

However, a number saw only the friendly rivalry,
believing there to be no resentment at all.

What was clear from

the interviews was that, although perception of the university
student - college of education student interaction varied, very
few had ever made any personal contact.
one from the

coll~ges

Host did not know any

of education at all.

These were two

separate institutions comprising two completely different and
rarely interacting groups of students.

Since this research was conducted the changes in provision
for teacher training have meant that there are no non-degree
courses for potential teachers.

The introduction of B.Ed. degree

courses and the abolition of Certificate of Education courses will
mean that the greatest barrier to interaction, the fact that they
were not university students, will be removed.

What was apparent

was the optimism expressed by many students who felt that education
students and the rest of the student population would mix more when
mergers had been completed.

10.5

Thus, peer relations could be enhanced.

Relations with local town's people
Relationships with local people were, in general, seen as

unsatisfactory.

At both Durham and Loughborough there were comments

-
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that suggested local people and students did not mix well.

"I suppose they just don't like seeing the town
over-run by students. Students are pretty
unpopular with those who haven't been to
university, and you can expect this even more
when concentrated in one area."
(Male - Economics & Politics- 20 yrs - D)
"I went in to a pub last night which was
dtfinitely anti-student. We walked in and
everything went quiet so we had a quick half and
out. The next one was very friendly."
(Male - Maths & Physics - 18 yrs - D)
"I was told when I came for interview that the
natives were hostile, but I went on a bus to
Leicester and was talking to a woman who said
that I didn't come from around here as the local
people aren't very friendly and people around here
don't talk at all."
(Female - Accounting & Financial Management - 18 yrs - L)

There was a feeling that local youths were very
resentful of students.

There were tales of violence and trouble

that were reported at interview.

"There seem to be lots of gangs going around beating
up students. There's some resentment against us
because we have all the facilities and they don't
have anything in the town."
(Female - Library Studies - 18 yrs - L)
"Relationships are pretty appalling. I would not
go (into town) with less than two or three friends.
A couple of friends were attacked the other night
coming out of a pub."
(Male - Economics - 18 yrs - L)
"Students have a strong dislike of town youths because
when they come up here (on to campus) they attack
people, but you don't really see much of them."
(Male - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)
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These views were expressed by students at Loughborough
only.

There were no suggestions that local youths were violent

at Durham.

In spite of the university being scattered throughout

the city of Durham there was a tendency for students there to
"never come across local people".

There was a similar view

expressed at Loughbo rough: both groups kept themselves to themselves,
with relatively little interaction.

"I don't actually meet many town's people. I
don't realise they are there most of the time."
(Female - English - 19 yrs - D)
"I don't think they mix at all well. Around most
of the colleges there isn't any town anyway. I
don' t know anybody who lives in Durham."
(Male - Engineering Science - 18 yrs - D)
"We exist side by side, where we are.
much impression on the other."

Neither makes

(Female - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)
"I don' t know anyone from the town.
no sort of mixing."

There is

(Female - Social Psychology - 18 yrs - L)

Indeed, at Durham there were occasional references to
an apparent dividing line within the city.

This was perceived to

separate the area most frequented by students from that

seen as

mainly the reserve of town's people.

"(Students and town's people do) not (get on) very
well at all. It's quite funny, over Framwelgate
Bridge*it's the dividing line. This side it is all
studeuts and on that side it is all the town's people."
(Female - Psychology - 18 yrs - D)

See Map 1 on page 67
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This strong awareness of territorial boundary lines was possessed
by a number of Durham students \-lho tended to restrict their visits
to the far side of Framwelgate Bridge to as few as possible.

There

was no apparent territorial distinction mentioned by Loughborough
students.

Where there was similarity was in the fact that: the

only local people students knew, whether at Durham or Loughborough,
were the cleaners and other domestic staff.

In a few cases this

supplemented by local people met in neighbouring churches.

\-las

Satisfaction with human relations formed in the first year

10.6

With the exception of staff- student relationships, there
were generally favourable reactions to the human environment and
its varied facets.

Indeed, over 70% of students at Durham

expressed satisfaction with the human relationships formed while
first years.

At Loughborough a greater proportion, 80!., expressed

their satisfaction.

There was a significant difference in the

distribution of satisfaction when site was taken into consideration,
as Table 49 shows.

TABLE 49
Satisfaction with human relationships formed in the first year by
site
Site

Satisfied

Undecided

Dissatisfied

Durham

108 ( 73. 0'7.)

21 (14•27.)

19 (i2•8'7.)

148

76 (80•9'7.)

14 (14•97.)

4 ( 4• 3'7.)

94

184 (76•0%)

35 ( 14• 57.)

23 ( 9•5'7.)

242

Loughborough
Totals
2

X

df
p

= 4•94443

=2

0•10

Totals

- 240 Durham students were shown to be more likely to be critical of
the relationships formed than students from Loughborough, who
were more satisfied with them.

It is possible that Durham

students had higher expectations than those at Loughborough and
had foreseen their forming a greater number and, perhaps, more
deep friendships.

This would account for their greater

dissatisfaction.

Students who did express some dissatisfaction with the
relationships they had formed in their first year were not more
likely to perform badly at degree level.

There was no significant

difference in the distribution of degree results. *

Those who had

expressed satisfaction with human relationships, on the other hand,
were less likely to report transitional problems with the frequency
with which those holding an opposing view did.

This is shown in

Table 50.

TABLE 50
PROBSCOR by satisfaction with human relationships formed in the
first year
PROBSCOR

-;'(

Dissatisfied

Totals

57 (31•07.)

4 (11•47.)

1 ( 4• 3'7.)

62 (25• 6'7.)

Med 4-6

63 ( 34• 27.)

11 (31•4'7.)

6 (26•1%)

80 (33•17.)

6

64 (34•87.)

20 (57•17.)

16 (69•6'7.)

100 (41•37.)

35

23

242

Totals
2

df
p

Undecided

Low <4

High~

X

Satisfied

184

= 17•78362
=4
0•01

X

2

= 3•16244

df = 4

N. S.

(43)

- 241 Most students expressed thei'r satisfaction with the
relationships they had formed during their first year.

Indeed,

in interview a number referred to making friends as the most
valuable aspect of university life.

These comments, which had

been made by students at both Durham and Loughborough, are
represented by the following typical examples:

"Friendships are what I've most got ou•t of
university life."
(Female - Business Administration - 18 yrs - L)
"The best thing is the friends I've made."
(Female - Library Studies - 19 yrs - L)
"What I've most got out of university is
making new friends."
(Male - Politics - 19 yrs - D)
"What I've most got out of university are friends
for life. It's a worthwhile experience for a
person. You get to know so many different people
with different ideas."
(Nale - Classics - 18 yrs - D)
"What I've most enjoyed is the friendship of
others and a chance to meet so many different
kinds of people."
(Nale - General Arts - 18 yrs - D)

The formation of friendships and the development of
satisfactory human relationships were considered important by
most students.

It was clear that the majority had been pleased

with the success with which their attempts at making friends had
been rewarded.

10.7

Problems from the human environment
Four of the twenty problems listed in the Supplementary

Survey that were used to calculate the PROBSCOR index were concerned

- 242 with aspects of the human environment.

One of these was loneliness.

The others were the ratio of male to female students, the superficiality of friendships and the difficulty of finding a special
boy or girl friend.

Only one of these, the problems arising from

the male:female ratio showed any significant difference between
the two universities, as illustrated in Table 51.

TABLE 51
Students finding male:female ratio a problem by site
Site

No problem

Durham

145 ( 94• 21.)

9 ( 5•8'/.)

154

45 (40•9'7.)

65 (59•1'1.)

110

190 (7 2. 0'/.)

74 (28•0'/.)

264

Lough borough
Totals
X

2

df
p

A problem

Totals

= 90•3748
=1
0•001

There was no significant difference between students'
responses from each university when any other of the human
,~

environment problems were considered.

These aspects of the human

environment did score more highly than those arising from the
physical environment, especially with serious problems being given
double weighting.

It was interesting to note that the most

frequently cited problem at Loughborough was the one least referred
to at Durham.

Cumulative scores per problem emanating from the

human environment are shown in Table 52.

'lr

Loneliness

X

2

= 1•20702

df

Superficiality of friendships
No special boy or girl friend

X
X

2

2

=1

= 0•199445

= 0• 5942

(44)

N.S.
df
df

=1

=1

N.s.
N.S.

(45)
(46)
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Scores of transitional problems emanating from the human environment
by site
Problem

Durham

Lough borough

All

Loneliness

69

42

111

Male: female ratio

10

75

85

Superficiality of friendships

44

34

78

Not having a boy-girl friend

43

32

75

Average

41•5

45•75

87•25

There was a tendency for students at both universities to
view aspects of the human environment as more problematic than
those arising from the physical environment.
Table 33 on page 200.)

(See and compare

Social interaction and human relationships

appeared to be more likely to cause students difficulties in the
transitional period than living accommodation, poor food or
inadequate laundry facilities.

This may be because students see

these aspects of the human environment as being of greater
importance and thus more of a problem if not satisfactory.
Unpleasant surroundings may be endured more easily, it appears,
than lack of social contacts and friendship.

10.8

Sources of help in the solution of problems emanating from
the human environment
When asked, in the Supplementary Survey, who they would

seek help from in the solution of an emotional problem derived from
human relationships, students at Loughborough indicated sources

- 244 of help completely different from those suggested by Durham students.
At Durham the majority of students, 43•5%, would have sought help
from a "fellow student".

The most common solution at Loughborough,

referred to by 39•6% of the respondents, would have been obtained
from themselves; they would have sorted out the difficulty by themselves without seeking the help of anyone else.

This self-help

approach to an emotional problem was the second most common source
of a solution at Durham, being mentioned by 29•7% of the respondents.
The variations in source of help are listed in Table 53.

All of the

responses mentioned by Loughborough students are listed.

Only the

top five from Durham are included, with the lowest two being mentioned
by only five and two students each.

Five other sources of help were

referred to by individual students and these, a member of the academic
staff, a Chaplain, the Moral Tutor, a wife or husband and "letting
time take care of the problem" are all excluded.

TABLE 53
Sources of help in the solution of an emotional problem by site
Source

N

io

1

Self

38

39•6

29•7

2

B-G friend

25

26•0

25

18•1

3

Fellow student

24

25•0

Parents

5

3•6

4

Parents

7

7•3

Pray

2

1•4

5

Stud. Counsellor

2

2•1

Source

N

io

1

Fellow student

60

43•5

2

Self

41

3

B-G friend

4
5

DURHAM

LOUGHBOROUGH

The different characteristics of the two universities that

- 245 are manifest in responses to this question are, firstly, the
existence of "church" colleges at Durham, St John's and St Chad's
with their prospective ordinands, so the student would seek Divine
help thus indicating that prayer would be the source of help; the
second is the presence of the Student Counsellor at Loughborough,
to whom two students indicated they would go for help.

The remain-

ing students all indicated one of the four common sources of help,
though the first three were in various positions.

